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Abstract

In this thesis, we study one of the central problems in the automatic veri�cation of
security protocols, that of verifying whether a given protocol leaks secrets or not. ¿e
central work in the thesis identi�es syntactic subclasses of protocols for which the secrecy
problem is decidable. ¿e other work in the thesis concerns reasoning about protocols.
We introduce a logic using which interesting properties of protocols can be speci�ed and
reasoned about.

We start the study by setting up a formal model of security protocols, and proving
several important properties about the model. Of particular importance are the properties
relating to synth and analz proofs, which formalise the way the agents running a protocol
derive new information from old.

We then consider the general secrecy problem and show that it is undecidable both
when the set of nonces is in�nite (a result �rst proved in [DLMS99]) and when the length
of messages is unbounded (a result proved in [HT96]). We provide relatively simple and
uniform proofs for both these results.

We then consider the secrecy problem in the setting of in�nitely many nonces but
bounded message length. We prove that for a certain syntactic subclass of protocols called
tagged protocols, the secrecy problem in this setting is decidable.

We then prove that a tagged protocol has a leaky run (a run that leaks a secret) i� it has
a leaky run containing only bounded length messages. ¿is enables us to prove that the
secrecy problem for tagged protocols is decidable even in the setting where both message
length and number of nonces is unbounded.

We �nally look at reasoning about security protocols. We de�ne a logic in which we
can easily specify several interesting security properties like secrecy, authenticity, etc. We
also show some examples which illustrate how to reason about protocols. We then extend
some of the undecidability and decidability results of the earlier chapters to the veri�cation
problem of the logic.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

Computer security has come to occupy an increasingly central place in our lives over
the past twenty years. ¿is has been a direct result of the enormous increase in the develop-
ment and use of networked and distributed systems over this period. Financial transactions
on the Internet is gaining currency now. Distributed �nancial transactions — even if they
are in the simple form of withdrawing money from an ATM— have become part of many
peoples’ lives today. Even more pervasive is the routine use of electronic mail (which is
sometimes even used to share con�dential information). ¿e consequences of a misuse of
such systems are potentially disastrous. ¿is places a high premium on ensuring that such
systems are not misused.

Security can basically be considered as a study of what the potential misuses of such
systems are and how they can be averted. A system may be said to be secure if the proper-
ties of con�dentiality, integrity, availability, authenticity, etc. of the various system entities
are maintained. Broadly speaking, a system maintains con�dentiality if no information
can be accessed except by those entities which are authorised to access it. Similarly, a sys-
tem maintains integrity if no information can be altered except by those entities which are
authorised to alter it. Availability simply means that the desired information (or resource)
is available when desired. An entity is said to be authentic if its apparent identity is genuine,
i.e., the entity in question does not masquerade as some other entity.

¿e main challenge in security is to maintain some (or all) of the above attributes in
the presence of malicious users, accidental misuse or under some kinds of system failures.

1



Chapter 1: Introduction 2

Historically, many di�erent traditions have contributed to developments in computer
security. Developments in operating systems, military security, and cryptography have all
driven advances in security.

From its early days, research in security has focused on formal methods for proving
systems correct. ¿is is easily understandable, since the consequences of a security-related
error in a system could be disastrous, and thus the utmost care is required in ensuring the
security of systems. Formal methods are a useful aid in the design and analysis of such
systems.

Research on formal methods related to security has grown so much over the years that
it is no longer possible to consider it as a uni�ed whole. Based on the di�erences in the
focus of research and the techniques and tools used, we have several subdisciplines. Our
contributions in this thesis lie in the area of security protocols, whichwe look at in detail in
the following sections. Meanwhile, we brie�y look at some of the other disciplines below.

Program security: ¿is is a classic area of study in security. ¿e fundamental focus of
research in this area is to devise methods which ensure that no program learns in-
formation that it is not authorised to know. Examples of programs which learn in-
formation in such an unauthorised manner are viruses and Trojan horses. For high-
security systems like those used in the military, it is highly important to check all
the programs to see if they have secure information �ow. Formal methods are of im-
mense help here. ¿e fundamental theoretical problem studied here is whether a
given problem has secure information �ow ([BL73], [Den77]). A simple de�nition
of a program having secure information �ow is as follows: if the variables used in the
program are partitioned into high-security and low-security variables, observations
of the low-security variables do not reveal any information about the initial values of
the high-security variables. Closely related is the problem of detecting covert �ows
[Lam73], where information is leaked indirectly, through variations in program be-
haviour. ¿e research in this area has focussed on syntacticmechanisms (like typing,
see [VSI96] for instance) and semantic methods (see [LJ00], for example), to ensure
secure information �ows in programs and to detect information leaks.

Security policy: ¿is is another widely studied area in security, which has its origins in the
access control model for con�dentiality used in operating systems (see [Lam74], for
instance). ¿e central problem here is somewhat similar to that in program security,
but is more general. ¿e focus is on ensuring that there is no unauthorised access to
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information. Most of the solutions depend on restricting the behaviour of the sys-
tem to achieve security. A classic example is multilevel security. Let us assume for
simplicity that there are two user levels: high and low. Let us also assume that there
are two security levels for objects: con�dential and public. ¿e typical restrictions
on such a system might include no read-up: a low user cannot read a con�dential
�le, and no write-down: a high user cannot write to a public �le. Note that these are
restrictions on the run-time behaviour of the systems. ¿e fundamental theoretical
challenge is to come up with good security policy models, which are formal speci�-
cations of the desired security-related behaviour of systems. [BL73] and [HRU76]
are two early papers dealing with security models. ¿ey propose models for con�-
dentiality which are directly based on access control models for operating systems.
¿e model proposed in [BL73] has features for access control as well as multilevel
security. ¿e current trend of research in this area is to use more abstract models
based on the so called interface models, which derive from [GM82]. See [McL94] for
a good survey of security models.

Database security: ¿emain focus in this line of research is the same as that of the above
two — to ensure that every piece of information in a database is learnt only by users
authorized to know it. ¿is implies much more than protecting data, which can be
implemented by some kind of access control mechanism. A simple example to illus-
trate this point involves a salary database where salaries above a certain threshold
have to be kept secret. It is easy enough to prevent queries from directly accessing
the records which have salary above the given threshold. But there are other kinds
of information which could be learned, like the average or sum of the salaries above
the threshold. In such cases, it is possible that information about individual records
can be inferred by cleverly asking many queries. For instance, if S is a set of employ-
ees and S� � S 8 �a�, then by learning the sum of the salaries of the employees in S,
and the same for the employees in S�, a’s salary can be learned. In some cases, even
the fact that there exists a record of a particular kind is vital information, even if the
exact data cannot be accessed. In most of these cases, the operation of aggregation
introduces much complexity in the system, by introducing many potential means
to learn information. Much of the research has focussed on statistical techniques
to prevent the inference of information. A brief introduction to the �eld (as also a
general insight into computer security) can be had from [Gol99].
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1.2 Security protocols

Security protocols are speci�cations of communication patterns which are intended to
let agents share secrets over a public network. ¿ey are required to perform correctly even
in the presence of malicious intruders who listen to the message exchanges that happen
over the network and also manipulate the system (by blocking or forging messages, for
instance). Obvious correctness requirements include secrecy: an intruder cannot read the
contents of a message intended for others, and authenticity: if B receives a message that
appears to be from agent A and intended for B, then A indeed sent the same message
intended for B in the recent past.

¿e presence of intruders necessitates the use of encrypted communication. ¿us de-
velopments in the �eld of cryptography provide the foundation for the design of security
protocols. Research in cryptography has a long and glorious history. ¿e �eld has come
into its own in the past century, with more and more sophisticated mathematical tech-
niques used to develop more and more sophisticated cryptographic schemes. As a result,
a wide variety of cryptographic tools are available to the security protocol designer: con-
ventional (shared-key) cryptography, public-key cryptography, digital signature schemes,
etc.

¿e operation of encryption typically involves transforming a given plaintext to a ci-
phertext with the use a key, such that given the key it is easy to compute the ciphertext
from the plaintext and vice versa, and without the key it is hard to compute the plaintext
from the ciphertext. ¿e inverse operation of computing the plaintext given the cipher-
text and the key, is called decryption. ¿e ciphertext is intended to be communicated over
a possibly insecure network. Conventional cryptography uses the same key for both en-
cryption and decryption. Public-key cryptography systems ([DH76], [RSA78]) use a pair
of keys for each user of the system (the user’s public and private keys), where messages are
encrypted using the receiver’s public key and decrypted using the receiver’s private key. A
comprehensive introduction to cryptography can be had from [Sch96b].

Research in cryptography primarily aims at developing new cryptosystems with im-
proved mathematical guarantees. But the focus of research in security protocols is di�er-
ent. It has been widely acknowledged that even the use of the most perfect cryptographic
tools does not always ensure the desired security goals. (See [AN95] for an illuminating
account.) ¿is situation arises primarily because of logical flaws in the design of protocols.

Quite o en, protocols are designedwith features like ease of use, e�ciency etc. inmind,
in addition to some notion of security. For instance, if every message of a protocol were
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signed in the sender’s name and then encrypted with the receiver’s public key, it appears as
if a lot of the known security �aws do not occur. But it is not usual for every message of a
protocol to be signed. ¿is could either be for reasons of e�ciency or because frequent use
of certain long-term keys might increase the chance of their being broken using cryptanal-
ysis. Great care needs to be exercised in such situations. ¿e following example protocol
highlights some of the important issues nicely. It is based on a protocol designed by Need-
ham and Schroeder ([NS78]) and is aimed at allowing two agents Aand B to exchange two
independent, secret numbers. It uses public-key encryption but does not require agents to
sign their messages.

Msg 1. A � B � �x,A�pubkB
Msg 2. B � A � �x, y�pubkA
Msg 3. A � B � �y�pubkB

Here pubkA and pubkB are the public keys ofAand B, respectively, and �x�k is the notation
used to denote x encrypted using key k. In the protocol, x and y are assumed to be newly
generated, unguessable (with high probability, of course!), previously unused numbers,
also called nonces (nonce stands for “number once used”). In message 2, B includes A’s
nonce. On seeing it A is assured that B has received message 1, since only B can decrypt
the �rst message and use x in a later message. Similarly on receipt of the third message, B
is assured of A’s receipt of y.

At the end of a session of the protocol, both Aand B share the secrets x and yand both
also know that the other agent knows x and y. But it has been shown ([Low96]) that x and
y are not necessarily known only to A and B. (Such a property needs to be satis�ed if we
want to use a combination of x and y as a key shared between A and B, for example.) ¿e
attack (called Lowe’s attack) is given below:

Msg α.1. A � I � �x,A�pubkI
Msg β.1. �I�A � B � �x,A�pubkB
Msg β.2. B � �I�A � �x, y�pubkA
Msg α.2. I � A � �x, y�pubkA
Msg α.3. A � I � �y�pubkI
Msg β.3. �I�A � B � �y�pubkB

In the above attack, �I�A�B �x means that the intruder is sending message x to B
in A’s name, whereas A��I�B �x means that the intruder is blocking a message sent by
A intended for B. ¿e above attack consists of two parallel sessions of the protocol, one
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(whose messages are labelled with α) involving A as the initiator and I as responder, and
the other (whosemessages are labelled with β) involving I (inA’s name) as the initiator and
B as the responder. (¿is shows that the names A,B,x and ymentioned in the protocol
speci�cation are just placeholders or abstract names, which can be concretely instantiated
in di�erent ways when the protocol is run. So according to A and B, they have just had
a normal protocol session with I and A, respectively. But I knows better!) A er the � h
message above, the intruder gets to know ywhich is the secret generated by B in a session
with someone whom B believes to be A. ¿is shows that the protocol does not satisfy the
following property: whenever an agent B engages in a session of the protocol as a responder
and B believes that the initiator is A, then the secret generated by B is known only to A and

B. ¿e seriousness of this �aw depends on the kinds of use the protocol is put to. It is
worth noting that this attack does not depend on weaknesses of the underlying encryption
mechanism (nor even on some keys being guessed by chance). It is also worth noting that
this attack on the (simple enough)Needham-Schroeder protocol was discovered seventeen
years a er the original protocol was proposed. [Low96] also suggests a �x for the protocol:

Msg 1. A � B � �x,A�pubkB
Msg 2. B � A � �x, y,B�pubkA
Msg 3. A � B � �y�pubkB

It is easy to see that the above attack does not happen anymore, but that still doesn’t prove
that the protocol does not have any vulnerabilities.

¿e following example illustrates a freshness attack (or replay attack), and also high-
lights the use of nonces. Consider the following protocol (which is inspired by theDenning-
Sacco protocol [DS81]) which uses symmetric (shared-key) encryption, whereA isAandal,
B is a bank, and S is a key server. We assume that every agent C shares a key kCS with the
server, which only C and S know.

Msg 1. A � S � A,B
Msg 2. S � A � �B, k,�A, k�kBS�kAS
Msg 3. A � B � �A, k�kBS

In message 1, A requests from the server S a key to communicate with B. S generates
k and creates message 2. Only A can decrypt this message successfully and learn k, since
she alone possesses kAS. She then passes on the component �A, k�kBS to B. Now B also
learns k. Now A can enter into a session with B using the key k. Since only A and B know
k, there is no danger of any information being leaked out, as long as the key k is safe. But
unfortunately, there is the following attack:
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Msg α.1. A � S � A,B
Msg α.2. S � A � �B, k,�A, k�kBS�kAS
Msg α.3. A � B � �A, k�kBS
Msg β.3. �I�A � B � �A, k�kBS

¿e attack is quite simple. Su�ciently long a er the session α has happened, the intruder
masquerades as A and enters into a session with B with the same old key k. ¿is is pos-
sible because all the intruder has to do is to replay message 3 from the old session. ¿ere
might be a question as to what this achieves, since the intruder cannot continue the session
meaningfully unless k is leaked. But this is not a scenario which can be ignored. It might
be the case that the key k has actually been compromised by long hours of cryptanalysis,
much a er the original session was played out. ¿e above attack then gives the intruder a
chance for putting this key into use. Or it might be the case that in the original session α,
a er setting up the key k, A sends the following message:

Msg α.4. A � B � �Deposit Rs. 10000 from my account into I’s�k

(¿ismight well bemoneywhich is legitimately owed to I byA.) ¿e intruder, whowatches
all the communication over the network, infers from the e�ect of the above message (Rs.
10000 deposited into I’s own account) the content of message α.4, and just replays it as
part of session β.

Msg β.4. �I�A � B � �Deposit Rs. 10000 from my account into I’s�k

Since the bank thinks that the request is coming from A, I ends up richer by Rs. 10000.
A simple solution to the problem is for A and B to generate fresh nonces at the start of

each session, then obtain the key from S and check the timeliness of the key received from
S as follows:

Msg 1. A � B � A,B
Msg 2. B � A � y

Msg 3. A � S � A,B,x, y
Msg 2. S � A � �x,B, k,�y,A, k�kBS�kAS
Msg 4. A � B � �y,A, k�kBS

¿e use of the fresh nonces prevents the intruder from replaying old messages as new. Of
course, it is imperative that for each session a unique, unguessable, random number is
chosen as a nonce, since otherwise replay attacks cannot be prevented.
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A di�erent kind of problem exists with type-flaw attacks. ¿is is illustrated by the fol-
lowing simple example (see [DMTY97] formore examples of interesting type-�aw attacks),
where A sends a fresh, random secret x to B and also gets an assurance that B has received
it.

Msg 1. A � B � ��A,�x�pubkB��pubkB
Msg 2. B � A � �x�pubkA

¿e intruder can use the structure of message 1 and get the secret generated in place of x
leaked, as the following attack shows:

Msg α.1. A � �I�B � ��A,�m�pubkB��pubkB
Msg β.1. I � B � ��I,��A,�m�pubkB��pubkB��pubkB
Msg β.2. B � I � ��A,�m�pubkB��pubkI
Msg γ.1. I � B � ��I,�m�pubkB��pubkB
Msg γ.2. B � I � �m�pubkI
Msg α.2. �I�B � A � �m�pubkA

¿e important point about this attack is that in session β, the intruder is using the term
��A,�m�pubkB��pubkB in place of x. In the absence of any mechanism to indicate the type of
data being received, B believes that he has received a nonce. By cleverly using the structure
of the protocol over two sessions, the intruder learns the secretm at the end ofmessage 2 of
session γ. ¿is example also shows that the length of messages occurring in runs of a pro-
tocol can be muchmore than that of the messages occurring in the protocol speci�cations.
Of course, this attack can be simply thwarted by modifying the protocol as follows:

Msg 1. A � B � ��A,x��pubkB
Msg 2. B � A � �x�pubkA

¿e above examples illustrate the kinds of attacks which typically happen. Much more
details on authentication protocols, attacks on them, and the techniques used to tackle
them can be found in the excellent survey article [CJ97].

¿e above discussion illustrates the pitfalls in security protocol design, and also high-
lights the need for a systematic approach to protocol design and analysis. ¿ere are two
possible approaches:

Y Development of a designmethodology followingwhichwe can always generate prov-
ably correct protocols. Muchwork in the protocol design community focuses on this
approach. [AN96] gives a �avour of the kinds of useful heuristics which improve
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protocol design. But there has not been much theoretical development towards for-
mally justifying these design guidelines.

Y Development of systematic means of analysing protocols for possible design �aws.
¿e bulk of the work in formal methods for security protocols focuses on this ap-
proach. Here again, there are two possibilities:

– Development of methods for proving the correctness of certain aspects of pro-
tocols.

– Development of systematic methods for �nding �aws of those protocols which
are actually �awed.

¿emain contributions in this thesis lie in the �eld of formal analysismethods for secu-
rity protocols. We now brie�y look at some of the approaches which have been advocated
in the literature for proving properties of protocols and detecting �aws in them.

An important stream of work relating to proving protocols right is automated theorem
proving. ¿e typical approach in this style of work is as follows: a formal protocol model is
de�ned based on an expressive logic like �rst-order logic or higher-order logic. To every
protocol, a theory in the logic is associated. Properties of protocols are also speci�ed using
the same logic. A property holds of a protocol if it can be derived from the theory of the
protocol using the rules of the logic. Established proof techniques and tools in the logic
can now be used to e�ciently prove properties of protocols. Examples of this approach
include [Pau98] and [Bol97]. ¿e advantage of this approach is that the highly expressive
logics in the framework can code up any protocol, and formally prove most of the desired
properties. Some possible disadvantages are that it requires expert knowledge to code up a
protocol into a theory, and that the theorem proving process is not fully automatic. Expert
intervention is needed to guide the proof search. ¿e complexity involved in de�ning the
theory of a protocol introduces further chances for error. Another possible drawback is
that the formal proofs are not intuitive, and thus hard for humans to understand and base
further developments on them.

An alternative approach is to use belief logics to prove properties of protocols. ¿e
pioneering work in this line is [BAN90], in which a modal logic (called the BAN logic)
was introduced as a tool to specify and reason about properties of protocols. It is based
on modalities which seek to formalise the epistemic reasoning of the agents involved in
the protocol. ¿is logic has many attractive features, chief among them being that it pro-
duces simple and abstract proofs, but there are also some drawbacks. To use the logic, the
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authors propose a systematic idealisation step, which converts each message of the given
protocol into a formula which represents the potential knowledge gained a er receipt of
the message. ¿is feature introduces a chance for error, since there is a possibility that a
wrong idealisation might be used to prove properties of the protocol. [BM93], [GNY90],
and [Nes90] are some papers which contain a discussion of this feature and suggest fur-
ther improvements to the BAN logic. [AT91], [Bie90], and [SvO94] are some papers which
attempt to improve the original logic with either new modalities or through new semantic
features. While they address some weaknesses of BAN logic, the simplicity of the original
logic is lost. More recently, there have been attempts to connect BAN style logics with other
formal models for security protocols ([ABV02] and [SC01], for example). ¿ere have also
been attempts at automated reasoning about protocols using BAN-style logics ([KW96],
for instance). [SC01] provides a comprehensive survey of BAN-style logics for authenti-
cation protocols. ¿e modalities which these logics concentrate on are fairly abstract, like
belief, trust, control etc. While it may not be di�cult to formalise these modalities, it is
not clear whether they are fundamental to reasoning about security. ¿e iteration of these
modalities also brings a lot of complexity in its wake, complicating many of the techni-
cal questions regarding these logics. ¿us it is worthwhile to look at logics with simpler
modalities.

Much of the literature is devoted to methods for detecting �aws in protocols using
the so-called model checking approach. ¿e main idea is to consider a �nite state version
(preferablywith a small number of states) of the given protocol (by imposing bounds on the
set of nonces and keys used) and prove that all states of the �nite state system satis�es the
desired property. ¿is does not necessarilymean that the protocol itself satis�es the desired
property, since use of unboundedly many data might possibly introduce more attacks. But
if a violation of the desired property is discovered using the small system, it usually means
that the protocol is also �awed. ¿e focus of research in this area is to devise methods
which will guarantee that a �nite state version of the protocol has most of the errors that
the big system has, and to devise techniques for e�ciently verifying the small system.

As we will see later, when we model security protocols formally, we get in�nite state
systems. ¿us there is no given �nite state system which one can verify. ¿e �nite model
should be constructed from the protocol speci�cation by using appropriate abstractions.
¿e di�erent subdivisions of research in this line basically re�ect the di�erent techniques
using which the �nite state system can be de�ned, and the di�erent techniques that can be
used to verify it. For example, [Low96], [LR97], [MMS97], [Sch96a], and [Sch98] advocate
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an approach based on process algebra, in which important security properties are de�ned
using some form of process equivalence. [Mea95], [Mea96a], [Mea96b] advocate an ap-
proach based on logic programming, where the protocol ismodelled by a set of rules which
tell us how each action of the protocol changes the state of the system, and several special-
ized proof techniques are used to prove that a bad state can never be reached by a protocol.
[Bol97] uses standard techniques based on abstract interpretation to de�ne a �nite-state
system from a protocol. Techniques based on tree automata ([Mon99], [GL00], [CC03],
[CCM01]) have been proposed to e�ciently represent and manipulate the intruder’s state.
Typically the intruder’s state is the cause of the in�nite state nature of protocols, and hence
methods of �nitely representing the intruder state can help construct a �nite state system
from a protocol.

¿e model checking approach has enjoyed great success in unearthing bugs in many
protocols, long a er they had been put into use. [CJ97] is a good reference for the many
attacks which have been uncovered by formal veri�cation tools. But the main drawback in
this approach is that the use of a �nite state system is not always justi�ed. In fact, the general
veri�cation problem for security protocols is undecidable (as we prove in later chapters),
and therefore there exist protocols which are not “equivalent” to any system with bounded
number of states. In this context, [Low99] proves that for a certain syntactic subclass of
protocols and for some particular kinds of properties, checking whether the protocol satis-
�es those properties amounts to checking whether a particular small system satis�es them.
¿is provides a justi�cation for veri�cation algorithms, most of which de�ne a small sys-
tem of the above kind from a given protocol, and verify the small system. ¿e decidability
results in this thesis are in the same spirit as the results of [Low99].

1.3 Contributions of the thesis

In chapter 2 of the thesis, we describe our formal model for security protocols which
will be used in the rest of the thesis. We also highlight the aspects inwhich themodel di�ers
from other models current in the literature. We set up several technical propositions about
synth and analz proofs, which formalise the way the agents running the protocols derive
new information from old.

We also introduce the secrecy problem, which aims to check if there is a run of the given
protocol which leaks a secret or not. Our main contribution in the thesis is to identify
subclasses of protocols for which it is possible to automatically verify this property.
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It turns out that when we model security protocols precisely, we get infinite state sys-
tems. ¿ere are many sources of unboundedness in the model which contribute to this.
¿e �rst type of unboundedness occurs because there is no a priori bound on the number
of sessions occurring in a run, and thus there is no bound on the length of the runs of a
protocol as well. Further, requirements such as freshness might necessitate the use of a
fresh nonce or key for each session. Since the number of sessions in a run is unbounded, it
follows that there is no a priori bound on the number of distinct nonces and keys used in
a run of a protocol. Further, as evidenced in the type-�aw attack which was shown earlier,
messages occurring in runs of a protocol can be longer than those occurring in the proto-
col speci�cation. ¿us there is no a priori bound on the length of the messages which are
part of the runs as well.

As such, it is to be expected that it is not possible to verify even simple reachability
properties, and thus security properties like secrecy as well, of such systems. It has been
formally proved in ([DLMS99], [HT96], [ALV02]) that in fact, such simple problems are
undecidable for these systems. Of the factors which lead to unboundedness of these sys-
tems, the number of nonces and the message length are of special importance. It is proved
in [DLMS99] that even when the message length is restricted to be bounded, allowing an
unboundednumber of nonces to occur in runs of a protocol leads to undecidability. Dually,
in [HT96] and [ALV02], it is proved that even if the nonces and keys come from a �xed �-
nite set, allowing arbitrarily longmessages to occur in protocol runs leads to undecidabilty.
In chapter 3, we provide simple and uniform proofs for the above two undecidability re-
sults.

¿e literature consists of many proposals to cope with the undecidability results. If
there is a bound on the number of nonces as well as the message length, then every run
can be shown to be equivalent to a run of bounded length, in terms of the security-relevant
information learnt by the various parties at the end of the run. ¿is has been used to prove
decidability in [DLMS99]. Another common approach is to place bounds on the number of
plays of any run of the protocol, e�ectively yielding a �nite state system. [ALV02], [MS01]
and [RT03] contain examples of this approach. ¿ere are also approaches which impose
restrictions on thewaymessages can be constructed. Examples of this include [DEK82] and
[ALV02] where restrictions are imposed on the way messages are concatenated with one
another to form newmessages. ¿e work in [CCM01] uses techniques from tree automata
to show decidability for a subclass of protocols in which every agent copies at most one
piece of any message it receives into any message it sends. ¿e survey article [CS02] gives
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a nice overview of the various approaches to decidability of security protocol veri�cation,
and also the various undecidability results. [ALV02] also provides a nice perspective on
the various factors which a�ect decidability of security protocol veri�cation.

¿e literature also consists of work where decidability is obtained without placing such
‘external’ bounds. For example, the work [Sto02] seeks to identify some simple semantic
properties which lead to decidability and argue that these properties are satis�ed by a large
class of protocols found in the literature. [AC02] introduces checkable syntactic conditions
which entail the equivalence of the given protocol to a �nite-state system, and then gives
methods of checking the �nite-state systems for security breaches. A signi�cant work in
this line is [Low99], where decidability is proved for a syntactic subclass of protocols, un-
der the assumption that message length is bounded but without any assumptions on the
number of nonces. Our work in chapter 4 is in this spirit. Assuming that message length
is bounded and the set of nonces is not, we prove decidability of the secrecy problem for a
syntactic subclass of protocols, the so called tagged protocols. Essentially, these are proto-
cols where the important components of eachmessage have some kind of type tags attached
to them. ¿e use of tags allows us to prove that for every tagged protocol, there is a run
which leaks a secret i� there is a run of bounded length which leaks a secret. ¿is is the
key to our decidability result.

We continue the same theme in chapter 5, where we prove that even if we do not place
any bound on message length, we can obtain decidability of the secrecy problem for the
class of tagged protocols. We achieve this by showing that for tagged protocols, every run
is equivalent to a well-typed run (under a suitable notion of equivalence which preserves
many important security properties). A well-typed run is basically a run in which there
is no type-�aw. ¿is means that nonces occurring in the protocol speci�cation are only
replaced by nonces in the di�erent sessions of the run, and so on for the other types of
data as well. ¿is further means that the length of the messages occurring in a well-typed
run is bounded by the length of themessages occurring in the protocol speci�cation. Since
every run is equivalent to a well-typed run, the problem reduces in e�ect to the setting of
chapter 4, and thus we get our decidability result.

In chapter 5, we also consider a semantic subclass of protocols based on an equivalence
relation of �nite index on messages, and prove the decidability of the secrecy problem for
this semantic subclass, under the assumption that the nonces and keys come from a �xed
�nite set.

In chapter 6, we look at methods for reasoning about protocols. We de�ne a logic in
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which several important properties like secrecy and authentication can be naturally speci-
�ed. A major portion of the chapter is devoted to examples which illustrate how to reason
about protocols using the logic. We then show that the undecidability results of chapter 3
and the reduction to well-typed runs proved in chapter 5 extend to the veri�cation prob-
lem for the logic as well. Using the reduction to well-typed runs, we prove the decidability
of the veri�cation problem of the logic in a setting where there are no restrictions on the
length of messages occurring in runs of a protocol, but where the nonces and keys come
from a �xed �nite set.

¿e research that this thesis is based on was done in cooperation with R. Ramanujam.
¿e work in chapter 4 is based on the papers [RS03a] and [RS03c]. [RS03c] is also the basis
for the part of chapter 5 which deals with the reduction to well-typed runs. ¿e semantic
decidability result in chapter 5 is based on [RS03b].



Chapter 2

Security protocol modelling

In this chapter, we �rst discuss the issues involved in modelling security protocols.
We then informally introduce our model and compare it with some of the other existing
models. We then present a formalization of the model. We close the chapter with some
important properties of our models, especially properties relating to the generation of new
messages by agents from old information which they possess.

2.1 Discussion

¿e formal modelling of security protocols is a nontrivial problem in itself. For exam-
ple, consider the Needham-Schroeder protocol presented in Section 1.2.

Y ¿e protocol is speci�ed in terms of two agents Aand B and two secrets x and y. But
as evidenced in Lowe’s attack, these are just abstract names which act as placehold-
ers and can be concretely instantiated with di�erent values to create many di�erent
sessions of the protocol.

Y It is also evident fromLowe’s attack that runs typically containmany parallel sessions.

Y Further there could be in�nitely many sessions of a given protocol and it is possible
that a run consists of unboundedly many sessions.

Y A further complication is that the abstract terms in the protocol can be instantiated
with arbitrary messages (not just atomic messages) to carry out certain attacks. ¿is
was illustrated by the second example of Section 1.2.

15
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So we see that while protocol speci�cations are �nite (usually quite small), the system
which generates the set of runs of the protocol needs to remember an unbounded amount
of information, and is thus an infinite state system. ¿us a formal model for security
protocols involves many details which need to be got right. ¿e large gap in complexity
between a protocol speci�cation and the system which generates the runs of the protocol
makes the task of formally modelling protocols nontrivial.

Further, at every step of de�ning amodel, themodeller is presented with choices which
have to be resolved one way or the other. Some of the possible questions that she might
face are:

Y what should be the structure of the messages?

Y how are protocols to be presented?

Y what should be the assumptions on intruders?

Y how do agents construct new messages from old?

Y what is the underlying model of communication?

As always, the manner in which the choices are resolved is driven by the application in
hand. ¿us it is not surprising that a consensus has still not been reached, and that the
literature abounds with many di�erent models for security protocols.

Before a description of our model, we brie�y look at some of the other popular styles
of modelling security protocols.

Process algebra models Examples of these kinds of models include the CSP-based mod-
els of [Low96], [LR97], and [Sch96a], and the the spi calculus model of [AG99]. We
look at the spi-calculus model to provide a �avour of these kinds of models. It is an
extension of the pi calculus [MPW92] with cryptographic primitives. ¿e basic idea
is that every protocol is represented by a spi calculus process (which gives the oper-
ational semantics of the protocol, in the sense that the process displays exactly the
same run-time behaviour as the protocol). ¿e process for a protocol is typically a
parallel composition of (possibly many di�erent instantiations of) a process for each
role of the protocol. ¿e other process algebra models also model the behaviour
of the intruder as an intruder process, and the process corresponding to a protocol
is de�ned as a parallel composition of the processes for the roles and the intruder
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process. But the spi calculus di�ers from them in that it does not �x an intruder pro-
cess. We will see a little later how intruder behaviour is modelled in the spi calculus.
Security properties of protocols can now be translated to properties of the process
representing the protocol. ¿ese are typically various kinds of observational equiv-
alences between processes, which basically say that no observer interacting with the
two processes can distinguish between the two.

For instance, let us say that a protocol which uses an abstract term x is represented
by a process P�x�. (¿e notation signi�es that the de�nition of P is parametrized by
x.) Let us say that the protocol involves sending x from A to B securely. For every
concrete term m, we de�ne Pspec�m� to be a process which is “obviously correct” in
its behaviour with respect to m. (For instance, it might say that irrespective of what
happens a erAsends themessagem, at some future point of time B (either normally
or magically) receives the same message m.) Now a possible de�nition of secrecy is
that for any two distinct messages m and m�, P�m� is observationally equivalent to
P�m��. If the secret is not revealed, then no external observer can see any di�er-
ence between a run of the protocol which uses secret m and one which uses secret
m�. A possible de�nition of authentication is that for allm, P�m� is observationally
equivalent to Pspec�m�. ¿is says that if the A sends the message m, then if at all the
receiver receives a message which purports to be from A, the message has to bem.

Since the notion of observational equivalence used in the spi calculus refers to all
processes, there is no need to explicitly de�ne an intruder process. If there is an attack
on a protocol, it will de�nitely manifest in the form of the two relevant processes
being distinguishable by a process coding up the intruder behaviour in the attack.

¿emain focus of research in spi calculus is to develop generic proof techniques that
work for classes of protocols ([AG98], [Aba99], [AFG02]). It is also possible to use
existing tools for the process algebramodels and apply them to security. An example
is the FDR model checker for CSP, which has been successfully used in discovering
attacks on protocols (see [Low96], for example).

¿e inductive approach ¿is approachwas pioneered by [Pau98], which advocates a theorem-
proving approach to verifying cryptographic protocols. ¿e theorem prover used in
[Pau98] is Isabelle/HOL, which works with higher-order logic.

A protocol is formalised as a set of traces, where each trace is a sequence of events.
Example of events include Says A B X and Notes A X. Says A B X means that A
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says X to B, it does not imply that B heard what A says. Notes A X means that A
learns the message X. ¿e important point is that the set of traces of the protocol
is de�ned inductively, starting with the empty trace, adding “proper” actions for the
honest principals, and any “admissible” action for the intruder. “Proper” actions are
those which follow the protocol. For instance the � h message of a role can be sent
only a er the fourth message. “Admissible” means that the message that is being
communicated in the event can be constructed by the agent from the information
already learnt by him. ¿e operators synth and analz formalize the way in which
new messages are constructed from old.

A protocol is said to satisfy a property if all its traces satisfy the property. ¿is can be
veri�ed by letting a theorem-prover inductively check that all traces of the protocol
satisfy the said property. If a property does not hold of a protocol, then the failed
attempts at a proof lead one to an attack scenario.

¿e inductive approach has been used as a basis for proving the correctness of some
very complicated protocols [Bel99].

Strand spaces ¿is is a model introduced in [FHG99]. In this model, a protocol is as-
sumed to be presented by set of (parametrized) strands, which are sequences of send
or receive actions. A node of a protocol is a pair consisting of an instantiation s of
a parametrized strand and an index i which is at most the length of s. A strand
space corresponding to a protocol is a graph whose nodes consist of all the nodes of
the protocol and whose edges re�ect the local and communication dependency be-
tween events. A very important component of the model is the formalisation of the
intruder behaviour in terms of penetrator strands. Each penetrator strand describes
an atomic behaviour of the intruder. Examples of such behaviour include receiving
a message, creating a copy of a message that has been received, splitting a message
of the form �t, t�� to get t, encrypting t using a key k to obtain �t�k, and so on. ¿e
penetrator strands of this model, the intruder process in the process algebra mod-
els, and the intruder theory in the multi-set rewriting model (to be described below)
roughly correspond to one another. A bundle of a protocol (which basically stands
for a run of the protocol) is a �nite partially ordered subgraph of the strand space
of the protocol, with the condition that for every event in the bundle, its causal past
is also included in the bundle. ¿e signi�cant feature of this model is that runs of a
protocol are formalised as partially ordered objects.
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Signi�cant properties of protocols can now be expressed in terms of the model. An
example of an authentication property is the requirement that whenever node n1 oc-
curs in a bundle, node n2 should also occur. Secrecy properties are formalised by
saying that some kinds of nodes do not occur in any bundle of the protocol. (¿ese
are typically nodes which reveal some secret to the intruder). A signi�cant amount
of the research here is devoted to developing techniques for proving general bounds
on the intruder’s abilities in any run of a protocol (or a class of protocols). ¿ere
have also been attempts at automatic analysis of protocols based on the strand spaces
model (see [SBP01], for example). ¿ere have also been attempts to provide a seman-
tics for BAN logic in terms of the strand space model ([SC01], for example).

Multi-set rewriting Like the spi calculus and the inductive model, this is also a general-
purpose model in which we can embed security protocols. [DM99] is an introduc-
tion to the model, whereas [DLMS99] and [CDL�99] present technical results about
the framework.

¿ebasic idea here is that a security protocol is given by a theorywhich is a �nite set of
rules, where each rule is of the form P1���, . . . ,Pk��� Ð� Ñ§. Q1���, . . . ,Ql���.
¿e P’s and Q’s are atomic formulas (of the predicate calculus). ¿e theory of a
protocol is got by composing a theory for each rolewith a standard intruder theory. A
state is a �nite multiset of atomic sentences. Rules are allowed to have free variables,
but ground instantiations of rules are applied to states to yield new states. A rule
application on a state s yields another state s� i�:

Y all the preconditions of the rule all belong to s,

Y the preconditions which are not postconditions do not belong to s�,

Y for every copy of a postcondition which is not a precondition, a copy of it is
added to s�,

Y the rest of s is copied into s�, and

Y each existentially quanti�ed variable is instantiated by a new constant not oc-
curring in s.

In fact, the semantics of rules has close connections with the proof theory of linear
logic.

Properties of security protocols can be easily formalised in this framework. For in-
stance, the secrecy problem is essentially a state reachability problem (the input for
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the problem is a theory, an initial state and an atomic sentence). ¿e problem is to
determine whether there is a reachable state in which the said atomic sentence holds.

We now describe our model informally. While it does not di�er drastically from any
of the models described above, still there are di�erences in emphasis. Our focus is on
retaining enough distinctions at the level of protocol speci�cation so that it is easy to de�ne
certain syntactic subclasses, for which we later prove the decidability of verifying secrecy.

Protocol speci�cations: Security protocols are typically speci�ed as a (�nite) set of roles
(typically with names like challenger, responder and so on). ¿ese are abstract pat-
terns of communication which specify what messages are sent when, and how to
respond to the receipt of any message. ¿e content of these messages is (usually) not
relevant, but the structure is; hence abstract variables su�ce to describe the proto-
col. For example, the Needham-Schroeder can be viewed as consisting of two roles,
an initiator role given by

A!B��x,A�pubkB; A?B��x, y�pubkA; A!B��y�pubkB

and a responder role given by

B?A��x,A�pubkB; B!A��x, y�pubkA; B?A��y�pubkB .

Roles are typically sequences of actions, which can either be a send action of the form
A!B� t (which stands for A sending t over the network intended for B) or a receive
action of the form A?B� t (which stands for Areceiving t over the network with some
indication that the sender is B).

In our model, we pay close attention to protocol speci�cations. In fact, the major
technical results in this thesis show that the manner in which protocols are speci�ed
has a major bearing on problems like verifying secrecy of a given protocol. In fact,
the negative results in Chapter 3 point out that the above style of presenting pro-
tocols admits too many complicated protocols, which are not representative of the
protocols which arise in practice ([CJ97]). So, for our positive results we focus on
the more manageable class of protocols which are presented as sequence of commu-
nications of the form A�B � t. ¿is is also the informal style of presenting protocols
which is popular in the literature. ¿ere are also some admissibility conditions here
that are assumed implicitly in the literature. We make them explicit and point out
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their crucial role in the analysis of protocols. ¿e class of protocols which satisfy
these conditions are called well-formed protocols.

Starting from such descriptions of a protocol, we formally de�ne the semantics of
each protocol. ¿is is slightly di�erent from the style current in the literature. For
instance, in the inductive model, a protocol is formally a set of rules (in higher-order
logic)which specify the conditions underwhich runs of the protocol can be extended
by adding an event. In the spi calculus model, a protocol is formally a spi calculus
process (which can generate the set of all runs of the protocol). ¿e passage from
an informal protocol speci�cation (as a sequence of communications) to the formal
object is not givenmuch attention (as that is usually trivially achieved). But formally
any �nite set of rules (or any process) can be a protocol. ¿e advantage of such an
approach is the high expressive power of the model. Any protocol can be coded
up as a formal object of the model. A possible disadvantage is that it is sometimes
di�cult to isolate a certain (syntactic or semantic) class of protocols that we wish
to concentrate on. Further, it is sometimes di�cult to judge whether a technical
result (like undecidability of veri�cation, for instance) holds because of something
inherent to protocols or because it is a general result which holds of the model itself.

Messages: A protocol as speci�ed above is run by a set of agents, who are of two kinds: the
malicious intruder and the rest, who are honest. ¿ey perform message exchanges
as prescribed in the protocol. Following the lead of Dolev and Yao ([DY83]), we will
assume that the terms which are communicated in message exchanges come from a
free algebra of terms with tupling and encryption operators. ¿is means that we are
operating on a space of symbolic terms, abstracting away from the fact that in the
underlying system all messages are bit strings.

We work with a simple syntax of messages which allows only atomic keys. We dis-
allow constructed keys, using which one can form messages of the form �x��k�k� .
While this choice certainly limits the applicability of our model and the results, we
want to consider key technical questions like the decidability of the secrecy problem
in this important setting, before moving on to more complex settings. On the other
hand we feel that some of the other extensions to the message syntax, like hashing,
can be easily handled and almost all our results will go through with minor modi�-
cations.

Cryptographic assumptions: Following the lead of Dolev and Yao ([DY83]) we make the
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perfect encryption assumption. ¿is means that a message encrypted with key k
can be decrypted only by an agent who has the corresponding inverse k. We thus
abstract away cryptographic concerns and treat encryption and decryption as sym-
bolic operators. ¿ere is a di�erent tradition to studying security protocols, called
the “computational approach”. In this approach, protocols are shown correct by re-
ducing the protocol to the underlying cryptography, i.e., it is shown that if there ex-
ists an adversary with a signi�cant chance of attacking the protocol, there exists an-
other adversary with a signi�cant chance of breaking the underlying cryptographic
scheme itself. ¿e work [BR93] is an example of this approach. We have chosen the
more abstract framework which is preferred by most researchers in formal meth-
ods for cryptographic protocols. Recently, there has been some important work in
reconciling the two approaches to cryptography. (See [AR00], [Her02], [Her03], for
examples of such work.)

We also abstract away the real-life phenomenon in which some honest agents lose
their long-term keys. ¿is is modelled in [Pau98], for example, by the notion of an
Oops event. ¿is re�ects the probabilistic nature of the underlying cryptography, all
the current schemes being not absolutely secure but only unbreakable with a very
high probability. While we can model more attacks this way, we opt for a more re-
strictedmodel inwhich decidability questions are easier to handle. Further our focus
is mainly on logical �aws in protocols which exist even under the assumption that
cryptography is absolutely unbreakable.

Intruder capabilities: We assume an all-powerful intruder, who can copy every commu-
nication in the system, can block any message and can pretend to be any agent. In
addition he also has the message building capabilities available to every agent. It
is assumed that the intruder has unlimited computational resources and can keep a
record of every public system event and utilize it at an arbitrarily later time. However,
we assume that the intruder cannot break encryption. ¿ese assumptions keep the
intruder model technically simple. ¿ey are also followed widely in the literature.

¿e di�erent models in the literature have tended to agree on most aspects of the
intruder modelling. Such an intruder is called a Dolev-Yao intruder. Some varia-
tions to the above model have been tried but it has been shown that they do not
signi�cantly alter the intruder’s powers. For example, we might consider a group of
colluding intruders rather than a single intruder. But such a collusion cannot cause
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more attacks than a single intruder acting alone, as has been proved in [CMS00].

Events and runs of a protocol: An event of a protocol is an action of some role of the pro-
tocol with a substitution which supplies concrete terms for the abstract placehold-
ers mentioned in the roles. As observed earlier, arbitrary terms can be substituted
in place of nonces. An important class of events we will consider are the class of
well-typed events which are obtained by substitutions which replace nonces only by
nonces. It is clear that there are potentially in�nitely many events of a protocol. If
the set of nonces and keys is assumed to be in�nite, it is possible that even the set of
well-typed events is in�nite.

A run of a protocol can informally be thought of as a sequence of events which re-
spects certain admissibility conditions, which will be detailed below. ¿us it is seen
that we do not place any bounds on the number of plays occurring in a run, or on the
number of plays which are active simultaneously (parallel sessions, as we called them
earlier). It is to be noted that in [MS01] and [RT03], certain decidability results are
obtained by essentially placing bounds on the number of plays that can occur in any
run of the protocol. We follow an alternative approach by retaining themore general
model and proving the corresponding decidability results for syntactic subclasses of
protocols.

We consider sequential runs, like most of the other models in the literature, and
unlike the strand spaces model. We choose sequential runs over partially ordered
runs since we �nd it is easier to present the decidability arguments in that setting.

Admissibility: Arbitrary interleavings of plays of a protocol are not counted as runs. ¿ey
have to be realisable, in the sense that for every action a occurring in the run, if t
is the term communicated in a and if agent A is the communicator, t can be con-
structed from the information which is presented to A in the initial state along with
the information learnt by her from the message exchanges preceding a. Another
important requirement is that certain secrets which are used as instantiations of
new nonces (i.e., abstract secret names which are speci�ed as “fresh” by the protocol)
should satisfy the property of freshness, i.e. these secrets have not been used before
in the run. ¿us a record of the secrets used so far in the run has to be necessarily
kept. ¿ese considerations lead us to the notions of information state of an agent and
message construction rules. ¿e agents are supposed to have learnt all the messages
which have been communicated to them. Further they can construct new messages
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from old by tupling, detupling, encryption and decryption using known keys, and by
generating new unguessable nonces which have not been previously used by anyone.
¿e formal counterparts of the message generation rules are the operators synth and
analz which are at the heart of most of the technical results in the thesis.

It is to be noted that our de�nition of runs is quite close to that given in [Pau98].
At the level of de�ning runs, the admissibility conditions are quite standard in the
literature. ¿e key element in our model is that we consider incorporating some of
these conditions in the protocol speci�cation itself as a formalisation of a notion of
a “well-behaved protocol”.

Initial knowledge: ¿is is another feature of security protocol modelling in which the
di�erent existing models have tended to display slight di�erences. One typical ap-
proach is to let this be part of the speci�cation of protocols. For instance, we might
say that every agent shares a key with the server in the initial state, while the server
has (or can generate) all the other keys, which the agents can request and obtain. Or
we might say that every agent shares a key with every other agent in the initial state.
We follow the technically simple approach of �xing a set of keys known to each of the
agents in the initial state, independent of the protocol. ¿is looks restrictive, but the
model can be easily adapted to include such protocol speci�cations. We only need
to add a few consistency conditions (for instance, at every state, if a key is available
to some agent, then its inverse is also available to some (not necessarily the same)
agent) for some of the technical results in Chapter 4 to go through.

Closely related to this is the issue of constant terms of a protocol. Typical names
occurring in a protocol speci�cation (like the names A, B, x, etc. of the Needham-
Schroeder protocol) are placeholders which can be substituted with any other term
to generate runs. But some protocols might refer to some agents like a key server,
whose role can be played only by some designated processes. ¿us we do not allow
the meanings of these names to change during the course of a protocol run. While
we usually do not distinguish between the rest of the honest agents either in terms of
their initial knowledge or in terms of their computational power, designated agents
like the key server might have some extra information in the initial state, and some
added computational power as well.
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2.2 A formal model for security protocols

2.2.1 Security protocols and their runs

Basic terms

We assume a (potentially in�nite) set of agents Ag with a special intruder I > Ag. ¿e
set of honest agents, denoted Ho, is de�ned to be Ag � �I�. We assume that the set of keys
K is given by K0 8 K1 where K0 is a countable set and K1

def
� �kAB,pubkA,privkA S A,B >

Ag,Ax B�. pubkA isA’s public key and privkA is its private key. kAB is the (long-term) shared
key of A and B. For k > K, k, the inverse key of k, is de�ned as follows: pubkA � privkA

and privkA � pubkA for all A > Ag, and k � k for all the other keys. For every agent A,
the set of keys which are assumed to be always known by A, denoted KA, is de�ned to be
�kAB, kBA,pubkA,privkA,pubkB S B > Ag,B x A�. We also assume a countable set of nonces
N. (‘Nonce’ stands for “number once used”). We also assume a perfect nonce generation
mechanism which can generate a nonguessable, unique nonce on each invocation. Finally
we assume a set SN of sequence numbers (numbers which are used to associate onemessage
with another). A mechanism to generate sequence numbers is also assumed, which can
generate a unique (but not necessarily nonguessable) number on each invocation. T0, the
set of basic terms, is de�ned to be K8N 8 SN 8Ag. ¿e set K0 8N 8 SN 8Ag will also play
a special role in the subsequent development. We use the notation T0 to denote it.
Further we fix the nonce n0, the sequence number m0, and the key k0 > K0 for the

whole discourse. They will essentially play the role of the intruder’s initial knowledge, as

will be explained later.

Terms

¿e set of information terms is de�ned to be

T ��� m S �t1, t2� S �t�k

where m ranges over T0 and k ranges over K. ¿ese are the terms used in the message
exchanges below.

¿e notion of subterm of a term is the standard one — ST�m� � �m� for m > T0;
ST��t1, t2�� � ��t1, t2�� 8 ST�t1� 8 ST�t2�; and ST��t�k� � ��t�k� 8 ST�t� 8 ST�k�. t� is
an encrypted subterm of t if t� > ST�t� and t� is of the form �t���k. EST�t� denotes the set
of encrypted subterms of t. ¿e size of terms is inductively de�ned as follows: SmS � 1 for
m > T0; S�t1, t2�S � St1S � St2S � 1; and S�t�kS � StS � SkS � 1.
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In the rest of the thesis, we use the notation S � S in three di�erent meanings: as the size
of terms, as the size of sets, and as the length of sequences. It is easy to know what is meant
by looking at the context.

¿e term �t�k is an abstract notation where we make no cryptographic assumptions
about the algorithm used to form �t�k from t and k. It could stand for t encrypted with
the key k, or it could stand for t appended with a signature using the key k. Following the
lead of Dolev and Yao [DY83] we make the perfect encryption assumption. ¿is means
that a message encrypted with key k can be decrypted only by an agent who has the corre-
sponding inverse k. ¿is is re�ected in the encrypt and decrypt rules below.

Actions

An action is either a send action of the form A!B��M�t or a receive action of the form
A?B� t where: A > Ho,B > Ag and Ax B; t > T ; andM is a subset of ST�t�9 �N 8K0 8SN�.
In a send action of the form A!B��M�t,M is the set of nonces, keys and sequence numbers
freshly generated by A just before sending t. For simplicity of notation, we write A!B� t
instead of A!B��g� t. ¿e set of all actions is denoted by Ac, the set of all send actions
is denoted by Send, and the set of all receive actions is denoted by Rec. AcA, the set of
A-actions is given by �C!D��M�t,C?D� t > Ac S C � A�.

Note that we do not have explicit intruder actions in the model. As will be clear from
the de�nition of updates caused by actions, every send action is implicitly considered to be
an instantaneous receive by the intruder, and similarly, every receive action is considered
to be an instantaneous send by the intruder. ¿us the agent B is (merely) the intended
receiver in A!B��M�t and the purported sender in A?B� t.

For a of the formA!B��M�t, term�a�
def
� t andNT�a� def

� M. For a of the formA?B� t,
term�a�

def
� t and NT�a�

def
� g. NT�a� stands for new terms generated during action a.

ST�a� and EST�a� have the obvious meanings, ST�term�a�� and EST�term�a�� respec-
tively. terms�η�

def
� �

1BiBℓ
term�ai� for η � a1� aℓ > Ac�. NT�η�, ST�η� and EST�η� are

similarly de�ned. ηIA, A’s view of η, is de�ned inductively as follows: εIA� ε; �η � a�IA�

�ηIA� � a if a > AcA and ηIAotherwise.

Protocol speci�cations

De�nition 2.2.1 An information state s is a tuple �sA�A>Ag where sA b T for each agent A.

S denotes the set of all information states. For a state s, we de�ne ST�s� to be �
A>Ag

ST�sA�.
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De�nition 2.2.2 A protocol is a pair Pr � �C,R� where:

Y C, the set of constants of Pr, denoted CT�Pr�, is a subset of T0 with the property that

�n0,m0,k0� 9 C � g, and

Y R, the set of roles of Pr, denoted Roles�Pr�, is a �nite subset of Ac� such that for each
η > R, there is an A > Ho with η > Ac�A.

De�nition 2.2.3 Given a protocol Pr � �C,R�, init�Pr�, the initial state of Pr is de�ned to
be �TA�A>Ag where for all A > Ho, TA � C 8 KA and TI � C 8 KI 8 �n0,m0,k0�.

¿is style of presentation of protocols is close to that in the multiset rewriting frame-
work of [CDL�99], [DLMS99], [DM99], etc., and the process algebra framework of [AG99],
[Low96], etc. ¿e more usual style of presenting protocols is developed in a later section.

As we have mentioned earlier, we do not explicitly model intruder actions. ¿us we
do not explicitly model the phenomenon of the intruder generating new nonces in the
course of a run, as is done in some other models (for instance, [DLMS99]). An alternative
would be to provide an arbitrary set of nonces and keys to the intruder in the initial state.
We follow the approach of just providing the intruder with the �xed nonce n0, the �xed
sequence numberm0, and the �xed key k0 in the initial state. ¿ey serve as symbolic names
for the set of new data the intruder might generate in the course of a run. ¿is su�ces for
the analysis we perform in our proofs later. We will ensure as we develop the model that
n0, m0 and k0 are not generated as a fresh term by any honest agent in the course of a run
of Pr.

Example 2.2.4 A version of the Needham-Schroeder protocol ([NS78]) is presented in
this example. ¿e protocol PrNS is given by �C,R� where

Y C � g, and

Y R � �η1,η2�, where

– η1 is the following sequence:

1. A ! B � �x� �A,x�pubkB
2. A ? B � �x, y�pubkA
3. A ! B � �y�pubkB

– η2 is the following sequence:
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1. B ? A � �A,x�pubkB
2. B ! A � �y� �x, y�pubkA
3. B ? A � �y�pubkB

¿e protocol has two roles: we call η1 the initiator role and η2 the responder role. A sends
the new nonce x to B as a challenge to prove his (B’s) identity. She then receives a response
to it as also a challenge from B in the form of a nonce y. She �nally responds to B’s chal-
lenge by sending back y. Since only B can decrypt the contents of the �rst message, A is at
least convinced that B is alive. Similarly, B �rst receives a challenge fromAand responds to
it while issuing his own challenge. He �nally receives the response to his challenge. Since
only A could have decrypted the contents of the message sent by B, the latter is at least
convinced that A is alive. j

Example 2.2.5 Here is another example of a protocol,We call thisPrut. It is given by �C,R�
where:

Y C � g, and

Y R � �ζ1, ζ2� where

– ζ1 is the following sequence:

1. A ! B � �x� �A,�x�pubkB�pubkB
2. A ? B � �x�pubkA

– ζ2 is the following sequence:

1. B ? A � �A,�x�pubkB�pubkB
2. B ! A � �x�pubkA

Here again we can call the role ζ1 the initiator role and the role ζ2 the responder role. ¿e
initiator issues a challenge, response to which will ensure her at least of the responder’s
being alive in the network. ¿e responder plays the passive role of just responding to the
challenge. j

Substitutions and events of a protocol

A substitution σ is a partial map from T0 to T such that:
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Y for all A > Ag, if σ�A� is de�ned then it belongs to Ag,

Y for all k > K0, if σ�k� is de�ned then it belongs to K0, and

Y for allm > SN, if σ�m� is de�ned then it belongs to SN.

An important point to note about substitutions is that nonces can be substituted with
arbitrary terms. ¿us our formal model allows the possibility of some kinds of type-�aw
attacks to be carried out by the intruder. A substitution σ is well-typed i� for all n > N,
if σ�n� is de�ned then it belongs to N. Given a set T b T0, a substitution is said to be a
T-substitution i� for allm > T0, if σ�m� is de�ned then it belongs to T.

Substitutions are extended to terms, sets of terms, actions and sequences of actions in
a straightforward manner, as follows:

Y σ�pubkA� and σ�privkA� are de�ned only if σ�A� is de�ned, in which case they are
de�ned to be pubkσ�A� and privkσ�A�, respectively.

Y σ�kAB� is de�ned only if σ�A� and σ�B� are de�ned and σ�A� x σ�B�, in which case
it is de�ned to be kσ�A�σ�B�.

Y σ��t, t��� is de�ned only if σ�t� and σ�t�� are de�ned, in which case it is de�ned to
be �σ�t�,σ�t���.

Y σ��t�k� is de�ned only if σ�t� and σ�k� are de�ned, in which case it is de�ned to be
�σ�t��σ�k�.

Y σ�T� is de�ned only if σ�t� is de�ned for all t > T, in which case it is de�ned to be
�σ�t� S t > T�.

Y σ�A!B��M�t� is de�ned only if σ�A�, σ�B� and σ�t� are de�ned, σ�A� > Ho, σ�A� x
σ�B�, and σ�M9N� is a subset ofN, inwhich case it is de�ned to be σ�A�!σ�B���σ�M��σ�t�.

Y σ�A?B� t� is de�ned only if σ�A�, σ�B� and σ�t� are de�ned, σ�A� > Ho, and σ�A� x
σ�B�, in which case it is de�ned to be σ�A�?σ�B��σ�t�.

Y for η � a1� aℓ > Ac
�, σ�η� is de�ned only if σ�ai� is de�ned for all i B ℓ, in which

case it is de�ned to be σ�a1�� σ�aℓ�.

A substitution σ is said to be suitable for an action a i� σ�a� is de�ned, and suitable for
a sequence of actions η i� σ�η� is de�ned. σ is said to be suitable for a protocol Pr if σ�t� is
de�ned and equal to t for all constants t > CT�Pr�.
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Example 2.2.6
Y Here are two substitutions suitable for the protocolPrNS, presented in Example 2.2.4:

– σ1 given by: σ1�x� � m, σ1�y� � n, σ�A� � A and σ1�B� � I.

– σ2 given by: σ2�x� � m, σ2�y� � n and σ2�A� � A and σ2�B� � B.

Of these σ1 is suitable for η1 and σ2 is suitable for η2. Notice that σ1 is not suitable for
η2 since σ1�B� � I and η2 > Ac�B.

Y Here are three substitutions suitable for the protocol presented in Example 2.2.5.

– ς1 given by: ς1�x� � m, ς1�A� � A and ς1�B� � B.

– ς2 given by: ς2�x� � �A,�m�pubkB�, ς2�A� � I, and ς2�B� � B.

– ς3 given by: ς3�x� � m, ς3�A� � I, and ς3�B� � B.

Of these ς1 is suitable for ζ1 and ς2 and ς3 are suitable for ζ2. Notice that ς3 is not
suitable for ζ1 since ζ1 > Ac�A and ς3�A� � I. ς2 is not suitable for ζ1 for the same
reason, and also since x > NT�ζ1� but ς2�x� ~> T0.

j

An event is a triple �η,σ, lp� such that η > Ac�, σ is a substitution suitable for η, and
1 B lp B SηS. ¿e set of all events is denoted Events. An event �η,σ, lp� is said to bewell-typed
i� σ is well-typed. For a set T b T0, an event �η,σ, lp� is said to be a T-event i� σ is a T-
substitution. An event e � �η,σ, lp� is said to be an event of a protocol Pr if η > Roles�Pr�
and σ is suitable for Pr. ¿e set of all events of Pr is denoted Events�Pr�.

For an event e � �η,σ, lp�with η � a1� aℓ, act�e�
def
� σ�alp�. If lp @ SηS then �η,σ, lp��ℓ

�η,σ, lp � 1�. For any event e, LP�e�, the local past of e, is de�ned to be the set of all
events e� such that e� ��ℓe. For any event e, term�e� will be used to denote term�act�e��

and similarly for NT�e�, ST�e�, EST�e�, etc. For any sequence ξ � e1� ek of events,
terms�ξ�

def
� �

1BiBk
term�ei�. NT�ξ�, ST�ξ�, EST�ξ� etc. are similarly de�ned.

For any sequence of events ξ � e1� ek, Events�ξ�
def
� �e1, . . . , ek�.

Message generation rules

De�nition 2.2.7 A sequent is of the form T Ø t where T b T and t > T .
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Axa
T 8 �t� Ø t

T Ø �t1, t2�
spliti�i � 1,2�

T Ø ti

T Ø �t�k T Ø k
decrypt

T Ø t

T Ø ��t�k�k
reduce

T Ø t

analz-rules

Axs
T 8 �t� Ø t

T Ø t1 T Ø t2 pair
T Ø �t1, t2�

T Ø t T Ø k encrypt
T Ø �t�k

synth-rules

Figure 2.1: analz and synth rules.

An analz-proof (synth-proof) π of T Ø t is an inverted tree whose nodes are labelled by

sequents and connected by one of the analz-rules (synth-rules) in Figure 2.1, whose root is

labelled T Ø t, and whose leaves are labelled by instances of the Axa rule (Axs rule). For a

set of terms T, analz�T� (synth�T�) is the set of terms t such that there is an analz-proof

(synth-proof) of T Ø t.

For ease of notation, synth�analz�T�� is denoted by T.

¿us T represents the closure of T got by �rst “analysing” all terms in T into their
subcomponents, using the analz-rules, and then “synthesizing” new terms using the synth-
rules. Later, we will prove that this de�nition is equivalent to a di�erent way of de�ning
the closure of T, in which the synth and analz-rules are applied in an arbitrary order.

¿e analz-rule decrypt says that if the abstract term �t�k and k can be derived from
T, then t can also be derived. ¿is could either mean decrypting the encrypted term �t�k

using the inverse key k, or verifying the signed term �t�k using the corresponding sign ver-
i�er k. ¿us this is an abstract rule in which, depending on the status of k, the concrete
algorithm which leads to the derivation of t di�ers. Similarly, the synth-rule encrypt could
either denote either encryption or signing. ¿e rule reduce really says that ��t�k�k is a
di�erent abstract notation which denotes the same term denoted by t. ¿is is again a con-
sequence of the fact that �t�k denotes di�erent cryptographic algorithms — encryption,
decryption, signing, verifying signatures, etc.
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Axa
T Ø t split1
T Ø t1

Axa
T Ø t split2
T Ø t2 split2
T Ø k�

decrypt
T Ø t3

Axa
T Ø t split2
T Ø t2 split1
T Ø k

decrypt
T Ø t4 split1
T Ø m

Figure 2.2: An example analz-proof.

Axs
T Ø m

Axs
T Ø n pair

T Ø t2
Axs

T Ø k
encrypt

T Ø t1
Axs

T Ø k�
encrypt

T Ø t

Figure 2.3: An example synth-proof.

Example 2.2.8 Let T � �t� where t � ����m,n��k�k� ,�k, k���. ¿e analz-proof given
in Figure 2.2 shows that m > analz�T�. To reduce clutter, we use the notation t1 for
���m,n��k�k� , t2 for �k, k��, t3 for ��m,n��k and t4 for �m,n�. j

Example 2.2.9 Let T � �m,n, k, k�� and t � ���m,n��k�k� . ¿e synth-proof given in Fig-
ure 2.3 shows that t > synth�T�. For readability, we denote ��m,n��k by t1 and �m,n� by
t2. j

Example 2.2.10 Note that when t� � ����m,n��k�k� ,�k, k���, m ~> analz��t��� unless
k � k. Also note that if T�� � ��n,m�, k, k�� and t�� � ���m,n��k�k� , t�� > T�� but
t�� ~> synth�T���. j

Information states and updates

De�nition 2.2.11 ¿e notions of an action enabled at a state and update of a state on an

action are de�ned as follows:

Y A!B��M�t is enabled at s i� t > sA 8M.
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Y A?B� t is enabled at s i� t > sI.

Y update�s,A!B��M�t�
def
� s� where s�A � sA 8M 8 �t�, s�I � sI 8 �t�, and for all C >

Ag � �A, I�, s�C � sC.

Y update�s,A?B� t� def
� s� where s�A � sA 8 �t� and for all C > Ag � �A�, s�C � sC.

update�s, ε� � s, update�s,η � a� � update�update�s,η�,a�.

In an action of the form A!B��M�t, M is supposed to represent the set of new terms
which are generated by the action. For such an action to be enabled at a state s, it is natural
to expect that a freshness condition should hold, namely that none of the terms inM belong
to ST�s�. We �nd it simpler to ensure this condition in the de�nition of runs (which occurs
later in this section) rather than here. Since we usually look at states only in the context of
runs, there are no technical problems as well.

Note that we have chosen to let I record only the terms communicated over the net-
work, and not the sender and receiver information as well. ¿is is a slight departure from
the usual practice, and also from what was said in our informal discussion of the model.
We choose the simpler alternative, since the choice here does not have a bearing on our
main results.

Another aspect worth noting here is that the intruder is acting as an unbounded bu�er
which synchronises with each send and receive event of the honest agents. In e�ect the
intruder is playing the role of the network as well, but there are some vital di�erences.
¿e intruder is assumed not to lose any message (even though it might not be sent to
the intended recepient). ¿is simpli�es much of our analysis since at any point in time,
the intruder has all the messages exchanged thus far. In a real-life situation the network
(having �nite memory) might lose some information and hence our analysis might get
more complicated due to consideration of past information.

De�nition 2.2.12 Given an information state sand a sequence of events ξ � e1� ek, infstate�s, e1� ek�

is de�ned to be update�s,act�e1��act�ek��. An event e is said to be enabled at �s, ξ� i�
LP�e� b �e1, . . . , ek� and act�e� is enabled at infstate�s, ξ�.

Given a protocol Pr and a sequence ξ � e1� ek of events of Pr, infstatePr�ξ� is de�ned to

be infstate�init�Pr�, e1� ek�. We omit the subscript Pr if the context is clear. An event e of

Pr is said to be enabled at a sequence ξ of events of Pr i� e is enabled at �init�Pr�, ξ�.

¿e following two propositions, which state that if an agent A is not “involved” in an
action a then a does not a�ect A’s state, are easy consequences of the de�nition of update.
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Proposition 2.2.13 Suppose s is an information state, η is a �nite sequence of actions, A >

Ho and a ~> AcA. ¿en �update�s,η��A � �update�s,η � a��A. As a consequence, for all
information states s, all �nite sequences of actions η and for all A > Ho, �update�s,η��A �

�update�s,ηIA��A.

Proposition 2.2.14 Suppose s is an information state, η is a �nite sequence of actions, and

a is a receive action. ¿en �update�s,η��I � �update�s,η � a��I.

Runs of a protocol

We isolate the sequences of events which can possibly occur as runs of protocols in the
following de�nition. In the next de�nition, we de�ne the set of runs of a given protocol.

De�nition 2.2.15 A sequence of events e1� ek is said to be a runwith respect to an informa-
tion state s i�:

Y for all i � 1 B i B k, ei is enabled at �s, e1� ei�1�,

Y for all i � 1 B i B k, NT�ei� 9 ST�s� � g, and for all i @ jB k, NT�ei� 9NT�ej� � g.

(¿is is the unique origination property of runs.)

A run is ξ is said to be well-typed i� every e > Events�ξ� is well-typed. For a given T b T0, a

run ξ is said to be a T-run i� every e > Events�ξ� is a T-event.

De�nition 2.2.16 Given a protocol Pr, a sequence ξ of events of Pr is said to be a run of Pr

i� it is a run with respect to init�Pr�.

We let R�Pr� denote the set of all runs of Pr, Rwt�Pr� denote the set of all well-typed
runs of Pr, and for any given T b T0,RT�Pr� denote the set of all T-runs of Pr.

Note that in our de�nition of runs, we do not insist that every send event have a “match-
ing” receive event. ¿ese would be the messages which are blocked by the intruder. ¿ere
is no requirement that every receive should have a “matching” send, as well. ¿ese would
be the messages which are generated and sent by the intruder (possibly under an assumed
identity).

Example 2.2.17
Y An example run of PrNS is ξ1, given below:
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�η1,σ1, 1� A ! I � �m� �A,m�pubkI
�η2,σ2, 1� B ? A � �A,m�pubkB
�η2,σ2,2� B ! A � �n� �m,n�pubkA
�η1,σ1,2� A ? I � �m,n�pubkA
�η1,σ1,3� A ! I � �n�pubkI
�η2,σ2,3� B ? A � �n�pubkB

Here η1 and η2 are roles of PrNS de�ned in Example 2.2.4 and σ1 and σ2 are substitu-
tions suitable for PrNS de�ned in Example 2.2.6.

Y An example run of Prut is ξ2, given below:

�ζ1, ς1, 1� A ! B � �m� �A,�m�pubkB�pubkB
�ζ2, ς2, 1� B ? I � �I,�A,�m�pubkB�pubkB�pubkB
�ζ2, ς2,2� B ! I � �A,�m�pubkB�pubkI
�ζ2, ς3, 1� B ? I � �I,�m�pubkB�pubkB
�ζ2, ς3,2� B ! I � �m�pubkI
�ζ1, ς1,2� A ? B � �m�pubkA

Again ζ1 and ζ2 are roles of Prut de�ned in Example 2.2.5 and ς1, ς2 and ς3 are substi-
tutions suitable for Prut de�ned in Example 2.2.6.

Y Let us now look at some non-examples of runs. ¿e following is not a run of PrNS
since the second message, which has been sent by the intruder to A, cannot be con-
structed by I from the rest of available information. Only B can decrypt the �rst
message and learnm, which is a fresh nonce generated by Aand so is unavailable to
the intruder at any previous time.

�η1,σ, 1� A ! B � �m� �A,m�pubkB
�η1,σ,2� A ? B � �m,m�pubkA

¿e following is not a run of PrNS for the simple reason that property of unique
origination of nonces is not maintained.

�η1,σ, 1� A ! B � �m� �A,m�pubkB
�η2,σ�, 1� B ? A � �A,m�pubkB
�η2,σ�,2� B ! A � �m� �m,m�pubkA
�η1,σ,2� A ? B � �m,m�pubkA
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j

¿e following is an easy consequence of the de�nition of runs.

Proposition 2.2.18 Suppose ξ � e1� ek is a run with respect to a state s. ¿en for all i B k,

NT�ei� 9 ST�infstate�s, e1� ei�1�� � g.

Proof: We�rst prove that ST�infstate�s, e1� ei�1��9T0 � �ST�s�9T0�8NT�e1� ei�1�. For
this it su�ces to prove that for any sequence of actions η, ST�update�s,η��9T0 � �ST�s�9

T0�8NT�η�. For this, we �rst observe that for all states s and actions a, ST�update�s,a��9
T0 � �ST�s�9T0�8NT�a�. Now the statement is proved by an easy induction on SηS. ¿e
statement is immediate for η � ε. If η � η� �a then we note that update�s,η� � update�s�,a�
where we denote update�s,η�� by s�. ¿erefore ST�update�s,η�� 9 T0 � �ST�s�� 9 T0� 8

NT�a�. Now NT�η� � NT�η�� 8 NT�a�, and by induction hypothesis, ST�s�� 9 T0 �

ST�s� 8NT�η��, and thus the statement immediately follows.
Using the above fact, we prove the proposition. Since ξ has the unique origination

property, it is clear that NT�ei� 9 ST�s� � g and NT�ei� 9 NT�ej� � g for all j @ i. ¿is
implies that NT�ei� 9 ST�infstate�s, e1� ei�1�� � g. j

Another aspect of our de�nition of runs is worth highlighting. We allow events to have
more than one occurrence in a run (as long as they do not generate fresh nonces). ¿is
is not strictly necessary, since there is no information gain in repeating the same event
many times. But we retain this de�nition, as imposing a condition on unique occurrence of
events wouldmake some of our de�nitions and proofs considerablymessier. ¿e following
propositions suggest a way of removing duplicate events from a run in such a manner that
the reduced run is leaky i� the original run is.

De�nition 2.2.19 ¿e function red � Events� Events is de�ned as follows:

Y red�ε� � ε.

Y red�ξ � e� �
¢̈
¨
¦
¨̈
¤

red�ξ� � e if e ~> Events�red�ξ��

red�ξ� otherwise

red�ξ� is called the reduced form of ξ. We call ξ a reduced run i� red�ξ� � ξ.
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It is easy to see that for any ξ, Events�ξ� � Events�red�ξ�� and red�ξ� has at most one
occurrence of each event.

Proposition 2.2.20 Suppose ξ is a run with respect to s0. ¿en:

1. infstate�s0, ξ� � infstate�s0, red�ξ��, and

2. red�ξ� is also a run with respect to s.

Proof:

1. ¿is is quite easy to prove. We prove it by induction on the length of ξ. ¿e base case
is trivial, since red�ε� � ε. For the induction step, there are two cases to consider:

Y Suppose ξ � ξ� � e and e > Events�red�ξ���. ¿en red�ξ� � red�ξ��. ¿erefore
infstate�s0, red�ξ�� � infstate�s0, red�ξ���. Since infstate�s0, ξ�� � infstate�s0, red�ξ���,
by inductionhypothesis, the desired resultwill follow ifwe show that infstate�s0, ξ� �
infstate�s0, ξ��. Denote infstate�s0, ξ� � s and infstate�s0, ξ�� � s� for nota-
tional convenience. Let us consider the case when act�e� � A!B��M�t. ¿e
case when e is a receive event is similarly handled. Since e > Events�red�ξ���,
e > Events�ξ�� as well. Now ifM were not empty, then it would mean that two
distinct event occurrences of ξ generate the same new nonce (or key), which
would be a violation of the unique origination property of the run ξ. ¿us
M � g. Further it follows from e > Events�ξ�� and the de�nition of update that
t > s�A 9 s

�

I. From the de�nition of update and the fact that M � g, we also see
that sA � s�A8�t�, sI � s�I8�t� and sC � s�C for allC > Ag��A, I�. Since t > s�A9s�I,
it is clear that s � s� and we are through.

Y Suppose ξ � ξ� � e and e ~> Events�red�ξ���. ¿en red�ξ� � red�ξ�� � e. Further
sinceEvents�ξ�� � Events�red�ξ���, e ~> Events�ξ�� aswell. Denote infstate�s0, ξ�� �
s� and infstate�s0, red�ξ��� � s�1 for notational convenience. Now infstate�s0, ξ� �
update�s�,act�e�. But by inductionhypothesis, s� � s�1 and thereforeupdate�s�,act�e��
is equal to update�s�1,act�e��, which is the same as infstate�s0, red�ξ��, by def-
inition.

2. Since Events�ξ� � Events�red�ξ��, red�ξ� also has the unique origination property.
Further from the �rst part of the proposition, it follows that every event of red�ξ� is
enabled at the end of the sequence of events preceding it.
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j

¿e secrecy problem

De�nition 2.2.21 A basic term m > T0 is said to be secret at state s i� there exists A > Ho

such that m > analz�sA� � analz�sI�. Given a protocol Pr and ξ > R�Pr�, m is said to be

secret at ξ if it is secret at infstate�ξ�. ξ is leaky i� there exists a basic termm and a pre�x ξ�

of ξ such that m is secret at ξ� and not secret at ξ.

¿e secrecy problem is the problem of determining for a given protocol Pr whether some

run of Pr is leaky. ¿e secrecy problem for well-typed runs is the problem of determining for a

given protocol Pr whether some well-typed run of Pr is leaky. For a given T b T0, the secrecy

problem for T-runs is the problem of determining for a given protocolPrwhether some T-run
of Pr is leaky.

¿us we say that a run is leaky if some atomic term is secret at some intermediate state
of the run but is revealed to the intruder at the end of the run. It is possible that there
are protocols for which leaks of the above form do not constitute a breach of security. A
more general notion would be to allow the user to specify certain secrets which should not be

leaked and check for such leaks. In later chapters, we prove the decidability of the secrecy
problem (de�ned above) for a subclass of protocols. It is still not known whether there is
a “reasonable” syntactic subclass of protocols for which the more general secrecy problem
(which checks for leaks of user-speci�ed secrets) is decidable.

Example 2.2.22
Y ¿e run ξ1 of Example 2.2.17 is leaky. ¿is is because n is secret at the pre�x ξ�1 �

�η1,σ1, 1� � �η2,σ2, 1� � �η2,σ2,2� of ξ1, whereas it is not secret at ξ1.

Y Similarly, the run ξ2 of Example 2.2.17 is also leaky, for m is secret at the pre�x ξ�2 �
�ζ1, ς1, 1� of ξ2, but it is not secret at ξ2.

j
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2.2.2 Well-formed protocols

In the literature, protocols are informally presented as a sequence of communications
of the form A�B � t. ¿ere are also some other “well-formedness” conditions which are
implicitly assumed. In this section, we formalise these criteria and explore their conse-
quences. ¿e main property of well-formed protocols is that for each of their roles and
plays, every send action in it is enabled by the previous actions. As a result, when we
analyse well-formed protocols, checking enabledness of send actions by honest agents is
relatively straightforward. If e1� ek is a run of a well-formed protocol Pr and e is a send
event such that LP�e� b �e1,� , ek�, then as a consequence of the propositions proved in
this section, e is enabled at ξ. Hence if the new terms introduced in e do not already occur
in e1� ek, then e1� ek � e is also a run of the protocol. ¿us the task of checking whether a
send event is permissible at a given stage of a run is much simpli�ed. In analysing a well-
formed protocol, it su�ces to check the enabledness of the receive actions (corresponding
to intruder sends). ¿is has also been the standard practice in the analysis of security pro-
tocols. It can be seen that it is the implicit assumption of well-formedness that justi�es this
practice.

Well-formed Protocols

A communication is of the form A�B ��M�t where A,B > Ho, A x B, t > T , and
M b ST�t� 9 �N 8 SN 8 K0�. For a communication c � A�B ��M�t, acts�c� is de�ned to
be A!B��M�t and actr�c� is de�ned to be B?A� t. ¿us a communication speci�es a send
and a corresponding instantaneous receive. Communications are not necessarily imple-
mentable (because of the presence of the intruder), but nevertheless their use can lead to
much simpler speci�cations of protocols than the role-based speci�cations.

For a sequence of communications δ, actseq�δ� is de�ned by induction as follows:
actseq�ε� � ε; actseq�δ � c� � actseq�δ� � acts�c� � actr�c�. ¿us from any given sequence
of communications we can obtain a sequence of actions by splitting each communication
into a send and a corresponding receive. ¿ese sequences are used to obtain the semantics
of linear protocols (de�ned below), which are speci�ed in terms of communications. For
any communication c, term�c�

def
� term�acts�c��. NT�c�, ST�c� and EST�c� are similarly

de�ned. For any sequence of communications δ, terms�δ�
def
� terms�actseq�δ��. NT�δ�,

ST�δ� and EST�δ� are similarly de�ned.

De�nition 2.2.23 A linear protocol is a pair Pr � �C,δ� where:
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Y C, the set of constants of Pr, denoted CT�Pr�, is a subset of T0 with the property that

�n0,m0,k0� 9 C � g, and

Y δ, the body of the protocol, is a nonempty sequence of communications.

Given a linear protocol Pr � �C,δ�, Roles�Pr�, the set of roles of Pr, is de�ned to be the set
�ηIA S A > Ho and ηIAx ε� where η � actseq�δ�.

Example 2.2.24 ¿eprotocolPrNS presented earlier is a linear protocol, with the following
speci�cation:

1. A � B � �x� �A,x�pubkB
2. B � A � �y� �x, y�pubkA
3. A � B � �y�pubkB

¿e protocol Prut presented earlier is also a linear protocol, with the following speci�-
cation:

1. A � B � �x� �A,�x�pubkB�pubkB
2. B � A � �x�pubkA

j

Even though the presentations look di�erent, linear protocols can in fact be viewed as
a subclass of protocols as de�ned in De�nition 2.2.2, as the following proposition asserts.

Proposition 2.2.25 If Pr � �C,δ� is a linear protocol, then �C,Roles�Pr�� is a protocol.

¿e proof is by just observing the de�nitions. ¿is proposition allows us to freely use the
standard notions associated with protocols (like init�Pr�, for instance) for linear protocols
as well. Note that the converse of the above proposition is not true. It is possible to come
up with protocols which have no representation as a linear protocol.

De�nition 2.2.26 A sequence of actions η � a1� aℓ is said to be send-admissible with re-
spect to a state s i� for all i B ℓ, if ai is a send action then ai is enabled at update�s,a1� ai�1�.

η is said to be send-admissible with respect to a protocolPr i� it is send-admissible with respect

to init�Pr�.

De�nition 2.2.27 Awell-formed protocol is a linear protocolPr � �C,δ� such that actseq�δ�
is send-admissible with respect to Pr.
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Proposition 2.2.28 Suppose Pr � �C,δ� is a well-formed protocol. ¿en all its roles are

send-admissible with respect to Pr.

Proof: For simplicity of notation, let s0 denote init�Pr�. Let η � actseq�δ�. Suppose η �

a1� aℓ and suppose ζ � ai1 � air is a role of Pr, i.e., ζ � ηIA for some A > Ho. By Proposi-
tion 2.2.13, it is clear that for all j � 1 B jB r, �update�s0,a1� aij��A � �update�s0,ai1 � aij��A.
Since Pr is a well-formed protocol, η is send-admissible with respect to Pr. ¿e send-
admissibility of ζ now follows from the above equality. j

Proposition 2.2.29 Suppose Pr � �C,δ� is a well-formed protocol, ζ is a role of Pr and σ is
a substitution suitable for Pr and ζ. ¿en σ�ζ� is send-admissible with respect to Pr.

Proof: For simplicity of notation, let s0 denote init�Pr�. Let η � actseq�δ�. Note that ζ �
ηIA for some A > Ho. Since σ is suitable for Pr and ζ, σ is de�ned on all actions occurring
in ζ, and σ�m� � m for all m > CT�Pr�. We �rst prove for all pre�xes ζ� of ζ that σ�s�A� b
�s�1�σ�A� by induction on Sζ�S (where we denote update�s0, ζ�� by s� and update�s0,σ�ζ��� by
s�1):

ζ� � ε: In this case s� � s�1 � s0. Now it is clear that σ�C� � C and σ�KA� � Kσ�A�. Since
A > Ho, σ��s0�A� � C 8 σ�KA�. Further �s0�σ�A� c C 8 Kσ�A� (with inequality when
σ�A� � I). It immediately follows that σ�s�A� b �s�1�σ�A� in this case.

ζ� � ζ�� � a: Note that σ�ζ�� � σ�ζ��� �σ�a�. For simplicity let us denote update�s0, ζ��� by s��

and update�s0,σ�ζ���� by s��1 . We need to prove that σ�s�A� b �s�1�σ�A� assuming that
σ�s��A� b �s��1 �σ�A�.

Now if a � A!B��M�t then s�A � s��A 8 M 8 �t�. Since σ�s��A� b �s��1 �σA, and since
σ�s�A� � σ�s��A� 8 σ�M� 8 �σ�t�� and �s�1�σ�A� � �s��1 �σA 8 σ�M� 8 �σ�t�� (because
σ�a� � σ�A�!σ�B���σ�M�σ�t�), it follows that σ�s�A� b �s�1�σ�A�.

¿e case when a � A?B� t is identically handled. ¿is proves the induction case.

From Proposition 2.2.28 it follows that ζ is send-admissible. Now consider any pre�x ζ� � a
of ζ with a > Send. For simplicity let us denote update�s0, ζ�� by s� and update�s0,σ�ζ���
by s�1. We know that term�a� > s�A 8NT�a�. ¿erefore term�σ�a�� � σ�term�a�� >

σ�s�A 8NT�a��. But item 3 of Proposition 2.3.6 says that σ�T� b σ�T� for any σ and
T. Further σ�s�A 8 NT�a�� � σ�s�A� 8 NT�σ�a�� and by what has been proved above
σ�s�A� b �s�1�σ�A�. Putting all this together we see that term�σ�a�� > �s�1�σ�A� 8NT�σ�a��.
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¿is shows that σ�ζ� is also send-admissible. j

Tagged Protocols

While well-formed protocols enforce a reasonableness condition at the level of pro-
tocol speci�cations, we must note that they still allow for quite unreasonable behaviours.
Substituting encrypted terms for nonces can give the intruder the ability to circumvent the
protocol. For instance, a communication of the form A�B ���A,�x�B��B in the protocol
allows the intruder to capture it and send it on to B as: I�B ���I,��A,�x�B��B��B. On
receipt B will interpret �A,�x�B� as a nonce and act accordingly. Depending on the situ-
ation, such a possibility might have undesirable consequences. For example, consider the
following protocol:

1. A � B � �x� �x�pubkB
2. B � A � �x�kAB

B receives a nonce encrypted in its ownpublic key and sends it back to the sender encrypted
in the key kAB shared by them. Consider the following run now (let η1 denote the initiator
role, and η2 the responder role):

�η1,σ, 1� A ! B � �m� �m�pubkB
�η2,σ, 1� B ? A � �m�pubkB
�η2,σ,2� B ! A � �m�kAB
�η2,σ�, 1� B ? A � ��m�kAB�pubkB
�η2,σ�,2� B ! A � ��m�kAB�kAB

At the end of the run above the intruder manages to learn ��m�kAB�kAB . Since kAB � kAB,
using the reduce rule we say that m > sI, where s is the state at the end of the above run.
¿is situation arises because B interprets �m�kAB as a nonce and encrypts it and hands it
over to the other party, in e�ect decrypting the message for the intruder. It is thus useful to
look at ways to prevent such attacks from happening. Tagging is one such mechanism that
seeks to distinguish between terms of di�erent structure and prevent attacks such as the
above. More speci�cally, tags are just constants which act as message identi�ers and are
attached to some of the encrypted subterms of messages which are communicated during
a run. ¿e use of tags has the e�ect of preventing the intruder from passing o� a term
σ��t�k� as σ���t��k�� in some run of a protocol while �t�k and �t��k� are intended to be
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distinct terms in the protocol speci�cation. We also use tagging to associate every receive
action occurring in a run with its corresponding send (if there exists one).

To precisely highlight the assumptions used in the decidablity proofs in later chapter,
we de�ne two tagging schemes, one of which subsumes the other.

De�nition 2.2.30 A well-formed protocol Pr � �C,δ� is called aweakly tagged protocol i�
for all t > EST�δ� there exists ct > C such that:

Y for all t, t� > EST�δ�, if ct � ct� then t � t�, and

Y for all t > EST�δ�: t � ��ct,u��k for some u and k.

De�nition 2.2.31 A well-formed protocol Pr � �C,δ� with δ � c1� cℓ is called a tagged

protocol i� for all t > EST�δ� there exists ct > C, and for all i B ℓ there exists ni > NT�ci�9SN

such that:

Y for all i, jB ℓ, t > EST�ci�, and t� > EST�cj�: if ct � ct� then t � t� and i � j, and

Y for all i B ℓ and all t > EST�ci�: t � ��ct,�ni,u���k for some u and k.

It is clear that every tagged protocol is also weakly tagged. Hence all the results which
we prove for weakly tagged protocols hold for tagged protocols as well.

¿e weak tagging scheme which we have presented is essentially derived from the
schemes presented in [HLS00] and [BP03], whereas there are some new features in the
second tagging scheme that we have presented. Most of the standard protocols occurring
in the literature (see [CJ97] for example) can be easily tagged to obtain “equivalent proto-
cols”, such that for any run ξ of the original protocol which involves only honest agents,
the tagged version of ξ is a run of the transformed protocol, and for all runs ξ of the trans-
formed protocol, the untagged version of ξ is a run of the original protocol. (¿us the
transformation does not limit the honest agents’ capabilities while at the same time not in-
troducing more attacks). But we should note that for some protocols which contain “blind
copies” — like the Woo-Lam protocol Π (as presented in [CJ97]) — the second tagging
scheme cannot be e�ected to get an equivalent tagged protocol. ¿e problem would oc-
cur if an agent A cannot decrypt an encrypted term which it is blindly passing on. ¿e
second tagging scheme requires a distinct tag to be added for each ci, but A cannot e�ect
the retagging. But on the other hand, we can always apply the weak tagging scheme to any
well-formed protocol to get an equivalent weakly tagged protocol. ¿e problem of blind
copies does not arise now, because the tags do not depend on the communication but only
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the structure of the encrypted terms. So there is no need to change the tags of terms which
are blindly passed on.

An important point worth noting here is that including the tags in the protocol speci�-
cation stage rather than later, in the run generation stage, means that the legality of the runs
(with respect to the tagging scheme) can be enforced by checks performed by the honest
participants of the protocol.

It should also be noted that sequence numbers are used in an essential way in the second
tagging scheme. Even though the tagging scheme entails unboundedly many new tags to
be used in protocol runs, still it does not involve much cost. Since sequence numbers are
not required to be unguessable, even simple schemes like using a counter su�ce to generate
an unbounded number of them. ¿is is di�erent from generating nonces, where the real
hard work is in ensuring unguessability.

¿e main purpose of the tagging schemes is to ensure the following properties of runs
of tagged protocols. ¿ese properties are easy consequences of the de�nition of tagged
protocols (andweakly tagged protocols), and are very important for the decidability proofs
in the later chapters.

Proposition 2.2.32
Y Suppose Pr � �C,δ� is a weakly tagged protocol. ¿en for all σ,σ� suitable for Pr and
for all t, t� > EST�δ�, if σ�t� � σ��t�� then t � t�.

Y Suppose Pr � �C, c1� cℓ� is a tagged protocol. ¿en the following statements hold:

– for all σ,σ� suitable for Pr, for all i, j B ℓ, for all t > EST�ci� and for all t� >

EST�cj�, if σ�t� � σ��t�� then t � t� and i � j.

– Suppose e1� er is a well-typed run of Pr. For all receive events ek�k B r�, there is

at most one send event ei such that EST�ei� 9 EST�ek� x g.

Proof:

Y Suppose t, t� > EST�δ� and σ, σ� suitable for Pr such that σ�t� � σ��t��. By de�nition
of weakly tagged protocols, it follows that t � ��ct,u��k and t� � ��ct� ,u���k� for
some u,u�, k and k�. It follows that σ�ct� � σ��ct��. But since σ and σ� are suitable
for Pr, and since ct,ct� > C, σ�ct� � ct and σ��ct�� � ct� . ¿erefore ct � ct� . Now it
follows from the de�nition of weakly tagged protocols that t � t�.

Y We now take up the proofs of the statements relating to tagged protocols.
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– Suppose i, j B ℓ, t > EST�ci�, t� > EST�cj� and σ, σ� suitable for Pr such that
σ�t� � σ��t��. By de�nition of tagged protocols, it follows that t � ��ct,u��k
and t� � ��ct� ,u���k� for some u,u�, k and k�. It follows that σ�ct� � σ��ct��.
But since σ and σ� are suitable for Pr, and since ct,ct� > C, σ�ct� � ct and
σ��ct�� � ct� . ¿erefore ct � ct� . Now it follows from the de�nition of tagged
protocols that t � t� and i � j.

– Suppose e1� er is a well-typed run of Pr and suppose there is a receive event
ek and two send events ei and ej (with i x j) such that neither EST�ei� nor
EST�ej� is disjoint from EST�ek�. Suppose ti > EST�ei� 9 EST�ek� and tj >
EST�ej� 9 EST�ek�. From the de�nition of tagged protocols it is clear that
for all events e of ξ, there exists a nonce n such that for all t > EST�e�, t �
��ct,�n,u���k for some u and k. Further if e is a send event, n > NT�e�. ¿us
there exist ni > NT�ei� and nj > NT�ej� such that ti � ��cti ,�ni,ui���ki and
tj � ��ctj,�nj,uj���kj for some ui, uj, ki and kj. Now both ti and tj belong
to EST�ek�, therefore it follows that ni � nj. But then ni > NT�ei� 9 NT�ej�,
which violates the property of unique origination of nonces. ¿is contradicts
the fact that ξ is a run.

¿is contradiction leads us to conclude that there is at most one i such that
EST�ei� 9 EST�ek� x g.

j

2.3 Properties of synth and analz

In this section, we prove several useful results about synth and analz proofs, which will
be used throughout the rest of the thesis.

We start o� with the following simple observation:

Fact 2.3.1 For any set of terms T and any term t > synth�T�, at least one of the following

conditions holds:

Y t > T.

Y t is of the form �t�, t��� and �t�, t��� b synth�T�.
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Y t is of the form �t��k and �t�, k� b synth�T�.

¿is fact follows immediately from the de�nition of synth-proofs. In many situations,
this fact helps us to replace induction on synth-proofs by (the much simpler) induction on
structure of terms.

Some basic facts about the synth and analz operators are proved in the following propo-
sition.

Proposition 2.3.2 Let T,T� b T and t > T . ¿en the following properties hold:

1. T b analz�T�.

2. T b synth�T�.

3. If T b T�, then analz�T� b analz�T��.

4. If T b T�, then synth�T� b synth�T��.

5. analz�analz�T�� � analz�T�.

6. synth�synth�T�� � synth�T�.

7. t > synth�T� i� t > synth�T 9 ST�t��.

Proof: ¿e statements relating to analz are proved by a simple induction on analz-proofs,
and the statements relating to synth are proved by a simple induction on the structure of
terms. We just prove statements 5 and 6 to give a �avour of the proofs.

Proof of statement 5: It is immediate that analz�T� b analz�analz�T��, from statements 1
and 3. We prove the other inclusion. Suppose t > analz�analz�T��. Suppose π is
an analz-proof of analz�T� Ø t. We prove by structural induction that for every
subproof ϖ of π with root labelled analz�T� Ø r, r > analz�T�. From this it follows
that t > analz�T� as well.

Suppose ϖ is a subproof of πwith root labelled analz�T� Ø r such that for all proper
subproofs ϖ1 of ϖ with root labelled analz�T� Ø r1, r1 > analz�T�. ¿en we prove
that r > analz�T� as well.

Y Suppose ϖ is the following proof:

Axa
analz�T� Ø r
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¿en r > analz�T� by de�nition and we are through.

Y Suppose ϖ is the following proof:

�ϖ1�
�

analz�T� Ø �r, r��
split1

analz�T� Ø r

By induction hypothesis �r, r�� > analz�T� and thus it immediately follows by
de�nition of analz-proofs that r > analz�T� as well.

Y Suppose ϖ is the following proof:

�ϖ1�
�

analz�T� Ø �r�k

�ϖ2�
�

analz�T� Ø k
decrypt

analz�T� Ø r

By induction hypothesis ��r�k, k� b analz�T� and thus it immediately follows
by de�nition of analz-proofs that r > analz�T�.

Y Suppose ϖ is the following proof:

�ϖ1�
�

analz�T� Ø ��r�k�k
reduce

analz�T� Ø r

By induction hypothesis ��r�k�k > analz�T� and thus it immediately follows
by de�nition of analz-proofs that r > analz�T�.

Proof of statement 6: It is immediate that synth�T� b synth�synth�T��, from the state-
ments 2 and 4. We now prove by induction on the structure of terms that if t >
synth�synth�T�� then t > synth�T�. From Fact 2.3.1, it su�ces to consider the fol-
lowing three cases:

t > synth�T�: ¿en the conclusion trivially follows.

t is of the form �t�, t��� and �t�, t��� b synth�synth�T��: By induction hypothesis, it
follows that �t�, t��� b synth�T�. It now immediately follows from the de�ni-
tion of synth-proofs that t > synth�T�.

t is of the form �t��k and �t�, k� b synth�T�: By inductionhypothesis, it follows that
�t�, k� b synth�T�. It now immediately follows from the de�nition of synth-
proofs that t > synth�T�.
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j

It immediately follows from the above proposition that T � synth�analz�T�� is closed
under synth. ¿e following proposition says that it is closed under analz as well, thus im-
mediately implying the important statement that T � T for all sets of terms T.

Proposition 2.3.3 For all T b T , analz�T� � T.

Proof: From item 1 of Proposition 2.3.2, T b analz�T�. We prove the other inclusion
now. Suppose t > analz�T�. Suppose π is an analz-proof of T Ø t. We prove by structural
induction that for every subproofϖ of πwith root labelledT Ø r, r > T. From this it follows
that t > T as well.

Suppose ϖ is a subproof of πwith root labelled T Ø r such that for all proper subproofs
ϖ1 of ϖwith root labelled T Ø r1, r1 > T. ¿en we prove that r > T as well. We only consider
the case when the rule applied at the root of ϖ is Axa or decrypt. ¿e other cases can be
similarly handled.

Y Suppose ϖ is the following proof:

Axa
T Ø r

¿en r > T by de�nition and we are through.

Y Suppose ϖ is the following proof:

�ϖ1�
�

T Ø �r�k

�ϖ2�
�

T Ø k
decrypt

T Ø r

By induction hypothesis ��r�k, k� b T. From the de�nition of synth-proofs it fol-
lows that for all atomic terms m, if m > T � synth�analz�T��, then m > analz�T�.
Since k is an atomic term, it follows that k > analz�T�. Since �r�k > synth�analz�T��,
it follows by Fact 2.3.1 that either �r�k > analz�T� or �r, k� b synth�analz�T��. In
the �rst case, since k > analz�T�, it follows that r > analz�T� b T. In the second case
also r > T and we are through.
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T Ø �t1, t2�
spliti�i � 1,2�

T Ø ti

T Ø �t�k T Ø k
decrypt

T Ø t

T Ø ��t�k�k
reduce

T Ø t

Ax
T 8 �t� Ø t

T Ø t1 T Ø t2 pair
T Ø �t1, t2�

T Ø t T Ø k encrypt
T Ø �t�k

Figure 2.4: yields-rules.

j

Following [Pau98], we have taken synth�analz�T�� as the set of terms which can be
built from T. ¿is means that we are considering only “normal proofs” — in which all the
analysis rules are applied before the synth rules — in building up new terms from old. An
alternate approachwould be to consider proofs which involve synth and analz rules applied
in an arbitrary order. ¿is approach is also common in the security protocol literature.
(For example, [FHG99] and [DLMS99] follow this approach.) We now show that both the
approaches are equivalent.

De�nition 2.3.4 An yields-proof π of T Ø t is an inverted tree whose nodes are labelled by

sequents and connected by one of the yields-rules in Figure 2.4, whose root is labelled T Ø t,

and whose leaves are labelled by instances of the Ax rule. For a set of terms T, ÂT is the set of

terms t such that there is a yields-proof of T Ø t.

Proposition 2.3.5 For all sets of terms T, T � ÂT.

Proof: ¿e inclusion from le to right is trivial, since both the analz-rules and the synth-
rules are included in the yields-rules.

We consider the inclusion from right to le now. From item 6 of Proposition 2.3.2 it
follows that synth�T� b T. Proposition 2.3.3 says that analz�T� b T. It follows as an im-
mediate consequence of this that ÂT b T. j
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Proposition 2.3.6 SupposeT is a set of terms and σ is a substitution such that σ�t� is de�ned

for all t > T. ¿en

1. σ�analz�T�� b analz�σ�T��.

2. σ�synth�T�� b synth�σ�T��.

3. σ�T� b σ�T�.

Proof: We �rst note the following simple facts: if t > T then σ�t� > σ�T�; σ��t, t��� �

�σ�t�,σ�t���; σ��t�k� � �σ�t��σ�k�; σ���t�k�k� � ��σ�t��σ�k��σ�k�.

From these it follows that if T Ø t
T Ø t

is a analz-rule, so is σ�T� Ø σ�t�

σ�T� Ø σ�t��
. A sim-

ilar statement holds for binary analz-rules and for synth-rules as well (both unary and
binary). Statements 1 and 2 immediately follow from these observations. Statement 3
can now be proved as follows: σ�T� � σ�synth�analz�T��� b synth�σ�analz�T��� b

synth�analz�σ�T��� � σ�T�. j

Proposition 2.3.7 For all sets of terms T and terms t, if t > ST�synth�T�� then either t >

ST�T� or t > synth�T�.

Proof: Suppose t > ST�synth�T��. We prove by induction on the structure of terms that
for all r, if r > synth�T� and t > ST�r� then either t > ST�T� or t > synth�T�. Bt Fact 2.3.1,
it su�ces to consider the following three cases:

r > T: ¿en clearly t > ST�T�.

r is of the form �r�, r��� and �r�, r��� b synth�T�: ¿ere are two cases to consider. If t � r �
�r�, r��� then clearly t > synth�T�. Otherwise t > ST�r� � ST�r��8ST�r��� andnowwe
can apply to the induction hypothesis and conclude that t > ST�T� or t > synth�T�.

r � �r��k and �r�, k� b synth�T�: ¿is case is handled the same way as the previous one.

j

Proposition 2.3.8 For all sets of terms T and terms �t�k, if �t�k > ST�synth�T�� then either

�t�k > ST�T� or �t, k� b synth�T�.
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Proof: Suppose �t�k > ST�synth�T��. From Proposition 2.3.7 we conclude that either
�t�k > ST�T� or �t�k > synth�T�. But if �t�k > synth�T� then either �t�k > T b ST�T� or
�t, k� b synth�T�, from Fact 2.3.1. j

Proposition 2.3.9 Suppose T b T0. ¿en ST�synth�T�� b synth�T�.

Proof: From Proposition 2.3.7 it follows that ST�synth�T�� b ST�T� 8 synth�T�. But
since T consists only of atomic terms, ST�T� � T b synth�T� and hence the result follows.

j

De�nition 2.3.10 A term t is aminimal term of a set T of terms i� t > T and t ~> synth�T �

�t��, i.e. t cannot be “built” from the other terms in T. min�T� denotes the set of minimal

terms of T.

¿e following fact follows immediately from the de�nition of minimal terms.

Proposition 2.3.11 SupposeT is a set of terms and t > min�T�. ¿en the following conditions

hold:

Y If t is of the form �t�, t��� then either t� ~> T or t�� ~> T.

Y If t is of the form �t��k then either t� ~> T or k ~> T.

Proposition 2.3.12 Suppose T is a set of terms and t > min�analz�T��. ¿en one of the

following conditions hold:

Y t > T0.

Y t � �t��k for some t�, k such that either t� ~> analz�T� or k ~> analz�T�.

Proof: Suppose t > min�analz�T�� is of the form �t�, t���. Since t > analz�T�, �t�, t��� b

analz�T�. But this contradicts item 1 of Proposition 2.3.11. j

Proposition 2.3.13 For any set of terms T, the following properties hold:

1. T b synth�min�T��.

2. synth�T� � synth�min�T��.
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3. T � synth�min�analz�T���.

Proof: We prove by induction on the structure of terms that for all t > T, t belongs to
synth�min�T��. If t > T 9 T0 then clearly t > min�T� b synth�min�T��. If t � �t�, t���
belongs tomin�T� then we are through. Otherwise �t�, t��� b T and by induction hypoth-
esis �t�, t��� b synth�min�T�� and therefore t � �t�, t��� > synth�min�T�� as well. A similar
argument works for the case when t � �t��k.

Now it is clear that min�T� b T and thus synth�min�T�� b synth�T�. On the other
hand, it follows from item 1 above that synth�T� b synth�synth�min�T��� � synth�min�T��.
¿us synth�T� � synth�min�T��. Substituting analz�T� in place of T in the above equa-
tion, it follows that T � synth�analz�T�� � synth�min�analz�T���. j

We introduce the following bit of terminology before we get to our next proposition.

De�nition 2.3.14 A set of terms T is said to unravel another set of terms T� i� there exists a
term t and a key k such that �t�k > analz�T�� and k > analz�T�. Two sets T and T� are said

to bemutually independent if neither T nor T� unravels the other.

Proposition 2.3.15 Suppose T and T� are two mutually independent sets of terms. ¿en

analz�T 8 T�� � analz�T� 8 analz�T��.

Proof: ¿e inclusion from right to le is obvious. We now consider an arbitrary t >

analz�T 8 T�� and show that t > analz�T� 8 analz�T��. Suppose π is an analz-proof of
T 8 T� Ø t. We prove by structural induction that for every subproof ϖ of π with root
labelled T 8 T� Ø r, r > analz�T� 8 analz�T��. ¿erefore t > analz�T� 8 analz�T�� as well.

Suppose ϖ is a subproof of π with root labelled T 8 T� Ø r such that for all proper
subproofs ϖ1 of ϖ with root labelled T 8T� Ø r1, r1 > analz�T�8 analz�T��. ¿en we prove
that r > analz�T� 8 analz�T�� as well. We only consider the case when the rule applied at
the root of ϖ is Axa or decrypt. ¿e other cases can be handled similarly.

Y Suppose ϖ is the following proof:

Axa
T 8 T� Ø r

¿en r > T 8 T� b analz�T� 8 analz�T��.

Y Suppose ϖ is the following proof:
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�ϖ1�
�

T 8 T� Ø �r�k

�ϖ2�
�

T 8 T� Ø k
decrypt

T 8 T� Ø r

By induction hypothesis ��r�k, k� b analz�T�8analz�T��. Since T and T� are inde-
pendent, it can neither be the case that �r�k > analz�T� and k > analz�T��, nor can
it be the case that �r�k > analz�T�� and k > analz�T�. Hence either ��r�k, k� b

analz�T� or ��r�k, k� b analz�T��. It follows immediately that r > analz�T� 8

analz�T��.

j



Chapter 3

Undecidability results

In this chapter we prove that the secrecy problem for security protocols is in general un-
decidable. In fact we prove that the secrecy problem is undecidable even when we consider
only well-typed runs or when we consider only boundedly many nonces and keys.

It might be surprising at �rst glance that a simple property like secrecy (which is only
slightly more complex than reachability) should turn out to be undecidable. It is all the
more surprising since protocol speci�cations prescribe set patterns of communication for
the di�erent agents. Even though factors like unbounded nonces or unbounded message
length enter the picture, it seems unlikely at �rst glance that the protocol speci�cations can
force such unbounded behaviour. If that was possible, it would mean that our “language”
for specifying protocols has a considerable amount of inherent programming ability.

We will see in this chapter that one can actually de�ne protocols whose runs can code
up an unbounded amount of information. Wewill see that the style of presenting a protocol
as a set of roles hides a lot of programming ability. ¿e crucial point about this style of
presentation is that in some situations, the question of whether an instance of a particular
action (which occurs in the speci�cation of a protocol) occurs in any run of the protocol
can be determined only by run-time considerations (in contrast to well-formed protocols,
where we know that for every protocol action, there is always one scenario in which some
instance of the action is enabled). ¿is contributes primarily to undecidability.

In fact, in the literature, we have found that the undecidability results are usually proved
using a syntax of protocols close to the set-of-roles style of presentation, whereas the linear
style of presentation is favoured in work on decidability, or analysis of protocols. ¿us the
undecidability results provide us with much insight into the modelling of protocols.

54
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¿e undecidability result for well-typed runs was �rst proved by [CDL�99] (see also
[DLMS99]) in the setting of multi-set rewriting. We use a di�erent reduction from that
used in [CDL�99]. Our reduction is much simpler than the ones currently found in the lit-
erature. To our knowledge, ours is also the �rst detailed proof of this result, a fact which can
be attributed to the simplicity of our reduction. ¿e undecidability result for unbounded
length of messages has been proved in various places, including for instance, [HT96] and
[ALV02].

Two-counter machines

Ourundecidability results use a reduction from the reachability problem for two-counter
machines. We recall the relevant de�nitions below:

A two-counter machine is a tupleM � �Q,F,q0,δ� where:

Y Q is a �nite set of states,

Y F b Q is the set of �nal states,

Y q0 > Q is the initial state,

Y δ b Q � �0, 1�2 � Q � ��1,0, 1�2 is the transition relation with the condition that
whenever �q, i1, i2,q�, j1, j2� > δ then jk � �1 implies ik � 1, for k � 1,2 (we can
decrement a positive counter only).

¿e other standard notions relating to two-counter machines are de�ned below:

Y A con�guration of a two-counter machine M � �Q,F,q0,δ� is a triple �q,n1,n2�
with q > Q,nk > N (the nk’s are counters).

Y For a con�guration �q,n1,n2� of M and a transition t � �q, i1, i2,q�, j1, j2� > δ, t
is enabled at �q,n1,n2� i� for k � 1,2, ik � 0 i� nk � 0. Whenever t is enabled at
�q,n1,n2� we have the reduction �q,n1,n2�

t
Ð��q�,n1 � j1,n2 � j2�.

Y A con�guration �q,n1,n2� is reachable if �q0,0,0�
�

Ð��q,n1,n2� .

Y A con�guration �q,n1,n2� is �nal if q > F.

Y ¿e reachability problem for two-counter machines is the problem of determining for
a given two-counter machine M � �Q,F,q0,δ� whether a �nal con�guration of M
is reachable.
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We assume the well-known fact that the reachability problem for two-counter ma-
chines is undecidable.

3.1 Undecidability for well-typed runs

Let M � �Q,F,q0,δ� be an arbitrary two-counter machine. We will de�ne a protocol
PrM � �C,R� such that a �nal con�guration ofM is reachable i� there is a well-typed leaky
run ξ of PrM. As we will see in the proofs which follow, crucial use is made of the fact that
there are unboundedly many nonces in N.

Before de�ning the actual reduction, we set up some basic notation: For simplicity,
assume Q b N. Let z and d be �xed nonces from N. We �x honest agents A,B (and
therefore the shared key kAB.) ¿en we de�ne the following terms:

for any u,u� > N, and q > Q, �q,u,u�� def
� ��q,�u,u����kAB .

for any u,u� > N, �u,u�� def
� ��u,u���kAB .

¿e protocol PrM is de�ned as follows:

De�nition 3.1.1 PrM
def
� �C,R� where:

Y C � Q 8 �A,B,z,d� and

Y R � �η0� 8 �ηt S t > δ� 8 �ηf S f > F� where:

– η0
def
� A!B��d,d�, �q0,z,z�, �d,d�.

– for each transition t � �q, i1, i2,q�, j1, j2� > δ, ηt
def
� a � a� with:

a � A?B��u1,v1�, �q,w1,w2�, �u2,v2�;
a� � A!B��M� �u�1,v�1�, �q�,w�

1 ,w�

2�, �u�2,v�2�

where M � �v�
k
S k > �1,2� and jk � 1�, and the following conditions hold for

k > �1,2�:

if ik � 0 and jk � 0 then
wk � w

�

k
� z and uk � vk � u

�

k
� v�

k
� d;

if ik � 0 and jk � 1 then
u�
k
� wk � z, uk � vk � d, v

�

k
� w�

k
, and

v�
k
does not belong to C;

if ik � 1 and jk � 0 then
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w�

k
� wk � vk, u

�

k
� v�

k
� d, and

uk and vk are distinct nonces not belonging to C;

if ik � 1 and jk � 1 then
wk � vk � u

�

k
, w�

k
� v�

k
, and

uk, vk and v
�

k
are distinct nonces not belonging to C;

if ik � 1 and jk � �1 then
wk � vk, w

�

k
� uk, u

�

k
� v�

k
� d, and

uk and vk are distinct nonces not belonging to C.

For any ηt as given above, and k > �1,2�, the notation inctrk�ηt� is used to denote
wk and the notation outctrk�ηt� is used to denote w�

k
.

– For each f > F, ηf
def
� a � a� � a�� where:

a � A?B��f,w1,w2�;

a� � A!B���x�� �x�kAB ;
a�� � A!B�x

where x, w1 and w2 are distinct nonces not occurring in C.

¿e role corresponding to the transition �q,0, 1,q�, 1,�1� is presented by way of exam-
ple:

A?B��d,d�, �q,z,v2�, �u2,v2�;
A!B���v�1�� �z,v�1�, �q�,v�1 ,u2�, �d,d�.

¿e role corresponding to the transition �q, 1, 1,q�, 1, 1� is another example:

A?B��u1,v1�, �q,v1,v2�, �u2,v2�;
A!B���v�1 ,v�2�� �v1,v�1�, �q�,v�1 ,v�2�, �v2,v�2�.

¿e role η0 starts o� the simulation of the two-counter machine. ¿e role ηf checks
if a �nal con�guration with state f is reached and if so signals it by contriving to “leak” a
fresh nonce. ¿e role ηt simulates the transition t > δ.

Lemma 3.1.2 Suppose ξ is a run of PrM and s � infstate�ξ�. ¿en kAB ~> analz�sI� (and

hence kAB ~> sI as well).
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Proof: ¿e proof is by induction on SξS. For ξ � ε, by de�nition sI � �init�Pr��I �

KI 8 C 8 �n0,m0,k0� and thus it is clear that kAB ~> analz�sI�. Suppose ξ � ξ� � e with s�

denoting infstate�ξ��. By induction hypothesis kAB ~> analz�s�I�. Further sI b s�I8�term�e��.
But term�e� is a tuple of terms of the form �q,u,u�� or �u,u�� or �x�kAB or x (with x > N).
¿us it is clear that s�I and �term�e�� are mutually independent sets of terms (since kAB ~>

analz�s�I� and analz�term�e�� 9 K � g). By applying Proposition 2.3.15 and using the fact
that kAB ~> analz�s�I� 8 analz��term�e���, we conclude that kAB ~> analz�sI�. j

De�nition 3.1.3
1. We say that a number n is represented in an information state s by a nonce u if there

existdistinctnoncesu0, . . . ,un such thatu0 � z,un � u, and for all i @ n, �ui,ui�1� > sI.

2. We say that a con�guration �q,n,n�� is represented in an information state s by the
term �q,u,u�� if u represents n in s, u� represents n� in s, and �q,u,u�� > sI.

3. We say that a number n is represented in a run ξ of PrM by a nonce u if n is represented

in infstate�ξ� by u.

4. We say that a con�guration �q,n,n�� is represented in a run ξ of PrM by the term

�q,u,u�� i� �q,n,n�� is represented in infstate�ξ� by �q,u,u��.

From the de�nition it follows that in all states s, z represents only 0 and 0 is represented
only by z.

¿e following lemma states that the role ηt faithfully simulates the transition t.

Lemma 3.1.4 Suppose ξ is a run of PrM with s � infstate�ξ�, t � �q, i1, i2,q�, j1, j2� is a
transition ofM, ηt � a � a�, and �q,n1,n2� is a con�guration ofM represented in s.

1. If t is enabled at �q,n1,n2� then there is a well-typed substitution σ suitable for PrM
and ηt such that:

Y σ�inctrk�ηt�� represents nk in s (for k � 1,2),

Y σ�a� is enabled in s and σ�a�� is enabled at update�s,σ�a��, and

Y σ�outctrk�ηt�� represents nk � jk in update�s,σ�ηt�� (for k � 1,2).

2. If there is a substitution σ suitable for PrM and ηt such that σ�inctrk�ηt�� represents

nk in s (for k � 1,2) and σ�a� is enabled in s, then t is enabled at �q,n1,n2�.
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Proof: Suppose t � �q, i1, i2,q�, j1, j2� and suppose

a � A?B��u1,v1�, �q,w1,w2�, �u2,v2�;
a� � A!B��M� �u�1,v�1�, �q�,w�

1 ,w�

2�, �u�2,v�2�

1. Suppose t is enabled at �q,n1,n2�. ¿is means that for k � 1,2, ik � 0 i� nk � 0. Let
rk be a nonce which represents nk in s. We de�ne a substitution σ suitable for PrM
and ηt as follows:

Y for k � 1,2, σ�wk� � rk,

Y σ is identity on C,

Y for each distinctm >M, σ�m� is a distinct nonce not occurring in ST�s� (Note
that here we are crucially using the fact that N is an infinite set.),

Y for k � 1,2, if ik � 1 then σ�uk� � r�k where r
�

k
is some nonce representing nk � 1

in s such that �r�
k
, rk� > sI (since nk x 0 and since rk represents nk in s, there has

to exist at least one such r�
k
).

It is clear that σ is awell-typed substitution suitable forPrM and ηt. Let s� � update�s,σ�a��
and s�� � update�s�,σ�a���.

Y From the de�nition it is immediate that σ�inctrk�ηt��, which is the same as
σ�wk�, represents nk at s, for k � 1,2.

Y Wenowprove that σ�a� is enabled at s and σ�a�� is enabled at s�. Since �q, r1, r2�
represents �q,n1,n2� in s, �q, r1, r2� > sI. For k � 1,2, if ik � 0 then uk � vk � d
and so �σ�uk�,σ�vk�� � �σ�d�,σ�d�� � �d,d�. Now from the de�nition of
PrM it follows that the �rst event of any run can only be of the form �η0,σ, 1�
for some substitution σ. Call this event e. But e is a send event and �d,d� >
analz��term�e���. Hence it follows that �σ�uk,σ�vk�� � �d,d� > sI. Otherwise,
ik � 1 and nowwk � vk by the de�nition of PrM, and therefore �σ�uk�,σ�vk�� �
�σ�uk�,σ�wk�� � �r�

k
, rk� > sI (by de�nition of σ). From this it follows that a is

enabled at s. Also by de�nition of σ, σ�M� 9 ST�s� � g. Also it is quite easy
to verify that term�a�� > term�a� 8M 8 �kAB�. But term�a� 8M 8 �kAB� b s�A
and thus a� is enabled in s�.

Y Nowwe prove that σ�outctrk�ηt�� � σ�w�

k
� represents nk� jk in s�� (for k � 1,2).

If jk � 0 then wk � w�

k
, for k � 1,2 (by de�nition of PrM). Hence it follows
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that σ�w�

k
� represents nk � jk in s�. If jk � �1 then by de�nition of σ, σ�uk�

represents nk� 1 � nk� jk in s. By de�nition of PrM,w�

k
� uk and thus it follows

that σ�w�

k
� represents nk � jk in s and hence in s�� as well. If jk � 1 then observe

that �σ�u�
k
�,σ�v�

k
�� > s��I , w�

k
� v�

k
, wk � u

�

k
, and σ�wk� represents nk in s and

hence in s�� as well. ¿erefore σ�w�

k
� represents nk � jk � nk � 1 in s��.

2. Suppose σ is a substitution suitable forPrM and ηt such that for k � 1,2, σ�inctrk�ηt�� �
σ�wk� represents nk at s, and such that σ�a� is enabled at s. We need to show that
ik � 0 i� nk � 0.

Suppose ik � 0. ¿en by de�nition of PrM, wk � z, and hence σ�wk� � z. Since z
represents only 0 in any state and we are given σ�wk� represents nk at s, nk � 0.

Suppose ik � 1. ¿en by de�nition of PrM, we have that wk � vk and uk x vk. Also
since σ�a� is enabled at s, it follows that �σ�uk�,σ�vk�� > sI and that �q,σ�w1�,σ�w2�� >

sI. It can be easily seen (from the de�nition of PrM and from Lemma 3.1.2) that for
all terms of the form �q, t, t�� > ST�s�, t x d and t� x d. It can also be seen that
if �t, t�� > ST�s� such that t � t� then t � d. From these facts and the fact that
σ�vk� � σ�wk�, we conclude that σ�uk� x σ�vk�. Again it can be easily checked
that for all terms �t, t�� > ST�s�, t� x z. ¿us it follows that σ�vk� x z and hence
σ�wk� x z. But we are given that σ�wk� represents nk in s. Since only z represents 0
in any state, it has to be the case that nk x 0.

j

¿eorem 3.1.5
1. �q0,0,0�

�

Ð��q,n1,n2� i� �q,n1,n2� is represented in some run of PrM i� it is repre-

sented in some well-typed run of PrM.

2. A �nal con�guration is reachable in M i� there is a leaky run of PrM i� there is a

well-typed leaky run of PrM.

Proof:

1. We �rst prove that if �q0,0,0�
�

Ð��q,n1,n2� then there is a well-typed run of PrM in
which �q,n1,n2� is represented.
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Letm be the length of the derivation �q0,0,0�
�

Ð��q,n1,n2�. We prove the result by
induction on m. ¿e base case is when m � 0 in which case q � q0 and n1 � n2 �
0. ¿en the run �η0,σ, 1� satis�es the statement of the theorem, for any well-typed
substitution σ which is identity on C.

Suppose �q0,0,0�
�

Ð��q,n1,n2�
t
Ð��q�,n�1,n�2�. It is clear that there is a run ξ of PrM

in which �q,n1,n2� is represented, by the induction hypothesis. Let s � infstate�ξ�.
Let t � �q, i1, i2,q�, j1, j2� and ηt � a � a�. By lemma 3.1.4, there is a well-typed sub-
stitution σ suitable for PrM and ηt such that σ�a� is enabled at s, σ�a�� is enabled
at update�s,σ�a��, and σ�outctrk�ηt�� represents nk � jk � n�k in update�s,σ�ηt��.
Letting e � �ηt,σ, 1� and e� � �ηt,σ,2� it is easy to see that ξ � e � e� is a well-typed
run of PrM. Further, since �q�,σ�w�

1�,σ�w�

2�� > �infstate�ξ � e � e���I, it is clear that
�q�,n�1,n�2� is represented in ξ � e � e�.

We now prove that if there is a run of PrM in which �q,n1,n2� is represented then
�q0,0,0�

�

Ð��q,n1,n2�. We prove the result by induction on SξS, where ξ is a run of
PrM.

¿e base case is when SξS � 0 and then the statement is vacuously true since no
con�guration is represented in ξ.

Suppose �q�,n�1,n�2� is represented in a run ξ� � ξ�� � e of PrM. Let s�� and s� denote
infstate�ξ��� and infstate�ξ��, respectively. Let �q�,w�

1 ,w�

2� represent �q�,n�1,n�2� in ξ�.
By Lemma 3.1.2 we see that �q�,w�

1 ,w�

2� > analz�s�I�. If �q�,n�1,n�2� is already repre-
sented in ξ�� then by induction hypothesis �q�,n�1,n�2� is reachable from �q0,0,0�.
Otherwise it follows that �q,w�

1 ,w�

2� > analz�s
�

I��analz�s
��

I �. Since a term of the form
�q,w�

1 ,w�

2� does not occur inside an encryption in any event of the protocol, it fol-
lows from the above fact that in fact �q�,w�

1 ,w�

2� > analz��term�e����. It is also clear
that e� is a send event, so we have to consider only the following two cases:

e� � �η0,σ, 1�: ¿en it is clear that �q�,n�1,n�2� � �q0,0,0� and hence that �q�,n�1,n�2�
is vacuously reachable from �q0,0,0�.

e� � �ηt,σ,2� for some t > δ: Let t � �q, i1, i2,q�, j1, j2� and let ηt � a � a�. It is clear
that σ�outctrk�ηt�� represents n�k for k � 1,2. Further for k � 1,2, n�

k
� nk � jk

where σ�inctrk�ηt�� represents nk in infstate�ξ���. Since e� is enabled at ξ��, it
has to be that e � �ηt,σ, 1� occurs in ξ��. Further (since σ�outctrk�ηt�� rep-
resents nk � jk in s� for k � 1,2) it is clear that σ�inctrk�ηt�� represents nk in
s�� for k � 1,2. In fact, there is a proper pre�x ξ1 of ξ�� such that �q,n1,n2�
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is represented in infstate�ξ1�, and act�e� is enabled at infstate�ξ1�. By induc-
tion hypothesis we have that �q,n1,n2� is a reachable con�guration and by
lemma 3.1.4, we know that t is enabled at �q,n1,n2�. ¿erefore �q,n1,n2�

t
Ð��q�,n1�

j1,n2 � j2� � �q�,n�1,n�2�. ¿us �q�,n�1,n�2� is also a reachable con�guration.

2. We �rst prove that if a �nal con�guration is reachable in M then there is a well-
typed leaky run of PrM. Suppose a �nal con�guration �f,n1,n2� is reachable inM.
¿en there is a well-typed run ξ of PrM representing �f,n1,n2�. ¿us �f, r1, r2� >

�infstate�ξ��I for some nonces r1 and r2, and hence e1 � e2 � e3 is enabled at ξ, where
ei � �ηf,σ, i� for i � 1,2,3 and somewell-typed σ such that σ�x� x σ�y� for all y x x.
It then follows that ξ � e1 � e2 � e3 is also a well-typed run of PrM, and by de�nition of
PrM this run is patently leaky.

Wenowprove that if there is a leaky run ofPrM then a �nal con�guration is reachable
inM. Suppose there is a leaky run ξ of PrM. According to the de�nition of PrM, this
means that some instance of ηf for f > F has been played out as part of ξ. But
this means that some con�guration of the form �f,n1,n2� is represented in ξ which
implies that a �nal con�guration is reachable inM.

j

¿emain conclusion of this section is stated below.

¿eorem 3.1.6 ¿e general secrecy problem and the secrecy problem for well-typed runs are

undecidable.

Proof: ¿e statement immediately follows from item 2 of ¿eorem 3.1.5 and the fact that
the reachability problem for two-counter machines is undecidable. j

3.2 Undecidability with bounded nonces

In this section we prove that for any �xed (even �nite) T b T0, the secrecy problem for
T-runs is undecidable. ¿e proof is again a reduction from the reachability problem for
two-counter machines. For the purposes of coding up arbitrary two-counter machines, we
assume that x,z,u1 and u2 are �xed, distinct nonces which belong to T 9N.
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LetM � �Q,F,q0,δ� be a two-counter machine. For simplicity we assume thatQ b N.
We will de�ne a protocol PrM � �C,R� such that a �nal con�guration of M is reachable
i� there is a leaky T-run of PrM. As we will see in the proofs which follow, crucial use is
made of ill-typed substitutions.

Before de�ning the actual reduction, we set up some basic notation: We �x honest
agents A,B and the long-term shared key kAB. ¿en we de�ne the following terms (coding
up natural numbers):

0 � z.
i � 1 � �i,z�.
for any terms t1, t2, t3, �t1, t2, t3�

def
� ��t1,�t2, t3���kAB .

¿e protocol PrM is de�ned as follows:

De�nition 3.2.1 PrM
def
� �C,R� where:

Y C � �A,B,z� and

Y R � �η0� 8 �ηt S t > δ� 8 �ηf S f > F� where:

– η0
def
� A!B��q0,z,z�,

– for each transition t � �q, i1, i2,q�, j1, j2� > δ, ηt
def
� a � a� with:

A?B��q,w1,w2�;
A!B��q�,w�

1 ,w�

2�

where, for k > �1,2�, the following conditions hold:

if ik � 0 and jk � 0 then wk � w
�

k
� z;

if ik � 0 and jk � 1 then wk � z and w
�

k
� �z,z�;

if ik � 1 and jk � 0 then wk � w
�

k
� �uk,z�;

if ik � 1 and jk � 1 then wk � �uk,z� and w�

k
� ��uk,z�,z�;

if ik � 1 and jk � �1 then wk � �uk,z� and w�

k
� uk.

For any ηt as given above, and k > �1,2�, the notation inctrk�ηt� is used to denote
the term wk and the notation outctrk�ηt� is used to denote the term w�

k
.

– For each f > F, ηf
def
� a � a� � a�� with:

a � A?B��f,u1,u2�;
a� � A!B���x�� �x�kAB ;
a�� � A!B�x.
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¿e role corresponding to the transition �q,0, 1,q�, 1,�1� is presented by way of exam-
ple:

A?B��q,z,�u2,z��;
A!B��q�,�z,z�,u2�.

¿e role corresponding to the transition �q, 1, 1,q�, 1, 1� is another example:

A?B��q,�u1,z�,�u2,z��;
A!B��q�,��u1,z�,z�,��u2,z�,z��.

¿e role η0 starts o� the simulation of the two-counter machine. ¿e role ηf checks
if a �nal con�guration with state f is reached and if so signals it by contriving to “leak”a
freshly minted nonce. ¿e role ηt simulates the transition t > δ.

Lemma 3.2.2 Suppose ξ is a run of PrM and s � infstate�ξ�. ¿en kAB ~> analz�sI� (and

hence kAB ~> sI as well).

¿e proof is on the same lines as the proof of Lemma 3.1.2.

De�nition 3.2.3
1. We say that a con�guration �q,n,n�� is represented in an information state s if the
term �q,n,n�� > sI.

2. We say that a con�guration �q,n,n�� is represented in a run ξ of PrM if �q,n,n�� is
represented in infstate�ξ�.

¿e following lemma states that the role ηt faithfully simulates the transition t.

Lemma 3.2.4 Suppose ξ is a run of PrM, s � infstate�s0, ξ�, t � �q, i1, i2,q�, j1, j2� is a tran-
sition of M, ηt � a � a� and �q,n1,n2� is a con�guration of M represented in s. ¿en t is

enabled at �q,n1,n2� i� there is a T-substitution σ suitable for PrM and ηt such that:

Y σ�inctrk�ηt�� represents nk in s (for k � 1,2),

Y σ�a� is enabled in s and σ�a�� is enabled at update�s,σ�a��, and

Y σ�outctrk�ηt�� represents nk � jk in update�s,σ�ηt�� (for k � 1,2).

Proof: Suppose t � �q, i1, i2,q�, j1, j2� and suppose

a � A?B��q,w1,w2�;
a� � A!B��q�,w�

1 ,w�

2�
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Suppose t is enabled at �q,n1,n2�. ¿is means that for k � 1,2, ik � 0 i� nk � 0. We
de�ne a substitution σ as follows:

for k � 1,2 σ�uk� �
¢̈
¨
¦
¨̈
¤

z if ik � 0
nk � 1 if ik � 1

Further we let σ be identity on C. It is easily seen that σ is a T-substitution suitable for PrM
and ηt. (Note that in general σ will be an ill-typed substitution.) Let s� � update�s,σ�a��
and s�� � update�s�,σ�a���.

Y If ik � 0 then wk � z, and since in this case nk � 0 as well it is immediate that
σ�inctrk�ηt�� represents nk in s. If ik � 1 thenwk � �uk,z�, and since σ�uk� � nk � 1
it is clear that σ�inctrk�ηt�� represents nk in s.

Y We are given that �q,n1,n2� is represented in s, i.e., �q,n1,n2� > sI. But since σ�wk� �

nk for k � 1,2, it is easy to see that σ�a� is enabled at s. Since σ�term�a��� > �z, kAB�,
it is immediate that σ�a�� is enabled at update�s,σ�a��.

Y If jk � 0 then outctrk�ηt� � inctrk�ηt� and thus σ�outctrk�ηt�� represents nk �

nk � jk in s��. If jk � 1 then outctrk�ηt� � �inctrk�ηt�,z� and thus σ�outctrk�ηt��
represents nk � 1 � nk � jk in s��. If jk � �1 then inctrk�ηt� � �outctrk�ηt�,z� and
thus σ�outctrk�ηt�� represents nk � 1 � nk � jk in s��.

Suppose σ is a substitution suitable forPrM and ηt such that for k � 1,2, σ�inctrk�ηt�� �
σ�wk� represents nk at s. We need to show that ik � 0 i� nk � 0.

Suppose ik � 0. ¿en by de�nition of PrM, wk � z, and hence σ�wk� � z. Since z
represents only 0 in any state and we are given σ�wk� represents nk at s, nk � 0.

Suppose nk � 0. Since σ�wk� represents nk � 0 at s and since only z represents 0 in
any state, σ�wk� � z. But according to de�nition of PrM, either wk � z or wk � �uk,z�. So
σ�wk� � z only when wk � z, and this happens only when ik � 0. j

¿eorem 3.2.5
1. �q0,0,0�

�

Ð��q,n1,n2� i� there is a T-run ξ of PrM in which �q,n1,n2� is represented.

2. A �nal con�guration is reachable inM i� there is a leaky T-run of PrM.

Proof:
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1. We �rst prove that if �q0,0,0�
�

Ð��q,n1,n2� then there is a T-run of PrM in which
�q,n1,n2� is represented.

Letm be the length of the derivation �q0,0,0�
�

Ð��q,n1,n2�. We prove the result by
induction on m. ¿e base case is when m � 0 in which case q � q0 and n1 � n2 � 0.
¿en the run �η0,σ, 1� satis�es the statement of the theorem, for any T-substitution
σ which is identity on C.

Suppose �q0,0,0�
�

Ð��q,n1,n2�
t
Ð��q�,n�1,n�2�. It is clear that there is a run ξ of PrM

in which �q,n1,n2� is represented, by induction hypothesis. Let s � infstate�ξ�. Let
t � �q, i1, i2,q�, j1, j2� and ηt � a �a�. By lemma 3.2.4, there is a T-substitution σ suit-
able forPrM and ηt such that σ�a� is enabled at s, σ�a�� is enabled at update�s,σ�a��,
and σ�outctrk�ηt�� represents nk � jk � n�k in update�s,σ�ηt��. Letting e � �ηt,σ, 1�
and e� � �ηt,σ,2� it is easy to see that ξ�e�e� is a well-typed run ofPrM. Further, since
�q�,σ�w�

1�,σ�w�

2�� > �infstate�ξ � e � e
���I, it is clear that �q�,n�1,n�2� is represented in

ξ � e � e�.

We now prove that if there is a run of PrM in which �q,n1,n2� is represented then
�q0,0,0�

�

Ð��q,n1,n2�. We prove the result by induction on SξS, where ξ is a run of
PrM.

¿e base case is when SξS � 0 and then the statement is vacuously true since no
con�guration is represented in ξ.

Suppose �q�,n�1,n�2� is represented in a run ξ� � ξ�� � e of PrM. Let s�� and s� denote
infstate�ξ��� and infstate�ξ��, respectively. Let �q�,w�

1 ,w�

2� represent �q�,n�1,n�2� in ξ�.
By Lemma 3.2.2 we see that �q�,w�

1 ,w�

2� > analz�s�I�. If �q�,n�1,n�2� is already repre-
sented in ξ�� then by induction hypothesis �q�,n�1,n�2� is reachable from �q0,0,0�.
Otherwise it follows that �q,w�

1 ,w�

2� > analz�s
�

I��analz�s
��

I �. ¿us it must be the case
that �q�,w�

1 ,w�

2� > analz��term�e����. It is also clear that e� is a send event, so we
have to consider only the following two cases:

e� � �η0,σ, 1�: ¿en it is clear that �q�,n�1,n�2� � �q0,0,0� and hence that �q�,n�1,n�2�
is vacuously reachable from �q0,0,0�.

e� � �ηt,σ,2� for some t > δ: Let t � �q, i1, i2,q�, j1, j2� and let ηt � a � a�. It is clear
that σ�outctrk�ηt�� represents n�k for k � 1,2. Further for k � 1,2, n�

k
� nk � jk

where σ�inctrk�ηt�� represents nk in infstate�ξ���. Since e� is enabled at ξ��, it
has to be that e � �ηt,σ, 1� occurs in ξ��. Further (since σ�outctrk�ηt�� rep-
resents nk � jk in s� for k � 1,2) it is clear that σ�inctrk�ηt�� represents nk in
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s�� for k � 1,2. In fact, there is a proper pre�x ξ1 of ξ�� such that �q,n1,n2�
is represented in infstate�ξ1�, and act�e� is enabled at infstate�ξ1�. By induc-
tion hypothesis we have that �q,n1,n2� is a reachable con�guration and by
lemma 3.2.4, we know that t is enabled at �q,n1,n2�. ¿erefore �q,n1,n2�

t
Ð��q�,n1�

j1,n2 � j2� � �q�,n�1,n�2�. ¿us �q�,n�1,n�2� is also a reachable con�guration.

2. We �rst prove that if a �nal con�guration is reachable inM then there is a leaky T-
run of PrM. Suppose a �nal con�guration �f,n1,n2� is reachable in M. ¿en there
is a T-run ξ of PrM representing �f,n1,n2�. ¿us �f, r1, r2� > �infstate�ξ��I for some
nonces r1 and r2, and hence e1 �e2 �e3 is enabled at ξ, where ei � �ηf,σ, i� for i � 1,2,3
and some T-substitution σ such that σ�x� ~> C. It then follows that ξ � e1 � e2 � e3 is also
a T-run of PrM, and by de�nition of PrM this run is patently leaky.

Wenowprove that if there is a leaky run ofPrM then a �nal con�guration is reachable
inM. Suppose there is a leaky run ξ of PrM. According to the de�nition of PrM, this
means that some instance of ηf for f > F has been played out as part of ξ. But
this means that some con�guration of the form �f,n1,n2� is represented in ξ which
implies that a �nal con�guration is reachable inM.

j

¿emain conclusion of this section is stated below.

¿eorem 3.2.6

¿e secrecy problem for T-runs is undecidable.

Proof: ¿is immediately follows from item 2 of¿eorem 3.2.5 and the fact that the reach-
ability problem for two-counter machines is undecidable. j

3.3 Discussion

¿e idea of using two-counter machines in the undecidability results is from [ALV02],
where the undecidability result for unbounded message length is proved using them. ¿e
reduction used in our proof is slightly di�erent — we code up numbers using repeated
tupling, whereas in [ALV02], they are coded up using repeated encryption.
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¿e use of two-countermachines in the other undecidability result is a new idea. Exist-
ing proofs of this result use reductions from Turing machines or some problems in logic,
and the reductions in those proofs are considerably harder than ours.

An interesting point about the proofs in this chapter is that the protocols which were
used to code up two-counter machines do not use our de�nition of secrecy in an essen-
tial manner. Reachability is all that really matters. Let us formally de�ne the reachability
problem for security protocols:

De�nition 3.3.1 (¿e reachability problem) Given a protocol Pr � �C,R� and an action
a, we say that a is reachable in Pr i� there is a role η of Pr, a substitution σ suitable for Pr

and η, a number lp B SηS, and a run ξ of Pr such that η�lp� � a and �η,σ, lp� > Events�ξ�.
¿e reachability problem is to determine whether a is reachable in Pr, given a protocol

Pr and an action a.

¿e reachability problem for well-typed runs (T-runs for a �xed T) is de�ned similarly
by restricting the set of runs under consideration.

¿e reachability problem for well-typed runs (as well as that for all runs, and all T-
runs for �xed T) is undecidable. ¿e same reduction used earlier su�ces to prove the
undecidability of this problem as well.We only have to appeal to the fact that the following

problem is undecidable: Given a two-counter machine M and a state q of M, determine

whether a con�guration with state q is reachable inM.

In fact, for any logic which is powerful enough to express the reachability property, its
veri�cation problem is undecidable in the same settings considered in this chapter.



Chapter 4

Decidability with unboundedly many
nonces

In this chapter, we deal with the problem of unbounded nonces. We prove that the tag-
ging scheme introduced inDe�nition 2.2.31 ensures the decidability of the secrecy problem
for well-typed runs, even in the presence of unboundedly many nonces.

4.1 ¿e bounded length case

We �rst prove the decidability of a restricted secrecy problem — that of checking for
a given protocol Pr and a number r whether there is some well-typed leaky run of Pr of
length bounded by r. ¿e trouble is that the set of such runs is still in�nite. We show that
we can always suitably rename nonces and keys occurring in runs with nonces and keys
from a �xed �nite set. Since there can only be �nitely many well-typed runs which can be
thus formed, we get the desired decidability result.

Fix a taggedprotocolPr � �C,δ� for the rest of the section. For anynumber r,Rr�Pr�
def
� �ξ

is a well-typed run of Pr S SξS B r�. For any T b T0 and any number r, we de�neRT
r �Pr� to

be �ξ S ξ is a well-typed T-run of Pr of length at most r�.
Suppose we �x a �nite T b T0 and a number r. It is clear that there are at most b1 �

�STS�SEST�δ�9T0S T-substitutions suitable for Pr. SEST�δ� 9 T0S is an upper bound on the
number of basic terms which occur in a role and hence are in the domain of some T-
substitution suitable for Pr. It now follows that there are at most b2 � 2 � ℓ � b1 T-events,
where ℓ is the length of δ. ¿is bound easily follows from the fact that the set of distinct

69
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�η, i� pairs where η is a role of Pr and 1 B SiS B SηS is 2 � ℓ. ¿is coupled with the number of
T-substitutions gives us b2. From this it easily follows that there are at most �b2 � 1�r runs
inRT

r �Pr�. ¿us we see thatRT
r �Pr� is a �nite, e�ectively constructible set, and therefore

the problem of checking whether there is a leaky run inRT
r �Pr� is decidable.

Below we explain how to de�ne a �nite set T�r� for any given number r such that
Rr�Pr� has a leaky run i� R

T�r�
r �Pr� has a leaky run. Suppose w is the maximum size of

any term occurring in the speci�cation of Pr, and suppose p is the maximum length of
any role of Pr. Given r, fix four sets NT�r� b N � C, SN�r� b SN � C, K0�r� b K0 � C

and Ag�r� b Ag � C such that SN�r�S � SSN�r�S � SK0�r�S � SAg�r�S � r � p � �w � 2�. (¿e
reason for choosing this speci�c number will become clear as we develop the proof of the
following lemma.) T�r� is de�ned to be N�r� 8 SN�r� 8 K0�r� 8Ag�r� 8 CT�Pr�.

Lemma 4.1.1 For any r > N, ifRr�Pr� has a leaky run then so doesR
T�r�
r �Pr�.

Proof: We �rst set up some notation which we use locally in this proof: for any action a
of the form A!B��M�t or A?B� t, parties�a� (the set of apparent (not actual) participants in
the action a), is de�ned to be �A,B�. For any sequence of actions η � a1� aℓ, parties�η� �

�
1BiBℓ

parties�ai�. Let us de�ne the domain of η for any η > Pr to be �ST�η�8parties�η��9T0.

Note that for all η > R, the domain of η contains at most p� �w�2� terms. It clearly su�ces
to consider events of Pr of the form �η,σ, lp� where the domain of σ is restricted to the
domain of η. Let us call such events as domain-restricted events. A run composed only of
bounded-domain events is called a domain-restricted run.

Let us de�ne the range of a run ξ to be the union of the ranges of all substitutions σ such
that �η,σ, lp� > Events�ξ� for some η and lp. (Note that by range of a substitution σ, we
mean the set �σ�x� S x > T0 and σ�x� is de�ned�.) If we consider a domain-restricted well-
typed run ξ of length at most r, then it is clear that the range of ξ has at most r � p � �w � 2�
terms. Now T�r� contains r �p��w�2� nonces and the same number of sequence numbers,
keys and agent names. ¿erefore there exists at least one injective, well-typed substitution
from the range of ξ to T�r�.

Fix one such substitution τξ for each such bounded-domain run ξ > Rr�Pr�. (It is the
renaming map associated with ξ.) For any such run ξ � e1� ek with ei � �ηi,σi, lpi� for
each i B k, de�ne τξ�ξ� to be the run τξ�e1�� τξ�ek� where τξ�ei� � �ηi, τξ X σi, lpi� for
each i B k (for each x > T0, �τξ X σi��x� is de�ned to be τξ�σi�x��).

Now for every bounded-domain run ξ >Rr�Pr�, it is a simple matter to check that for
any pre�x ξ� of ξ,A > Ag and t > T , we have t > �infstate�ξ���A i� τξ�t� > �infstate�τξ�ξ����A.
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Also t is leaked in ξ i� τξ�t� is leaked in τξ�ξ�. From this it easily follows that τξ�ξ� is in
fact a run of Pr (and so belongs toRT�r�

r �Pr�) and that it is leaky if and only if ξ is leaky.
¿us we have shown that if there is a leaky run inRr�Pr�, then there is also a leaky run

inR
T�r�
r �Pr�. j

From the above discussion we conclude the following:

¿eorem 4.1.2 ¿e problem of checking for a given protocol Pr and a given bound rwhether

there is a well-typed leaky run of Pr of length bounded by r, is decidable.

Note that we can also take p� ℓ in the above proof. So if we �x Pr with its parameters
ℓ and w, and if we �x an r, then the size of ST�r�S is 4 � r � ℓ � �w � 2� � SCT�Pr�S. If we now
let b1 � �ST�r�S�SEST�δ�9T0S and b2 � 2 � ℓ � b1, then it su�ces to search at most �b2 � 1�r runs
to see if there is a leak. Letting cPr be the maximum of SEST�δ� 9 T0S, w and SCT�Pr�S, we
see that it su�ces to search O��ℓ � r � cPr�r�cPr� runs for a leak.

4.2 Decidability for good runs

In this section, we de�ne the notion of a good run and prove some basic properties of
good runs. We also prove that the problem of checking whether there is a good leaky run
of a given tagged protocol is decidable.

De�nition 4.2.1 Suppose Pr � �C,δ� is a tagged protocol and ξ � e1� ek is a well-typed run

of Pr. For i, j B k, ej is called a good successor of ei (and ei a good predecessor of ej) i�
i @ jand at least one of the following conditions holds:

Y ei �ℓ ej.

Y ei is a send event, ej is a receive event, and EST�ei� 9 EST�ej� x g.

For i B k, ei is called a good event in ξ i� either i � k or there is some jA i such that ej is a
good successor of ei. ei is called a bad event i� it is not a good event. A run ξ is called a good
run i� all its events are good. A subsequence e1� er of ξ is called a good path i� for all j@ r,
ej�1 is a good successor of ej.

Note that a good successor of a send event need not necessarily be a “matching” receive
event. Also note that there might be multiple occurrences of the same event in a good run.
¿is might look a bit strange at �rst glance. But the right way to view this de�nition is
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that a bad event de�nitely signi�es something “bad” in terms of the intruder behaviour. In
particular, it means that the intruder is playing an active role (generating a new message,
or tampering with some earlier message) with regard to that particular event, and is not
simply relaying it from someone else to the receiver. Such bad behaviour on the part of the
intruder also makes it hard to compute bounds on the length of runs. While good runs do
not necessarily eliminate all such “bad” behaviour, enough bad behaviour is eliminated so
as to ease the task of computing bounds on the length of good runs, as we will see in the
rest of the section.

Note that all good runs are well-typed by diktat. In a later section we will prove that if
a tagged protocol has a well-typed leaky run then it has a good leaky run. ¿e following
propositions list some useful properties of good runs.

Proposition 4.2.2 Suppose Pr � �C, c1� cℓ� is a tagged protocol and ξ is a well-typed run

of Pr. ¿en all good paths in ξ are of length at most 2 � ℓ.

Proof: For convenience, de�ne the following notation: for all i � 1 B i B ℓ, a2�i�1
def
� acts�ci�

and a2�i
def
� actr�ci�. Note that actseq�c1� cℓ� � a1� a2�ℓ. Suppose e1� er is a good path

in ξ with ei � �ζi,σi, lpi� for all i B r. Since for all jB r, ej is an event of Pr, it is clear that
there exists some ij B 2 � ℓ such that ζj�lpj� � aij.

We now show that for all j @ r, ij @ ij�1, using the fact that ej�1 is a good successor of
ej. ¿ere are two cases to consider:

ej�ℓ ej�1: In this case it is clear that ζj � ζj�1, σj � σj�1 and lpj�1 � lpj� 1. Now ζj is a role
of Pr and hence a subsequence of a1� a2�ℓ. ¿us aij occurs earlier in a1� a2�ℓ than
aij�1 and hence ij @ ij�1.

act�ej� > Send, act�ej�1� > Rec and EST�ej� 9 EST�ej�1� x g: It is clear now that aij is a
send action and aij�1 is a receive action, and also that aij�1�1 is a send action with
term�aij�1�1� � term�aij�1�. ¿us it follows that there exist t > EST�aij� and t� >
EST�aij�1�1� such that σj�t� � σj�1�t��. But from item 1 of Proposition 2.2.32, it fol-
lows that t � t� and 
ij� � 
ij�1 � 1�. Since both aij and aij�1�1 are send actions, both
the indices are odd. Hence it follows that ij � ij�1 � 1. ¿is shows that ij @ ij�1.

From this it follows that there is a sequence i1 @ � @ ir B 2 � ℓ such that for all j B r,
ζj�lpj� � aij. ¿is su�ces to prove that r B 2 � ℓ. j
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Lemma 4.2.3 Suppose Pr � �C, c1� cℓ� is a tagged protocol and ξ is a good run of Pr. ¿en

SξS B 22�ℓ�1 � 1.

Proof: Suppose ξ � e1� ek. Since ξ is a good run of Pr, all the events ei �i B k� are good.
¿is means that for all i @ k, there is some j � i @ jB k such that ej is a good successor of ei.
It easily follows that for all i @ k, there is a good path frm ei to ek. For all i � 0 B i B 2 � ℓ, de-
�ne the set Ei to be the set of events e occurring in ξ such that the shortest good path from
e to ek is of length i. From Proposition 4.2.2 we know that all good paths of ξ are of length
at most 2 � ℓ. ¿us the set of events occurring in ξ is partitioned by the sets E0, . . . ,E2�ℓ.
Now since every good run is also a well-typed run by de�nition, we can apply item 2 of
Proposition 2.2.32 and conclude that for every receive event e occurring in ξ there is at
most one send event e� in ξ such that EST�e� 9 EST�e�� x g. Further for every event e
there is at most one e� such that e� �ℓ e. ¿us every event occurring in ξ has at most two
good predecessors, and thus for all i @ 2 �ℓ, SEi�1S B 2 � SEiS. ¿us it is easy to see by induction
that for all i B 2 � ℓ, SEiS B 2i, and that SξS B 22�ℓ�1 � 1. j

Lemma 4.2.3 and¿eorem 4.1.2 immediately imply the following theorem.

¿eorem 4.2.4 ¿e problem of checking for a given tagged protocol Pr whether there is a

good leaky run of Pr is decidable.

4.3 Reduction to good runs

In this section we prove that if a tagged protocol has awell-typed leaky run then it has a
good leaky run. As proved in the previous section, checking whether a tagged protocol has
a good leaky run is decidable, and hence the reduction presented in this section yields the
decidability of checking whether a tagged protocol has a well-typed leaky run. In the next
chapter we prove that if a tagged protocol has a leaky run then it has a well-typed leaky
run, thus proving the decidability of the secrecy problem for tagged protocols.

Suppose ξ is a well-typed bad run of a tagged protocol Pr and e is a bad event. ¿e key
to eliminating this event is to prove that, under certain conditions, themessages of ξwhich
come a er e can be constructed by the intruder using just the basic terms learned from e

instead of term�e�. ¿erefore we �rst look at how terms can be eliminated appropriately.
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4.3.1 How to eliminate terms

Suppose T is a set of terms and u is a term such that u > T. Can we remove a term
t (with the property that EST�t� 9 EST�u� � g) from T but add a set of atomic terms
T� such that it is still the case that u > �T � �t�� 8 T�? ¿e following lemmas show that
under some additional assumptions this is possible. ¿ey will be crucially used later in the
reduction to good runs. We split the taskmentioned above into two parts, �rst handling the
case when u > analz�T� and then considering what happens when u > T. ¿e additional
assumptions in the following lemmas are not strong enough to prove that if u > analz�T�

then u > analz��T � �t��8T��, but we can still prove that either u > analz��T � �t��8T��

or u > ST�t�. Fortunately this su�ces to prove that whenever u > T, u > �T � �t�� 8 T�.

Lemma 4.3.1 Suppose T � �analz�S18�t���analz�S1��9T0 for some S1,S2 b T and t > T .

1. Let u be a term and let π be an analz-proof of S1 8 S2 8 �t� Ø u such that for all

k > ST�S18�t��9K for which k labels a non-root node of π, k > analz�S18�t��. ¿en

u > �analz�S1 8 �t�� 9 ST�t�� 8 analz�S1 8 S2 8 T�.

2. Let u be a term such that u > synth��analz�S1 8 �t�� 9 ST�t�� 8 analz�S1 8 S2 8 T��

and EST�u� 9 EST�t� � g. ¿en u > S1 8 S2 8 T.

Proof:

1. Suppose π is an analz-proof of S1 8 S2 8 �t� Ø u. We prove by structural induction
that for every subproof ϖ of π with root labelled S1 8 S2 8 �t� Ø w, we have w >

�analz�S18�t��9ST�t��8analz�S18S28T�. Suppose ϖ is a subproof of πwith root
labelled S1 8 S2 8 �t� Ø w such that for all proper subproofs ϖ1 of ϖ the statement
of the lemma holds. ¿en we prove that it holds for ϖ as well. We only consider the
cases when the rule applied at the root of ϖ is Axa or decrypt. ¿e other cases can be
handled by a routine application of the induction hypothesis.

Y Suppose ϖ is the following proof:

Axa
S1 8 S2 8 �t� Ø w

¿enw > S1 8 S2 8 �t�. Ifw � t thenw > analz�S1 8 �t�� 9 ST�t�. Ifw > S1 8 S2

then w > analz�S1 8 S2 8 T�.

Y Suppose ϖ is the following proof:
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�ϖ1�
�

S1 8 S2 8 �t� Ø �w�k

�ϖ2�
�

S1 8 S2 8 �t� Ø k
decrypt

S1 8 S2 8 �t� Ø w

By induction hypothesis �w�k > analz�S1 8 �t�� 8 analz�S1 8 S2 8 T� and k >

analz�S1 8 �t�� 8 analz�S1 8 S2 8 T�.

�w�k > analz�S1 8 S2 8 T�: If k > analz�S1 8 S2 8 T� then w is in the same set
as well and we are done. If on the other hand k > analz�S1 8 �t��, then
k > K 9 �analz�S1� 8 �analz�S1 8 �t�� � analz�S1���. But this implies that
k > analz�S1 8T� b analz�S1 8 S2 8T� and hencew is also in the same set.

�w�k > analz�S1 8 �t�� 9 ST�t�: It is evident that k > ST�S1 8 �t��. ¿us by
assumption k > analz�S18�t�� and hencew is also in the same set. Clearly
w > ST�t� as well.

2. Let us denote byW the set ��analz�S1 8�t��9ST�t��8analz�S1 8 S2 8T��9ST�u�.
It is clear that u > synth�W�. Now w > ST�u� for every w >W, and since EST�u� 9
EST�t� � g it is also the case that EST�w� 9 EST�t� � g. We prove below that
W b S1 8 S2 8 T; this su�ces to prove that u > S1 8 S2 8 T.

So suppose w > W. ¿en w > analz�S1 8 S2 8 T� 8 �analz�S1 8 �t�� 9 ST�t��. If
w > analz�S18S28T�we are done. Supposew > analz�S18�t��9ST�t�. In this case,
as observed above EST�w� 9 EST�t� � g, and hence from w > ST�t� it follows that
EST�w� � g. ¿is means thatw is just a tuple of atomic terms. In this case it is clear
thatw > synth�analz��w��9T0�. But then analz��w��9T0 b analz�S18�t��9T0 b

analz�S1 8 T�. ¿is implies that w > S1 8 S2 8 T and the proof is done.

j

¿e following lemma is vital in proving that if m is secret at a run ξ of a protocol Pr,
then m is also secret at ξ�, where ξ� is got by eliminating some events and renaming some
atomic terms of ξ.

Lemma 4.3.2 Suppose S is a set of terms and T b analz�S� 9 T0. Suppose τ is a well-typed

substitution with the property that for all x > T0 � T, τ�x� � x and for all x > T, τ�x� > S.

¿en for all t > analz�τ�S��, there exists r > analz�S� such that τ�r� � t.
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Proof: Suppose π is an analz-proof of τ�S� Ø t. We prove by structural induction that
for every subproof ϖ of π with root labelled τ�S� Ø w, there exists r > analz�S� such that
τ�r� � w. Suppose ϖ is a subproof of πwith root labelled τ�S� Ø w such that for all proper
subproofs ϖ1 of ϖ the statement of the lemma holds. ¿en we prove that it holds for ϖ as
well. We only consider the cases when the rule applied at the root of ϖ is Axa or decrypt.
¿e other cases can be handled by a routine application of the induction hypothesis.

Y Suppose ϖ is the following proof:

Axa
τ�S� Ø w

¿en w > τ�S� which means that there exists r > S b analz�S� such that τ�r� � w.

Y Suppose ϖ is the following proof:

�ϖ1�
�

τ�S� Ø �w�k

�ϖ2�
�

τ�S� Ø k
decrypt

τ�S� Ø w

By induction hypothesis there exist r�, r�� > analz�S� such that τ�r�� � �w�k and
r�� � k. Since τ is well-typed, r� is of the form �r�k� with τ�r� � w and τ�k�� � k, and
r�� is of the form k��. We need to prove that r > analz�S�.

– Suppose k� > T. It then follows that k� > K0 and hence it follows that k� � k�

and that k� > analz�S� (since T b analz�S�). Coupled with the fact that �r�k� >
analz�S�, we have that r > analz�S�.

– Suppose k� ~> T. From the de�nition of τ we see that k� � k. ¿us �r�k >

analz�S�.

If k�� > T, then since τ�T� b S b analz�S� it follows that k > analz�S�. If
k�� ~> T, from the de�nition of τ it follows that k�� � k, and thus it is again clear
that k > analz�S�.

Coupled with �r�k > analz�S�, this implies that r > analz�S�, as desired.

j
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4.3.2 Reduction to good runs

In this subsection we proceed to prove the reduction to good runs using the properties
proved in the previous subsection.

Lemma 4.3.3 Suppose Pr � �C, c1� cℓ� is a tagged protocol which has a well-typed leaky
run. ¿en it also has a good leaky run.

Proof: We �x the following notation for the rest of the proof. Fix a well-typed leaky run
ξ � e1� ek of Pr, none of whose proper pre�xes is leaky. Let ej � �ηj,σj, lpj� for jB k. For
any jB k, tj � term�ej�. For any j � 1 B jB k, ξj denotes e1� ej, sj denotes infstate�ξj� and
Tj denotes �sj�I. For i, j � 1 B i B jB k, ξ�ij denotes e1� ei�1ei�1� ej if i @ jand ξi�1 if i � j,
s�ij denotes infstate�ξ�ij � and T�ij denotes �s�ij �I. We also denote init�Pr� by s0 and �s0�I by
T0.

Suppose ξ is not a good run. ¿is means that there is a bad event in ξ. Let r � max��i B

k S ei is a bad event of ξ��; that is, r is the index of the latest bad event in ξ. Notice that by
de�nition ek is a good event, and hence r @ k. De�neT to be �analz�Tr��analz�Tr�1��9T0.
Since ξr is not leaky, it follows that nom > T is secret at ξr�1. ¿us it has to be the case that
T b NT�er� b N 8 SN 8 K0.

Let τ be a substitution which maps every n > T 9N to n0, everym > T 9 SN tom0 and
every k > T 9K0 to k0 and is identity on all the other terms. (Recall that n0,m0, and k0 are
�xed constants in the intruder’s initial state.) For all jB k, we de�ne e�j to be �ηj, τXσj, lpj�,
where �τ X σj��t� � τ�σj�t�� for all t. We de�ne ξ� � e�1� e�

k
. Analogous to the notations

based on ξ, we de�ne the notations t�j, ξ�j, s�j, T�j, �ξ���ij , �s���ij and �T���ij based on ξ�.
We now show that �ξ���r

k
� is a (well-typed) run of Pr and that it is leaky; but the index

of the latest bad event (if any) in �ξ���r
k
is less than r, and hence we can repeat the process

on the new run, eventually obtaining a good run.
We now prove that �ξ���r

k
is a run of Pr and that it is leaky, thus concluding the proof

of the theorem.
Claim: �ξ���r

k
is a run of Pr:

Proof of Claim: Since ξ is a run, it follows thatNT�ei�9ST�init�Pr�� � g for all i B k, and
thatNT�ei�9NT�ej� � g for all i @ jB k. Since T b NT�er� it follows that T9NT�eq� � g
for all q x r. It thus follows that NT�e�q� � NT�eq� for all q x r. It is now easy to see
that for all i B k, i x r, NT�e�i� 9 ST�init�Pr�� � g and that for all i @ j B k, i, j x r,
NT�e�i�9NT�e

�

j� � g. ¿us �ξ���r
k
satis�es the unique origination property. We concentrate

on proving that all its events are enabled at the end of the preceding events.
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By de�nition of bad events it follows that er x ek and for all q � r @ q B k, eq is not a
good successor of er. ¿is implies in particular that for all q � r @ q B k,  �er �ℓ eq�. From
this it also follows that for all q � r @ q B k,  �er

�

�ℓeq�, i.e., er ~> LP�eq�.

Y We �rst consider the case when er is a receive event. ¿en by Proposition 2.2.14,
Tr � Tr�1 and thus T � g. ¿en it is clear that τ is the identity map on terms. Hence
ξ� � ξ. It su�ces to prove that ξ�r

k
is a run of Pr. Firstly it is clear that ξr�1 is a run

of Pr. Consider a q such that r @ q B k. Since all events in LP�eq� occur in ξq�1 and
er ~> LP�eq�, it follows that all events in LP�eq� occur in ξ�rq�1.

Now if eq is a receive event, then since Tr � Tr�1 it is clear that T�rq�1 � Tq�1 and hence
tq > T

�r
q�1. ¿is su�ces to show that eq is enabled at ξ�rq�1. If eq is a send event, then

since plays of Pr are send-admissible, eq is enabled at ξ�rq�1.

Y Let us now consider the case when er is a send event. We �rst show that ξ�r�1 is a run
of Pr. Since T b NT�er� and sinceNT�er�9ST�sr�1� � g, τ does not a�ect any term
occurring in ξr�1. Hence it follows that for all q @ r, tq � t�q, sq � s�q, and Tq � T�q.
¿us for all q @ r, e�q is enabled at ξ�q�1. ¿is means that ξ�r�1 is a run of Pr.

We now show that for all q � r @ q B k, e�q is enabled at �ξ���rq�1�. We �rst note that
for any i @ j B k, ei �ℓ ej i� e�i �ℓ e

�

j, ei > LP�ej� i� e�i > LP�e�j�, and EST�ei� 9

EST�ej� x g i� EST�e�i� 9 EST�e�j� x g. ¿ese statements immediately follow from
the de�nitions.

Fix a q such that r @ q B k. ¿ere are two cases to consider:

– If eq is a receive event, then it is clear that tq > synth�U�whereU � analz�Tq�1�9

ST�tq�. Consider some u > U and an analz-proof π of Tq�1 Ø u. It is clear that
for all keys k, if k > �s0�A for some A > Ag then k > �s0�B for some B > Ag.
Further for any index i, if k > NT�ei�, then k > K0 and hence k � k. So we can
say that for any k > K, if k > �si�A for some A > Ag then k > �si�B for some
B > Ag. Further note that if k > ST�si� then k > �si�A for some A > Ag, and
therefore k > �si�A as well. Now since ξq�1 is not leaky, it follows that whenever
k > ST�sr� for some r @ q and k > analz�Tq�1� then k > analz�Tr�. ¿us Tr�1,
Tq�1 � Tr, tr, T, u and π play the role of S1, S2, t, T, u, and π respectively in
item 4.3.1 of Lemma 4.3.1 and we get u > �analz�Tr� 9 ST�tr�� 8 analz�T�rq�1�.
¿us tq > synth��analz�Tr� 9 ST�tr�� 8 analz�T�rq�1 8 T��. Now since er is
not a good predecessor of eq, EST�tq� 9 EST�tr� � g. ¿us the conditions
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of item 2 of Lemma 4.3.1 are ful�lled, and hence tq > T�rq�1 8 T. Applying Propo-
sition 2.3.2 and using the fact that τ�T� b T0, we conclude that t�q � τ�tq� >

τ�T�rq�1� 8 τ�T� � �T���rq�1. Hence e�q is enabled at �ξ���rq�1.

– If eq is a send event then e�q is also a send event. Now since plays of Pr are
send-admissible it immediately follows that t�q > �T���rq�1. Hence e�q is enabled
at �ξ���rq�1.

¿is proves that �ξ���r
k
is a run of Pr.

Claim: �ξ���r
k
is leaky.

Proof of Claim:We �rst prove that somem which is secret at ξk�1 belongs to analz�T�rk 8

T�. If er is a receive event, then by Proposition 2.2.14 it follows that Tk � T�rk and hence
there is some m which is secret at ξk�1 and which belongs to analz�T�r

k
�. (¿is follows

from the fact that ξ is itself leaky). Suppose now that er is a send event. Consider an
analz-proof of Tk Ø m� for some m� which is secret at ξk�1. Let π be a subproof of this
proof with the property that the root of π is labelled by somemwhich is secret at ξk�1 and
none of the m�� labelling the nonroot nodes of π is secret at ξk�1. ¿en it is clear that Tr�1,
Tk � Tr, tr, T, m and π play the role of S1, S2, t, T, u and π respectively in item 4.3.1 of
Lemma 4.3.1 (if k labels a node of π and if k > ST�sr� then since k is not secret at ξk�1 it
follows that k > analz�Tr�) and we get m > �analz�Tr� 9 ST�tr�� 8 analz�T�r

k
8 T�. But

since ξr is not leaky, m ~> analz�Tr�. ¿us m > analz�T�r
k
8 T�. From this it follows that

τ�m� > analz��T���r
k
�.

Wenowprove that τ�m� is secret at �ξ���r
k�1. Sincem is secret at ξk�1 andT b analz�Tr� b

analz�Tk�1�, it follows that m ~> T. ¿erefore τ�m� � m. Since m is secret at ξk�1, it is clear
that m ~> analz�Tk�1�. Now we observe that T b analz�Tr� 9 T0 b analz�Tk�1� 9 T0. Fur-
ther τ is a well-typed substitution such that for all x > T0 � T, τ�x� � x and for all x > T,
τ�x� > Tk�1. ¿us Tk�1, T and τ satisfy the conditions of Lemma 4.3.2, and we thus see
that whenever t > analz�T�

k�1� there exists r > analz�Tk�1� with τ�r� � t. When t � m, it
immediately follows that r � m as well. ¿is coupled with the fact that m ~> analz�Tk�1�

implies thatm ~> analz�T�
k�1�. From this it follows thatm ~> analz��T���r

k�1� as well, and thus
that τ�m� � m is secret at �ξ���r

k�1. ¿is concludes the proof that �ξ���r
k
is leaky.

We have thus proved the reduction to good runs. j

Lemma 4.3.3 and¿eorem 4.2.4 immediately yield us the following theorem.
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¿eorem 4.3.4 ¿e problem of checking for a given tagged protocol Pr whether there is a

well-typed leaky run of Pr is decidable.

We conclude this section by some remarks on the complexity of the problem and on
the generalisability of the result.

We saw that the length of a good run of a protocol Pr � �C,δ� with SδS � ℓ is 22�ℓ�1 � 1.
Further at the end of Section 4.1 we saw that for checking a leak in well-typed runs of Pr
of length bounded by r, we have to search O��ℓ � r � cPr�r�cPr� runs for a leak, where cPr is a
constant depending on the protocols. (We can assume that it is at most ℓ, for simplicity).
From this we see that the complexity of the secrecy problem for tagged protocols is 22O�ℓ� .
¿us we see that a naive implementation of the above decision procedure gives a double
exponential algorithm.

When the secrecy problem was de�ned in Section 2.2, it was remarked that a more
general notion of secrecy is to allow the user to specify the secret which should not be
leaked. In fact, in Chapter 6 we de�ne a logic using which we can specify such a more gen-
eral notion of secrecy, and other interesting properties like authentication as well. We also
prove in Section 6.4 that some of the results proved in Section 5.1 (which are speci�c to the
secrecy problem as de�ned in Section 2.2) generalise to the logic introduced in Chapter 6.

We would ideally like to similarly extend the results of this chapter. But not all the
proofs in this chapter can be adapted to the generalised situation. For instance, the proof
of Lemma 4.3.3 crucially uses the fact that we start out with a leaky well-typed run of the
given protocol, none of whose proper pre�xes is leaky. We then show that if this is not a
good run, we can do some transformations to eliminate a bad event and still have a leaky
run. Among the many secrets which are leaked in the original run, it is possible that some
are not leaked in the new run. ¿is can happen especially if its being leaked depends on
an eliminated bad event. We are only assured that at least one secret is leaked in the new
run as well. So if we allow the user to specify the secret which should not be leaked, it is
possible that there is some bad run which leaks the secret but on eliminating some bad
events, the new run no longer leaks that particular secret (even though it is guaranteed to
leak some other secret). A further di�culty is that even the proof which shows that we can
eliminate a bad event to form a new run of the protocol depends on our starting out with
a run none of whose proper pre�xes are leaky. Notwithstanding these di�culties, we still
believe that the decidability result of this chapter can be generalised appropriately, and that
the ideas introduced in this chapter will lead us to new insights which will help solve the
generalised problem.



Chapter 5

Decidability with unbounded message
length

In this chapter, we deal with the problem of unbounded message length, which causes
undecidability even if we assume a �xed �nite set of nonces, as proved in Section 3.2. Even
though protocol speci�cations contain only messages of bounded length, still the intruder
can force runs to contain unboundedly long messages by repeated use of ill-typed substi-
tutions. ¿is is the heart of the problem.

In the �rst section, we prove that the tagging scheme which we have introduced earlier
ensures that we can work only with well-typed runs. Speci�cally, we prove that every run
of a tagged protocol has an “equivalent” well-typed run, with the property that the original
run is leaky i� its well-typed counterpart is leaky. ¿is proves that the general secrecy
problem (with no restrictions on the set of runs considered) is decidable for the class of
tagged protocols.

In the second section, we approach the problem of unbounded message length from a
di�erent angle. Wede�ne a semanticallymotivated equivalence relation on the set of terms,
with the property that it is of �nite index if we assume only a �xed �nite set of nonces and
keys. ¿e crucial property of the equivalence relation is that if two terms are equivalent
then the set of basic terms which can be “learnt” from either of them is the same. ¿e
equivalence also leads to a notion of normal terms, and thence to a notion of normal runs.
We then prove the following semantic result: if every run of Pr is equivalent to a normal
run of Pr, then we need only consider a �nite set of runs of Pr to check for leakiness. ¿is
yields the decidability of the secrecy problem for the semantic subclass of protocols whose
set of runs has this kind of closure property.

81
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5.1 Reduction to well-typed runs

We prove in this section (in Subsection 5.1.2, to be more speci�c) that if a tagged pro-
tocol has a leaky run then it has a well-typed leaky run.

We use the following basic de�nition throughout this section. For any substitution σ
and any nonce z, de�ne σz (which is easily seen to be well-typed) as follows:

¦x > T0 � σz�x� �
¢̈
¨
¦
¨̈
¤

z if x > N and σ�x� ~> N
σ�x� otherwise

5.1.1 Typing proofs

In this subsection, we introduce a notion of type for analz-proofs and prove some basic
properties of them. Of special interest are the so-calledwell-typed proofs. ¿ey prove useful
in coming up with a well-typed run “equivalent” to a given run of a tagged protocol.

De�nition 5.1.1 A type is a pair of the form �σ, r� where r is a term and σ is a substitution

suitable for r. Given a set of types P, terms�P�
def
� �σ�r� S �σ, r� > P� and for any z > N,

termsz�P�
def
� �σz�r� S �σ, r� > P�.

By de�nition, σ is suitable for r i� σ�r� is de�ned. ¿roughout this section, we will
implicitly use the fact that if σ�r� is de�ned, then σ�r1� is de�ned for any r1 > ST�r�.

De�nition 5.1.2 A type �σ, r� matches a term t at the outermost level i� σ�r� � t and r >

N� t > N.

¿e following lemma is a trivial observation which follows from the de�nition above
and the de�nition of substitutions:

Lemma 5.1.3 Let �σ, r�match t at the outermost level. ¿en the following conditions hold:

Y if t > K then r > K,

Y if t > SN then r > SN,

Y if t is of the form �t�, t��� then r is of the form �r�, r���, and

Y if t is of the form �t��k� then r is of the form �r���k�� .
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De�nition 5.1.4 Suppose P is a set of types and π is an analz-proof of terms�P� Ø t for some

term t. We de�ne typesP�π� (the types of π with respect to P) by induction as follows.
We also observe the following properties which can be trivially checked by following the

de�nition: for all �σ, r� > typesP�π�:

1. σ�r� � t,

2. there exists a term u such that r > ST�u� and �σ,u� > P, and

3. for all z > N, σz�r� > analz�termsz�P��.

Y Suppose π is the following proof:

Axa
terms�P� Ø t

¿en �σ, r� > typesP�π� i� �σ, r� > P and σ�r� � t.

Y Suppose π is the following proof:

�π1�
�

terms�P� Ø �t, t��
split1

terms�P� Ø t

¿en �σ, r� > typesP�π� i� there exists r� such that �σ,�r, r��� > typesP�π1�.

Y Suppose π is the following proof:

�π1�
�

terms�P� Ø �t�k

�π2�
�

terms�P� Ø k
decrypt

terms�P� Ø t

¿en �σ, r� > typesP�π� i� there exist keys k�, k�� and a substitution σ�� such that

�σ,�r�k�� > typesP�π1� and �σ��, k��� > typesP�π2�

Y Suppose π is the following proof:

�π1�
�

terms�P� Ø ��t�k�k
reduce

terms�P� Ø t
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¿en �σ, r� > typesP�π� i� there exists a key k� such that �σ,��r�k��k� > typesP�π1�.

π is said to be well-typed with respect to P if there exists a type �σ, r� > typesP�π� such that
rmatches t at the outermost level.

We note the following trivially provable consequence of the de�nition of types.

Lemma 5.1.5 Suppose that P and P� are sets of types such that P b P� and t is a term such

that there exists a proof of terms�P� Ø t which is well-typed with respect to P. ¿en there

exists a proof of terms�P�� Ø t which is well-typed with respect to P�. (We will refer to this as

the upward closure property of well-typed proofs).

Lemma 5.1.6 Suppose P is a set of types, and u1 > analz�termsz�P�� for some z > N. ¿en

there exists �σ, r� > P and r1 > ST�r� such that σz�r1� � u1 and σ�r1� > analz�terms�P��.

Proof: Letting T denote terms�P� and Tz denote termsz�P�, we prove by induction on
analz-proofs that for any analz-proof πwhose root is labelled Tz Ø u1 there exists �σ, r� > P
and r1 > ST�r� such that σ�r1� > analz�T� and σz�r1� � u1. We only look at the cases when
the rule applied at the root of π isAxa and decrypt. ¿e other cases are handled by a routine
application of the induction hypothesis.

Y Suppose π is the following proof:

Axa
Tz Ø u1

¿en it follows that u1 > Tz, i.e., there exists �σ, r1� > P such that σz�r1� � u1. But
�σ, r1� > P implies that σ�r1� > T b analz�T�, and we are through.

Y Suppose π is the following proof:

�π1�
�

Tz Ø �u1�k

�π2�
�

Tz Ø k
decrypt

Tz Ø u1

By induction hypothesis there exists �σ, r� > P and r2 > ST�r� such that σ�r2� >

analz�T� and σz�r2� � �u1�k. From this it clear that r2 is of the form �r1�k� . ¿erefore
σ�r2� � σ��r1�k�� � �σ�r1��σ�k��. It is also clear that there exists �σ�, r�� > P and
r�1 > ST�r

�� such that σ�r�1� > analz�T� and σ�z�r�1� � k. From this and the de�nition
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of σz it follows that σ�r�1� � k. Also from the fact that σz�k�� � k it follows that
σ�k�� � k. ¿us we have that �σ�r1��k > analz�T� and k > analz�T� and it follows
that σ�r1� > analz�T�. Since σz�r2� � �u�k it also follows that σz�r1� � u1.

j

De�nition 5.1.7 A set of types P is said to be confusion-free i� for all �σ, r� and �σ�, r��
belonging to P and for all r1 > EST�r� and r�1 > EST�r

��, σ�r1� � σ��r�1�� r1 � r
�

1.

Lemma 5.1.8 Suppose P8��ς,u�� is a confusion-free set of types such that every t belong-
ing tomin�analz�terms�P��� has an analz-proof that is well-typed with respect to P. Suppose

further that ς�u� > terms�P�. ¿en for any z > N, ςz�u� > termsz�P� 8 �z�.

Proof: We �x a z and let T denote terms�P� and Tz denote termsz�P� throughout this
proof. Note that ς�u� > T � synth�min�analz�T���. We now prove that for all t1 >

synth�min�analz�T��� such that t1 � ς�u1� for some u1 > ST�u�, ςz�u1� > Tz 8 �z�. Now
we do an induction on the structure of terms, based on Fact 2.3.1. (We recall that according
to Fact 2.3.1, whenever t > synth�T� then t > T, or t � �t�, t��� and �t�, t��� b synth�T�, or
t � �t��k and �t�, k� b synth�T�.)

We �rst consider the case when t1 > min�analz�T��. For any such t1, it follows by
assumption that there is an analz-proof ϖ of T Ø t1 that is well-typed with respect to P. Let
�σ, r1� > typesP�ϖ� be a type which matches t1 at the outermost level. It follows from the
de�nition of types that σz�r1� > analz�Tz� b Tz 8 �z�. It is also clear from the de�nition
of types that σ�r1� � t1 � ς�u1�. Now there are two cases to consider, by Proposition 2.3.12
(which, wemay recall, says that if t > min�analz�T�� then t > T0 or t is an encrypted term):

t1 > T0: It has to be the case that r1 > T0. Since �σ, r1�matches t1 at the outermost level, it
follows that r1 > N � t1 > N. ¿us it follows that σz�r1� � t1. Now either ςz�u1� � z
or ςz�u1� � ς�u1� � t � σz�r1�. So in either case ςz�u1� > Tz 8 �z�.

t1 > EST�T�: Here there are two cases to consider:

u1 > N: ¿en it is clear that ςz�u1� � z. It immediately follows that ςz�u1� � z >

Tz 8 �z�.

u1 > EST�u�: Since �σ, r1�matches t1 at the outermost level, it follows that r1 is of the
form �r2�k, from Lemma 5.1.3. From the de�nition of types it follows that there
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exists r such that �σ, r� > P and r1 > EST�r�. Now since the set P 8 ��ς,u��
is confusion-free and σ�r1� � ς�u1�, it follows that r1 � u1. It is thus clear that
for all x > ST�r1� 9 T0, σ�x� � ς�x�, and therefore σz�x� � ςz�x�. From this it
follows that ςz�u1� � ςz�r1� � σz�r1�. ¿erefore ςz�u1� > Tz 8 �z�.

Nowwe consider the casewhen t1 is of the form �t�1, t��1 � and t�1and t��1 belong to synth�min�analz�T���.
Now either u > N or u is of the form �u�,u���. If u > N then ςz�u� � z > Tz 8 �z�. Other-
wise ς�u�� � t�1 and ς�u��� � t��1 , and by induction hypothesis both ςz�u�� and ς�u��� belong
to Tz 8 �z�. But now it immediately follows that ς�u� � �ς�u��, ς�u���� > Tz 8 �z�.

¿e case when t1 is of the form �t�1�k is identically handled. ¿is concludes the induc-
tion step and the proof. j

5.1.2 Reduction to well-typed runs

We prove the following lemma in this subsection.

Lemma 5.1.9 If a weakly tagged protocol Pr has a leaky run, then it has a well-typed leaky

run.

For the rest of this section, we �x a weakly tagged protocol Pr � �C,δ� and a run
ξ � e1� ek of Pr with ei � �ηi,σi, lpi� for all i B k. We also �x the following notations
related to ξ for the rest of the discussion. For any j � 1 B j B k, ξj denotes e1� ej, sj
denotes infstate�ξj�, Tj denotes �sj�I, aj denotes ηj�lpj�, rj denotes term�aj�, and tj de-
notes σj�rj�. Similarly �ej�n0 denotes �ηj,�σj�n0 , lpj�, �ξj�n0 denotes �e1�n0 � �ej�n0 , �sj�n0
denotes infstate��ξj�n0�, �Tj�n0 denotes ��sj�n0�I, and �tj�n0 denotes �σj�n0�rj�. T0 and
�T0�n0 denote �s0�Pr��I; and σ0 and �σ0�n0 denote the identity substitution. Further, for
each i � 0 B i B k, we de�ne a set of types Pi as follows: P0 � ��σ0,m� S m > T0�; for
i � 1 B i B k, Pi � Pi�1 8 ��σi, ri��.
Proof: We aim to prove that the sequence �ξ�n0

def
� �ξk�n0 is a run of Pr which is leaky i�

ξ is leaky. It is well-typed by construction. We only have to prove that it is a run of Pr and
it is leaky if and only if ξ is leaky.

Claim: �ξ�n0 is a run of Pr.

Proof of Claim: Firstly we observe that the run ξ has the unique origination prop-
erty. Further NT�ei� � NT��ei�n0� for all i B k. ¿us it immediately follows that
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�ξ�n0 also has the unique origination property. We now concentrate on proving the
enabledness of the events in �ξ�n0 .

It is clear that for all i B k, �ei�n0 is an event ofPr, since it is clear from the de�nitions
that �σi�n0 is suitable for Pr and ηi. We only have to prove that for all i B k, �ei�n0 is
enabled at �e1�n0 � �ei�1�n0 . Suppose ei is a send event. Send-admissibility of plays
of well-formed protocols ensures that �ei�n0 is enabled at �ξi�1�n0 .

So we only need to consider the case when ei is a receive event. We need to prove
that �ti�n0 > �Ti�1�n0 . For this, observe that σi�ri� � ti > Ti�1. Now it follows from
Proposition 2.2.32 (an immediate consequence of the weak tagging scheme) that Pi
is a confusion-free set of types. Further it follows from Lemma 5.1.10 (to be proved
later) that for all t belonging tomin�analz�Ti�1��, there is an analz-proof of Ti�1 Ø t
that is well-typed with respect to Pi. ¿us we can apply Lemma 5.1.8 and it follows
that �ti�n0 � �σi�n0�ri� > �Ti�1�n0 8 �n0�. But n0 > T0 and hence n0 > �Ti�1�n0 . ¿us
it follows that �ti�n0 > �Ti�1�n0 .

Claim: �ξ�n0 is leaky i� ξ is leaky.

Proof of Claim: We prove this by showing that for all i � 1 B i B k, Ti 9 T0 �

�Ti�n0 9 T0. Since the initial states of both runs and the new nonces generated at
each event of both runs are the same, it immediately follows that ξn0 is leaky i� ξ is.

Suppose m > Ti 9 T0. ¿en it is clear that m > min�analz�Ti��. From Lemma 5.1.10
it is clear that there is an analz-proof π of Ti Ø m that is well-typed with respect
to Pi. Let �σ, r� > typesPi�π�. It is clear that r > N as well and that σn0�r� � m.
But now it follows from the de�nition of types that m > analz�Tn0�. ¿is shows that
Ti 9T0 b �Ti�n0 9T0.

Now suppose m > analz��Ti�n0� 9 T0. By Lemma 5.1.6 it follows that there exists
�σ, r� > Pi and r1 > ST�r� such that σ�r1� > analz�Ti� and σn0�r1� � m. Now ifm � n0

thenm > T0. Ifm x n0 then it follows that σ�r1� � σn0�r1� � m. But then we have that
m > analz�Ti�. ¿is shows that �Ti�n0 9T0 b Ti 9T0 and hence the claim follows.

¿is completes the proof of the lemma, assuming Lemma 5.1.10. j

Lemma 5.1.10 For all i � 1 B i B k and for all t > min�analz�Ti��, there is an analz-proof of

Ti Ø t that is well-typed with respect to Pi.
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Proof: ¿e proof is by induction on i.

Base case: i � 0: If t > analz�T0� then for any analz-proof π of T0 Ø t, �σ0, t� belongs to
typesP0�π�. Clearly �σ0, t� matches t at the outermost level and thus π is an analz-
proof of T0 Ø t that is well-typed with respect to P0.

Induction case: Assume that i A 0 and that for all j @ i and t > min�analz�Tj��, there is
an analz-proof of Tj Ø t that is well-typed with respect to Pj. By the upward closure
property ofwell-typed proofs, we see that for all such t, there is an analz-proof ofTi Ø
t that is well-typed with respect to Pi. Now suppose t > min�analz�Ti���analz�Ti�1�

and π is an analz-proof of Ti Ø t. ¿en we prove by induction on proofs that for all
subproofs ϖ of π with root labelled Ti Ø u, either u > Ti�1 or there is an analz-proof
of Ti Ø u that is well-typed with respect to Pi. For this we assume that for all proper
subproofs ϖ� of ϖ with root labelled Ti Ø u�, u� has this property and use it to prove
that u itself has this property. Once we prove this the desired result follows, since
it cannot be the case that t, which is assumed to be a minimal term in analz�T�,
belongs to synth�analz�Ti�1�� b synth�analz�Ti� � �t��.

Y Suppose ϖ is the following proof:

Axa
Ti Ø u

¿en u > Ti. By de�nition of types, typesPi�ϖ� x g. By Lemma 5.1.11 (which is
proved next) it follows that either u > Ti�1 or ϖ is well-typed with respect to Pi,
and we are through.

Y Suppose ϖ is the following proof:

�ϖ1�
�

Ti Ø �u,u��
split1

Ti Ø u

By induction hypothesis either �u,u�� > Ti�1 or there is an analz-proof ρ1 ofTi Ø
�u,u�� that is well-typed with respect to Pi. In the �rst case u > analz�Ti�1� �

Ti�1 and we are done. In the second case, we have the following proof ρ of
Ti Ø u:

�ρ1�
�

Ti Ø �u,u��
split1

Ti Ø u
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By de�nition of types, typesPi�ρ� x g. It follows from Lemma 5.1.11 that either
u > Ti�1 or ρ is well-typed with respect to Pi, and we are through.

Y Suppose ϖ is the following proof:

�ϖ1�
�

Ti Ø �u�k

�ϖ2�
�

Ti Ø k
decrypt

Ti Ø u

By induction hypothesis either there is an analz-proof of Ti Ø k that is well-
typed with respect to Pi or k > Ti�1. In the �rst case we are done. In the second
case, we note that k is a basic term, and hence k > Ti�1 � k > min�analz�Ti�1��.
¿e induction hypothesis (on i � 1) and the upward closure property of well-
typed proofs assure us that there is an analz-proof ρ2 of Ti Ø k that is well-
typed with respect to Pi in this case also. Similarly, by induction hypothesis
either �u�k > Ti�1 or there is an analz-proof ρ1 of Ti Ø �u�k that is well-typed
with respect to Pi. In the case where �u�k > Ti�1, if u > Ti�1 we are done.
Otherwise �u�k > min�analz�Ti�1��, and the induction hypothesis (on i � 1)
and the upward closure property of well-typed proofs assure us that there is an
analz-proof ρ1 of Ti Ø �u�k that is well-typed with respect to Pi. Given ρ1 and
ρ2, we can build the proof ρ as follows:

�ρ1�
�

Ti Ø �u�k

�ρ2�
�

Ti Ø k
decrypt

Ti Ø u

By de�nition of types it is clear that typesPi�ρ� x g. It follows fromLemma 5.1.11
that either u > Ti�1 or ρ is well-typed with respect to Pi, and we are through.

Y Suppose ϖ is the following proof:

�ϖ1�
�

Ti Ø ��u�k�k
reduce

Ti Ø u

By induction hypothesis either ��u�k�k > Ti�1 or there is an analz-proof ρ1 of
Ti Ø ��u�k�k that is well-typedwith respect to Pi. In the �rst case, it is clear that
u > analz�Ti�1� � Ti�1. We now show that the second case cannot arise at all for
the following reason: by induction hypothesis there exists �σ, r� > typesPi�ρ1�
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which matches ��u�k�k at the outermost level. So r is of the form �r��k� . But
then since Pr is a tagged protocol and �r��k� > EST�δ�, r� is of the form �c, r���
for some c > C and some r��. It also follows from the de�nition of types that
σ�r� � ��u�k�k, but this would mean that σ�c, r��� � �u�k, an impossibility.
¿us the second case cannot arise at all and we are done.

¿is concludes the induction step and the proof. ¿e lemma is thus proved, assuming
Lemma 5.1.11. j

Lemma 5.1.11 Suppose 1 B i B k and t > analz�Ti� such that there is an analz-proof π of

Ti Ø t with typesPi�π� x g. ¿en either π is well-typed with respect to Pi or t > Ti�1.

Proof: Suppose �σ, r� > typesPi�π�. If �σ, r� matches t at the outermost level, then π is
well-typed with respect to Pi. Otherwise it has to be the case that r > N and t ~> N. Since
σ�r� � t and r x t, it cannot be the case that σ � σ0. Hence σ � σj for some jC 1. It is clear
from the de�nition of types that there exists u such that r > ST�u� and �σ,u� > Pi. Since
σ � σj, u � rj. But now r > ST�rj� 9 N and σj�r� ~> N, so it follows from Lemma 5.1.15
(which is proved later) that t � σj�r� > Tj�1 b Ti�1. ¿us the lemma is proved, assuming
Lemma 5.1.15. j

¿efollowing de�nition and the next two lemmas are preparatory to proving Lemma 5.1.15.

De�nition 5.1.12 We say that a term t originates at i B k in ξ i� t > ST�ei� and for all j@ i,
t ~> ST�ej�.

Lemma 5.1.13 Suppose ei is a send event for some i � 1 B i B k and there exists n > ST�ri�9N
such that σi�n� ~> N. ¿en i A 1 and there exists j � 1 B j @ i such that n > ST�rj� and

σi�n� � σj�n�.

Proof: Since σi�n� ~> N, it follows from de�nitions that n ~> NT�ai� (otherwise σi would
not be suitable for ai and hence ei would not be an event). Also the run ξ has the property
of unique origination of nonces, and hence, it follows that n ~> CT�Pr�. But the fact that
n > ST�ri� implies (again by the send-admissibilty of roles of well-formed protocols) that
n > ST�ηi�lp�� for some lp @ lpi. But then, since LP�ei� b �e1, . . . , ei�1�, it follows that
e � �ηi,σi, lp� > �e1, . . . , ei�1� and thus there exists j � 1 B j @ i such that n > ST�rj� and
σi�n� � σj�n�. j
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Lemma 5.1.14 Suppose a term t originates at a receive event ei for some i B k. ¿en t > Ti�1,

and further, if t � �u�k for some u and k then �u, k� b Ti�1.

Proof: It is clear from the de�nition of runs that since ei is a receive event, ti > Ti�1.
It is also clear that t > ST�ti� b ST�Ti�1� and therefore by Proposition 2.3.7 it follows
that t > ST�analz�Ti�1�� or t > Ti�1. (Recall that according to Proposition 2.3.7, when-
ever r > ST�synth�T�� then r > synth�T� 8 ST�T�.) Now analz�T� b ST�T� (and hence
ST�analz�T�� � ST�T�) for any set of terms T, and therefore it follows that either t >
ST�Ti�1� ot t > Ti�1. Now since t originates at ei, it cannot be the case that t > ST�Ti�1�.
¿erefore t > Ti�1. Further if t � �u�k we can apply Proposition 2.3.8 to t and analz�Ti�1�

and conclude that �u, k� b synth�analz�Ti�1�� � Ti�1. (Recall that according to Proposi-
tion 2.3.8, whenever �r�k > ST�synth�T�� then r > ST�T� or �r, k� b synth�T�. Further,
in the present case t ~> ST�Ti�1� � ST�analz�Ti�1��. Hence the conclusion.) j

Lemma 5.1.15 If σi�n� ~> N for some i � 1 B i B k and n > ST�ri� 9N, then σi�n� > Ti�1.

Proof: ¿e proof is by induction on i.

Base case: i � 1: Suppose there exists n > ST�ri� 9 N such that σi�n� ~> N. We �rst note
that ei cannot be a send event for then, by Lemma 5.1.13, it would follow that i A 1,
contradicting the fact that i � 1. ¿us ei is a receive event, and hence ti > Ti�1 and
since Ti�1 � T0 b T0 it follows from Proposition 2.3.9 that t > Ti�1 for all t > ST�ti�
and in particular σi�n� > Ti�1. (Recall that according to Proposition 2.3.9, whenever
T b T0, ST�synth�T�� b synth�T�.)

Induction case: Suppose i A 1 and the statement of the lemma holds for all j@ i. Suppose
there exists an n > ST�ri� 9 N such that σi�n� ~> N. ¿ere are two cases to consider
here:

ei is a receive event: In this case it is clear that ti � σi�ri� > Ti�1. Now if n occurs un-
encrypted in ri, σi�n� > Ti�1 as well and the induction case is through. Other-
wise let �u�k be the smallest encrypted subtermof ri containing n. Let σi��u�k�
originate at some jB i. ¿ere are two cases to consider here:

ej is a receive event: In this case, it follows from Lemma 5.1.14 that σi�u� > Tj�1
and since �u�k is a minimum encrypted term containing n as a subterm,
n > analz�u� and hence σi�n� > Tj�1 b Ti�1.
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ej is a send event: Now it cannot be the case that σi��u�k� > ST�σj�m�� for
somem > ST�rj�9N, since it is in violation of Lemma 5.1.13. It also cannot
be the case that there is some �u��k� > ST�rj� such that �u��k� x �u�k and
σi��u�k� � σj��u��k��, since it is in violation of Proposition 2.2.32. ¿e
only remaining case is that �u�k > ST�rj� and σi��u�k� � σj��u�k� in
which case it follows that σi�n� � σj�n�. Also note that since ei is a receive
event, j@ i. Hence by induction hypothesis σi�n� > Tj�1 b Ti�1.

ei is a send event: Since σi�n� ~> N, it follows from Lemma 5.1.13 that there is a j@ i
such that n > ST�rj� and σj�n� � σi�n�. ¿us it follows by induction hypothesis
that σi�n� > Tj�1 b Ti�1.

¿is completes the proof of the lemma. j

Of course the statement of Lemma 5.1.9 holds for tagged protocols as well. ¿is com-
bined with ¿eorem 4.3.4 leads to the following result, which is the central result of the
thesis.

¿eorem 5.1.16 . ¿e general secrecy problem (with no restriction on the set of runs consid-

ered) is decidable for the class of tagged protocols.

5.2 An approach based on equivalence on terms

As mentioned earlier, we approach the problem of unbounded message length in a
di�erent manner in this section. We de�ne an equivalence relation on terms based on
which we obtain a subclass of protocols for which the secrecy problem is decidable, under
the assumption that the keys and nonces used come from a �xed �nite set.

¿e equivalence relation is based on the following semantic motivations: In typical
protocols the term �t, t� is not construed as conveying more information than the term
t alone. Even in the rare case where it conveys more information, it does so only in an
indirect manner. For instance, the same term repeated twice in a message might signify
some control information. In that case, we can use somemore direct scheme to convey that
information. A similar argument holds for repeated encryptions with the same key as well.
Extending this line of thinking, we see that a termof the form ����m,n�k,m��k��k conveys
really the same information that ��m,n�k��k does. It can be seen that it is reasonable to
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equate the two terms, since an agent with a given set of keys learns the same basic terms
from both these terms.

¿ese considerations lead us to our de�nition of the equivalence relation, which is
meant to enforce a reasonableness condition on the kinds of messages that can be con-
structed. We leave open the question of how these rules can be implemented so that only
reasonable messages are used. Even if we restrict the protocol speci�cations to refer only
to normal terms (which formally stand for “reasonable messages”), the runs of the proto-
col might not contain only normal terms. It can be seen that such a situation might arise
only due to the actions of an unrestricted intruder. One possible way of enforcing the use
of normal terms in all the runs is to o�er only some restricted kinds of message building
capabilities to the users of the protocol, at the implementation level. ¿ere are many other
ways of achieving the same result, and the decidability result that we prove in this section
applies irrespective of the speci�c scheme used to implement this. ¿e result is proved for
a general semantic class of protocols (informally, these are protocols which have “normal
representatives” for any of their runs).

We set up the following notation and terminology for this section: We say that a key k
encrypts in a term t if §t� � �t��k > ST�t�.

Given a term t and a key k de�ne t�k by induction as follows: for m > T0, m�k � m;
�t, t���k � �t�k, t��k�; and ��t�k���k is de�ned to be t�k if k � k�, and �t�k�k� otherwise.
¿us t�k is the term t with all encryptions by key k removed.

¿e encryption depth of a term is de�ned by induction as follows:

encdepth�m� � 0 form > T0;
encdepth��t, t��� � max�encdepth�t�, encdepth�t���; and
encdepth��t�k� � encdepth�t� � 1.

We also fix a finite set T b T0 of size B. Throughout this section we will only consider

terms t with the property that ST�t� b T.

De�nition 5.2.1 An �-proof is an inverted tree whose nodes are labelled by equations of the
form r � r� and connected by one of the rules in Figure 5.1 and whose leaves are labelled by
instances of the axioms in Figure 5.1.

We say that t � t� i� there is an �-proof whose root is labelled by t � t�. We say that t �1 t�

i� there is an �-proof whose root is labelled by t � t�, and none of whose leaves are labelled

by the axioms A2 and A5.
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Axioms

A1t � t

A2
�t, t� � t

A3
�t, t�� � �t�, t�

A4
�t,�t�, t���� � ��t, t��, t���

A5
�t�k � �t�k�k

Rules

t � t�
R1

t� � t

t � t� t� � t��
R2

t � t��

t1 � t
�

1 t2 � t
�

2
R3

�t1, t2� � �t�1, t�2�

t � t�
R4

�t�k � �t��k

Figure 5.1: Axioms and rules for �-proofs.

De�nition 5.2.2 Any term which has a subterm of the form �r, r� or of the form �r�k with

k encrypting in r is said to be a redex. A term t is said to be normal if there is no t� such that
t �1 t� and t� is a redex. A substitution σ is normal i� for all x > T0: if σ�x� is de�ned then

it is normal. An event e � �η,σ, lp� is normal if σ is normal, and a sequence of events ξ is
normal i� all the events occurring in it are normal.

¿e main function of the equivalence relation is to ensure two things: the tupling op-
erator works with sets of terms now rather than lists, which is ensured by Axioms A2 to
A4; the depth of the encryption operator is bounded. ¿e latter is achieved by the axiom
A5, which ensures that if we consider a basic term m occurring in two equivalent terms t
and t�, the same keys encrypt m in both t and t�. ¿us it easily follows that for any set of
terms T, analz�T 8 �t�� 9T0 � analz�T 8 �t��� 9T0. ¿is property is crucial for our later
development.

We �rst observe the following property which follows immediately from the de�ni-
tions.

Proposition 5.2.3 For any two terms t and t�, if t �1 t� then t is normal i� t� is normal.

Lemma 5.2.4 For any normal term t, encdepth�t� B B.

Proof: ¿is is quite easy to see. Firstly note there are at most B keys in T. Now the result
can be proved by a a trivial induction on the structure of terms as follows:
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If t > T then of course encdepth�t� � 0 B B.
Suppose t is of the form �r, r��. We �rst claim that r and r� are normal terms. For,

suppose r were not a normal term, for example. ¿en there is a redex u such that r �1 u.
But now �r, r�� �1 �u, r��. Since u is a redex, �u, r�� is also a redex, and hence t would
itself be a nonnormal term. ¿is contradiction leads us to the fact that r and r� are normal
terms. ¿erefore encdepth�r� B B and encdepth�r�� B B, by induction hypothesis. ¿us
encdepth�t� � max�encdepth�r�, encdepth�r��� B B.

Suppose t is of the form �r�k. ¿en as before we can show that r is a normal term. So
encdepth�r� B B. But since t is a normal term, it follows that it is not a redex. From this it
follows that k does not encrypt in r. ¿us encdepth�r� is strictly less than B. From this it
follows that encdepth�t� B B. j

Lemma 5.2.5 ¿e equivalence relation � on terms is of �nite index. Further there is a bound

on the size of normal terms.

Proof: It is easy to see that every term is equivalent to a normal term. We now show
that the set of normal terms is �nite, which will immediately imply the statement of the
proposition. We will also simultaneously prove that each normal term is of bounded size
(which depends only on T.)

Recall that STS � B. Let us denote by Ni the set of normal terms of encryption depth
i. We show below that there is a bound fi on the size of the terms in Ni. Since all normal
terms are encryption depth at most B, the number fB is a bound on the size of normal
terms.

Consider a term t in N0. Clearly t is built up using only the pairing construct, with no
basic term having more than one occurrence. ¿us t can be viewed as a binary tree with at
most B leaves. ¿e size of such a tree can be at most 2 � B. ¿us we can let f0 � 2 � B.

Consider a term t in Ni. Suppose the set Ni�1 is of size at most gi�1. Now we note that
any term in Ni can be built from terms of the form �r�k (with r > Ni�1) using the pairing
construct repeatedly. ¿e number of terms of the form �r�k with r > Ni�1 is at most B � gi�1
(since any of at most B keys can be used to encrypt any of the at most gi�1 terms fromNi�1).
Now since t is normal, it follows that there is at most one occurrence of each of the above
B � gi�1 terms in t. ¿us t can again be viewed as a binary tree with at most B � gi�1 leaves.
¿e size of t cannot exceed 2 � B � gi�1. ¿is number can be chosen as fi.

We now show how to determine gi from fi, for each i. We �rst look at the di�erent
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“structures” of size fi that can occur. A loose upper bound is the number of binary trees
with at most fi leaves. ¿is gives us a bound of fO�fi�

i . Now we can map each of the leaves
of these trees to any one of the B basic terms to form terms in Ni, so we get an estimate of
Bf

O� fi�

i for gi.
¿is completes the proof of this lemma. j

While the bounds arrived at in the above lemma su�ce for our decidability results, they
are clearly not practical. More work needs to be done in coming up with protocol-speci�c
equivalences which yield practical bounds.

We now come to the second part of our endeavour, which is to prove that if ξ and ξ�

are equivalent runs, then ξ is leaky i� ξ� is. We say that σ � σ� for two substitutions σ and
σ� i� their domains of de�nition are the same and for all x > T0, if σ�x� is de�ned then
σ��x� � σ�x�. We say that �η,σ, lp� � �η�,σ�, lp�� i� η � η�, lp � lp�, and σ � σ�. Given two
sequences of events ξ � e1� ek and ξ� � e�1� e�

k
, we say that ξ � ξ� i� for all i B k, ei � e�i.

We now prove the crucial semantic property of the equivalence on runs. Preparatory
to that is the following property of equivalent terms.

Proposition 5.2.6 Suppose t and t� are two terms with t � t�. Suppose U is a set of basic

terms. ¿en analz�U 8 �t�� 9 T � analz�U 8 �t��� 9 T.

Proof: We note that it su�ces to prove the statement when t is of the form �r�k and t� is
of the form �r�k�k. ¿en a trivial induction on �-proofs yields the desired result.

We now proceed to prove that analz�U 8 ��r�k�� 9 T � analz�U 8 ��r�k�k�� 9 T. At
the outset there are two cases to be considered:

Y Suppose k ~> U. ¿en analz�U 8 ��r�k�� � analz�U 8 ��r�k�k�� � g, so we get our
result.

Y Suppose k > U. We now prove by induction on the structure of terms that analz�U8

�r�� 9 T � analz�U 8 �r�k�� 9 T. ¿e desired result follows since the presence of k
in U ensures that analz�U 8 �r�k�� 9 T � analz�U 8 ��r�k�k�� 9 T.

When r > T then r�k � r, so it immediately follows that analz�U 8 �r�� � analz�U 8

��r�k�k��.

When r � �u,u�� then r�k � �u�k,u��k�. By induction hypothesis we know that
analz�U8�u��9T � analz�U8�u�k��9T, and that a similar property holds for u�.
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¿e result now follows by noting that analz�U 8��u,u����9T � �analz�U 8�u��8

analz�U 8 �u���� 9 T, and that a similar property holds for �u�k,u��k�.

When r � �u�k� , there are two cases to consider. If k� � k then r�k � u�k. By
induction hypothesis analz�U 8 �u��9T � analz�U 8 �u�k��9T. But the presence
of k inU ensures that analz�U8�u�k�9T � analz�U8�u��9T. From this the desired
result follows. If k� x k then r�k � �u�k�k� . By induction hypothesis analz�U8�u��9
T � analz�U 8 �u�k�� 9 T. Again a case analysis based on whether k� belongs to U
or not yields the desired result.

j

Proposition 5.2.7 SupposePr is a protocol and ξ and ξ� are runs ofPr such that ξ � ξ�. ¿en

�infstate�ξ��A 9 T � �infstate�ξ���A 9 T for all A > Ag. Further ξ is leaky i� ξ� is leaky.

Proof: We prove the proposition by induction on the length of the runs. In the base case
ξ � ξ� � ε and therefore clearly infstate�ξ� � infstate�ξ�� � init�Pr� and the proposition is
true. For the induction step suppose that ξ � ξ1 � e and ξ� � ξ�1 � e� with e � e� and ξ1 � ξ�1. Fix
an A > Ag. By induction hypothesis we see that �infstate�ξ1��A 9 T � �infstate�ξ�1��A 9 T.
Let this set be denoted by U. Now we only consider the case when e is a receive event by
A. Let t � act�e� and t� � act�e��. Clearly t � t�. ¿en we note that �infstate�ξ��A 9 T �

analz�U 8 �t�� 9 T, and that a similar property holds for ξ�. It immediately follows from
Proposition 5.2.6 that �infstate�ξ��A 9 T � �infstate�ξ���A 9 T.

We now claim that if e1� ek � e�1� e�
k
then for all i B k, NT�ei� � NT�e�i�. ¿is is

easy to see. If we let ei � �ηi,σi, lpi� and e�i � �η�i,σ�i , lp
�

i�, then for all m > NT�ηi�lpi��,
σ�m� > T. But σ�m� � σ��m� and, since m > T0, it can only be the case that σ�m� is the
same as σ��m�. ¿is shows that NT�ei� � NT�e�i�.

¿e above two facts immediately imply that ξ is leaky i� ξ� is leaky. j

We now de�ne a semantic subclass of protocols, the class of �-invariant protocols.

De�nition 5.2.8 A protocol Pr is said to be �-invariant i� for all runs ξ of Pr, there is a

normal run of ξ� of Pr such that ξ � ξ�.

It immediately follows that, given an �-invariant protocol Pr, checking whether there
is a leaky run of Pr boils down to checking whether there is a normal leaky run of Pr. Now
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the set of normal events of Pr is bounded in number (the bound depending on the number
fB derived in Lemma 5.2.5 and the speci�cation of Pr). But this does not mean that the set
of normal runs of Pr is a �nite set. ¿e problem arises because the same event may occur
many times in a run (as long as it does not generate any new nonces), and so there is no
bound on the length of the runs that we have to consider. A solution to this problem is
provided in the proof of the following theorem.

¿eorem 5.2.9 ¿e problem of checking whether a given �-invariant protocol has a leaky

run is decidable.

Proof: Given an �-invariant protocol Pr, it su�ces to check whether there is a normal
leaky run of Pr or not. We now show that this is equivalent to checking whether there is
a reduced normal leaky run of Pr or not. We recall that a reduced run is a run with all
duplicate occurrences of events removed. Since there are only boundedly many normal
events, and since there is at most one occurrence of any event in a reduced run, the set of
reduced normal runs of Pr is �nite, and thus we obtain decidability.

It follows from Proposition 2.2.20 that if ξ is a run ofPr so is red�ξ�. We now prove that
ξ is leaky i� red�ξ� is leaky. Suppose ξ is leaky. ¿is means that there is a basic termm and
a pre�x ξ� of ξ such that m is secret at ξ� and not secret at ξ. From Proposition 2.2.20 we
see that infstate�ξ� � infstate�red�ξ�� and infstate�ξ�� � infstate�red�ξ���. ¿us it follows
that m is secret at red�ξ�� and not secret at red�ξ�. Further it is clear from the de�nitions
that red�ξ�� is a pre�x of red�ξ�. ¿us red�ξ� is also leaky.

Suppose on the other hand that red�ξ� is leaky. ¿is means that there is a basic termm

which is secret at some pre�x of red�ξ� but not secret at red�ξ�. We now use the fact (which
immediately follows from de�nitions) that any pre�x of red�ξ� is of the form red�ξ�� for
some pre�x ξ� of ξ. ¿us we see that m is secret at red�ξ�� and not secret at red�ξ�. From
Proposition 2.2.20, it follows that m is secret at ξ� but not secret at ξ. ¿is means that ξ is
leaky.

So we see that there is a normal leaky run of Pr i� there is a reduced normal leaky run
of Pr, and this completes the proof of the theorem. j

¿e work in this section suggests an approach to the veri�cation of security protocols.
Tomake this relevant to practice, muchmore work needs to be done to yield better bounds
on the size of terms. ¿is might entail changing the de�nition of the equivalence relation
suitably (perhaps with some speci�c classes of protocols in mind). Further we need to
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come up with syntactic conditions on protocols which ensure that they are �-invariant. It
is needed because as of now we do not have any method of e�ectively checking whether a
given protocol is �-invariant or not. We conclude by saying that the development in this
section sets up a framework for the veri�cation of security protocols, and that there is still
some way to go before we obtain results which are relevant to practice.



Chapter 6

Reasoning about security protocols

In this chapter, we develop a logic for specifying interesting properties of protocols
and reasoning about them. We also show that some of the decidability results of the earlier
chapters extend to the veri�cation problem for the logic.

6.1 Motivation

In chapter 1, we brie�y saw some of the approaches to logical reasoning of security
protocols: namely, automated theorem proving and belief logics. We also pointed out some
of the strengths and drawbacks of each approach. We take a fresh look at these approaches
in the light of the developments and results of the preceding chapters.

We saw in Chapter 2 that modelling security protocols is fairly intricate. ¿e techni-
cal results proved in the other chapters also rest on some nontrivial analysis based on the
model. In such a situation, an automatic choice for reasoning about protocols is a highly
expressive logic like �rst-order logic or higher-order logic (which are typically used by au-
tomated theorem provers). But as was already pointed out, it requires expert knowledge
to work with these logics. A further drawback is that the added expressive power usually
brings undecidability in its wake, and thus a fully automated approach to protocol veri�-
cation cannot be based on such a logic.

On the other hand, as we already pointed out, belief logics work with fairly abstract
modalities like knowledge, belief, awareness, etc. It is not clear whether these are at the core
of reasoning about security protocols. ¿e analysis involved in the proofs of the various
technical results that we saw earlier suggest that the explicit information present in the

100
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agents’ state is crucial to much of the reasoning about protocols. We base our logic on this.
¿us ours is an explicit-information based logic in that we focus on the explicit information
available in each agent’s state at any point of a protocol run, rather than on the epistemic
attitudes of the di�erent agents. ¿e crucial security properties also involve a notion of
time, so the logic needs someway of referring to the future and past. Here again, we see that
temporal modalities like the nexttime and untilmodalities of LTL, and complex temporal
reasoning involving them are not crucial to the analysis of protocols. We thus choose to
endow the logic with the simple tense logic modailties F (referring to some time in the
future) and P (referring to some time in the past).

[RS01] is an attempt to develop a simple modal logic along these lines. ¿e main fea-
ture of the logic is the modality has, which refers to the explicit information available to an
agent at a state. For instance, the formula Ahasm says that the termm is in A’s database in
the current state. More interestingly, the formula Ahas �B has m� says that Ahas explicit
information about B having access tom. But the technical treatment in [RS01] is unneces-
sarily complicated because has is treated as a modality, and can thus be iterated. It is also
not clear whether iterating the has modality lies at the core of reasoning about security
protocols.

¿e logicwhichwe describe in this chapter follows the information based approach, but
does not treat has as a modality. Instead it is a special kind of atomic proposition. Our aim
in de�ning this logic is to come upwith a core logic for security protocols with the property
thatmost of the technical results proved in the earlier chapters (about the secrecy problem)
generalise to the logic. But at the same time the logic should have enough expressive power
such that the basic security properties can be naturally expressed in it. ¿e di�erent choices
made in de�ning the elements of the logic have the above two requirements in mind.

Before we de�ne the logic proper (in the next section), we motivate it by describing a
much simpler logic which helps us understand the issues involved. ¿e syntax of the logic
has basic propositions of the formAhasm and awhereA > Ag,m > T0 and a > Ac. Further
the set of formulas is closed under the usual boolean operators, the future modality F, and
the past modality P. ¿e formulas are interpreted over instants of runs of a protocol, i.e.,
�ξ, i� where ξ is a run of a protocol and 0 B i B SξS. We say that the formula A has m

is satis�ed at �ξ, i� i� m > �infstate�ξi��A (where ξi is the pre�x of ξ of length i). �ξ, i�
satis�es a i� act�ei� � a (ei being the ith event of ξ). ¿e formula Fα is satis�ed at �ξ, i�
i� α is satis�ed at �ξ, j�, for some j C i. Similarly, Pα is satis�ed at �ξ, i� i� α is satis�ed
at �ξ, j�, for some j B i. ¿e dual modalities G and H are de�ned by: Gα def

�  F α and
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Hα
def
�  P α. A protocolPr satis�es a formula α if �ξ,0� satis�es α for all runs ξofPr. ¿is

is basically a tense logic with the past operator and some specialised atomic propositions
to talk about security.

Several basic security properties can be speci�ed in this logic. ¿e formula F�I hasm�

says that the basic term m is never learnt by the intruder in the course of a run. ¿is is a
rudimentary form of secrecy. A rudimentary form of authentication is speci�ed by the
formula G�A?B� t Ô� P�B!A� t��. ¿is says that if A receives t purportedly from B at
some point of a run, then B actually sent it intended for A at some time in the past. We
can even de�nemore complicated forms of authentication in the logic. With respect to the
Needham-Schroeder protocol PrNS the following formula α says that if some instantiation
of the responder role is played, then an appropriate instantiation of the initiator role has
also been played to completion.

α
def
� G�B?A��n�pubkB Ô�

P�A!B��n�pubkB , P�A?B��m,n�pubkA , P�A!B��m��m�pubkB����

¿is is just representative of the kind of properties that can be speci�ed. Other forms of
protocol-speci�c authentication properties can be speci�ed using the logic. But the main
drawback of the logic is that the formulas mention concrete terms actually communicated
during a run. ¿is makes the task of specifying abstract security properties in the logic
much harder. Further, since there are potentially in�nitely many concrete terms, we need
a logical device like quanti�cation over terms to express properties about all terms. In the
logic that we introduce next, we solve these problems by mentioning only abstract terms
mentioned in the protocol speci�cation. Further, instead of a quanti�cation on terms we
have a quanti�cation over substitutions. Recall that substitutions are the unknown ele-
ments at the level of protocol speci�cations, since they serve to introduce di�erent terms
in the protocol runs. ¿ese features enable the proposed logic to naturally specify abstract
properties of protocols with reference to the runs of the protocol. ¿us our approach com-
bines some of the advantages of BAN-style logics (ability to specify abstract properties)
with some of the advantages of the logic presented above (formulas can be easily and nat-
urally interpreted over runs of a protocol, even though concrete terms not in mentioned
in the formula (or the protocol speci�cation) occur in the run).
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6.2 A modal logic for security protocols

In this section, we develop a logic keeping the points raised in the above discussion in
mind. ¿e logic is designed to specify abstract properties of protocols. ¿us the formulas
need to talk about terms, actions, etc. but in an abstract way.

Syntax

We assume a countable set AS of abstract substitution names. For a term m > T0, we
de�ne type�m� to be nonce ifm > N, sequence-number ifm > SN, key ifm > K and agent
ifm > Ag.

¿e set of formulasΦ is given by:

Φ ���

ι�Ahas ι� �m �A > Ag,m > T0, ι, ι� > AS�
S ι�a �a > Ac, ι > AS�
S ι�x � ι� �x� �x,x� > T0, type�x� � type�x��, ι, ι� > AS�
S  α

S α - β

S Fα

S Pα

S �§ι�α

We introduce the other standard operators as follows: α , β def
�  � α -  β�, α Ô�

β
def
�  α - β, α � β

def
� �α Ô� β� , �β Ô� α�, Gα def

�  F α, Hα def
�  P α,

�¦ι�α
def
�  �§ι� α.

¿e set of subformulas, the set of free substitution names, and the set of “subterms” of
a formula are all easily de�ned:

Y SF�ι�Ahas ι� �m� � �ι�Ahas ι� �m�;
FSN�ι�Ahas ι� �m� � �ι, ι��;
ST�ι�Ahas ι� �m� � �ι�A, ι� �m�;

Y SF�ι�a� � �ι�a�;
FSN�ι�a� � �ι�;
ST�ι�a� � �ι�m S m > ST�a� 9T0�;
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Y SF�ι�x � ι� �x�� � �ι�x � ι� �x��;
FSN�ι�x � ι� �x�� � �ι, ι��;
ST�ι�x � ι� �x�� � �ι�x, ι�x��;

Y SF� α� � � α� 8 SF�α�;
FSN� α� � FSN�α�;
ST� α� � ST�α�;

Y SF�α - β� � �α - β� 8 SF�α� 8 SF�β�;
FSN�α - β� � FSN�α� 8 FSN�β�;
ST�α - β� � ST�α� 8 ST�β�;

Y SF�Fα� � �Fα� 8 SF�α�;
FSN�Fα� � FSN�α�;
ST�Fα� � ST�α�;

Y SF�Pα� � �Pα� 8 SF�α�;
FSN�Pα� � FSN�α�;
ST�Pα� � ST�α�;

Y SF��§ι�α� � ��§ι�α� 8 SF�α�;
FSN��§ι�α� � FSN�α� � �ι�;
ST��§ι�α� � ST�α�.

A formula α is said to be closed i� FSN�α� � g.

Semantics

A structure is a pair A � �Pr,S� where Pr is a protocol and S is a set of substitutions
suitable for Pr. (Note that S need not necessarily be the set of all substitutions σ suitable
for Pr.) An A-run ξ is a run of Pr such that for all �η,σ, lp� > Events�ξ�, σ > S. An A-
assignment θ is a map which associates each substitution name ι in AS to a substitution
θι > S. (Note that for ease of notation we write θι rather than θ�ι�.) Given a structure
A � �Pr,S�, an A-assignment θ and a substitution σ > S we de�ne θ�ι �� σ� to be the
assignment θ� with the property that θ�ι � σ and θ�ι� � θι� for ι� x ι.

Amodel is a pairM � �A,θ� whereA is a structure and θ is anA-assignment. We say
that ξ is anM-run if it is an A-run. A modelM � �A,θ� is said to be compatible with a
formula α i� for all ι�m > ST�α�, θι�m� is de�ned and type�θι�m�� � type�m�.
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Given a sequence of events ξ, an instant in ξ is a number i such that 0 B i B SξS.
Given a formula α, a modelM � ��Pr,S�,θ� compatible with α, anM-run ξ and an

instant i in ξ, we de�ne the satisfaction relationM,�ξ, i� à α. Suppose that ξ � e1� ek,
where for each i B k, ei � �ηi,σi, lpi�. Let si denote infstate�e1� ei�, for any i B k. We now
give the inductive de�nition ofM,�ξ, i� à α.

Y M,�ξ, i� à ι�Ahas ι� �m i� n > �si�C (where θι��m� � n and θι�A� � C);

Y M,�ξ, i� à ι�a i� i A 0, ηi�lpi� � a and θι�a� � σi�a�;

Y M,�ξ, i� à ι�x � ι� �x� i� θι�x� � θι��x��;

Y M,�ξ, i� à  α i�M,�ξ, i� ~à α;

Y M,�ξ, i� à α - β i�M,�ξ, i� à α orM,�ξ, i� à β;

Y M,�ξ, i� à Fα i� there exists jC i such thatM,�ξ, j� à α;

Y M,�ξ, i� à Pα i� there exists jB i such thatM,�ξ, j� à α;

Y M,�ξ, i� à �§ι�α i�M�,�ξ, i� à α, whereM� � �A,θ�ι �� σ�� for some substitution
σ > S andM� is compatible with α.

A formula α is satis�able i� there exists a modelM compatible with α, anM-run ξ,
and an instant i in ξ such thatM,�ξ, i� à α. A formula α is valid i�M,�ξ, i� à α for all
modelsM compatible with α, allM-runs ξ, and all instants i in ξ.

Note that a formula α is valid i�  α is not satis�able.
¿e interesting validities involve interaction of the quanti�ers andmodalities. Note that

�¦ι�Gα � G�¦ι�α and �§ι�Fα � F�§ι�α are validities. Similarly for the pastmodalities. On
the other hand note that �§ι�Gα Ô� G�§ι�α and F�¦ι�α Ô� �¦ι�Fα are validities,
but the implications do not hold the other way. A similar statement can be made about
the past modalities. ¿is behaviour is typical of the interaction of the quanti�ers and the
modalities.

Note that even though the logic has both quanti�ers and modalities, the semantics
is more restricted than that of �rst-order modal logic. ¿e typical feature of �rst-order
modal logic is that the possible worlds are di�erent �rst-order structures (even under the
so-called constant-domain semantics, the di�erent worlds only share the domain while the
interpretations of the relations and constants usually vary). In our framework, a single
structure remains constant acrossmanyworlds. In this respect, the logic presented here can
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be thought of as a kind of quanti�ed propositional logic withmodalities. ¿e quanti�cation
over substitutions can be considered as a special form of quanti�cation over propositions.

For a structureA � �Pr,S� and a formula α, we say thatA à α i�M,�ξ,0� à α for all
A-assignments θ such thatM � �A,θ� is compatible with α, and allA-runs ξ. Suppose α
is a formula,A is a structure, andM � �A,θ� andM� � �A,θ�� are twomodels compatible
with α such that for all ι > FSN�α�, θι � θ�ι. ¿enM,�ξ, i� à α i�M�,�ξ, i� à α for all
M-runs ξ and all instants i in ξ. It follows from this that given a structureA and a formula
α, to check whetherA à α, it su�ces to considerA-assignments restricted to FSN�α�.

We now de�ne several notions of validity with respect to a �xed protocol Pr.
We say that Pr à α i� �Pr,SPr� à α, where SPr is the set of all substitutions σ suitable

for Pr.
We say that Pr àwt α i� �Pr,SPr,wt� à α, where SPr,wt is the set of all well-typed substi-

tutions σ suitable for Pr.
For a �xed set T b T0, we say that Pr àT α i� �Pr,SPr,T� à α, where SPr,T is the set of

all T-substitutions suitable for Pr.
We say that Pr àTwt α i� �Pr,SPr,wt,T� à α, where SPr,wt,T is the set of all well-typed

T-substitutions suitable for Pr.
A feature of the semantics that needs a little discussion is that the satisfaction relation

M,�ξ, i� à α is de�ned only ifM is compatible with α. Recall that the core logic that we
presented in Section 6.1 works with formulas of the form A has m, where m > T0. ¿e
logic we are working with is supposed to be an abstraction of the core logic. Consider a
formula of the form ι�Ahas ι� �m. If we interpret this formula on some model �A,θ� such
that θι��m� ~> T0, then we would be indirectly referring to a nonatomic term t using our
formula. ¿e de�nition ofM being compatible with α disallows such an indirect reference
to nonatomic terms.

Note that the logic has both quanti�cation over substitution names and equality. As the
examples in the next section show, a combination of these two features of the logic is cru-
cially used in specifying properties of and reasoning about protocols. ¿e logic would not
be as e�ective even if one of the two features were not present. In the absence of the equal-
ity operator, there would be no means of relating substitution names with one another. In
the absence of quanti�cation, the logic would not have the ability to refer to all the sub-
stitutions of the model (there might possibly be in�nitely many of them). For instance, a
typical authentication requirement would be that for any instantiation of a responder role
occurring in a run with A as the purported initiator and B as the responder, there is an
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instantiation of the initiator role in the same run with A as the initiator and B as the in-
tended responder. Note the crucial use of the of quanti�ers (for every responder role, there
is an initiator role) and of equality (which constrain the initiator role to correspond to the
responder role).

6.3 Examples

Let us look at some examples which illustrate the use of the logic. Without loss of
generality we assume that for all modelsM � �A,θ� compatible with a formula α, θι�I� � I
for all ι�I > ST�α�. ¿is means that we can use the name I in formulas without pre�xing it
with any substitution name.

6.3.1 ¿e Needham-Schroeder protocol

We look at the Needham-Schroeder protocol in detail now, stating several of its prop-
erties in our logic, demonstrating that some of them are true in all runs of the protocol,
and also showing that some crucial properties fail.

¿e protocol is given by �C,δ� where C � g and δ is the following sequence of com-
munications.

1. A � B � �x� �A,x�pubkB
2. B � A � �y� �x, y�pubkA
3. A � B � �y�pubkB

¿ere are two roles in this protocol. ¿e initiator role η1 is given below:

1. A ! B � �x� �A,x�pubkB
2. A ? B � �x, y�pubkA
3. A ! B � �y�pubkB

¿e responder role η2 is given below:

1. B ? A � �A,x�pubkB
2. B ! A � �y� �x, y�pubkA
3. B ? A � �y�pubkB

We will use the notation ai to denote η1�i� and bi to denote η2�i�, for 1 B i B 3.
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¿e following is an immediate and trivial validity for this protocol, which just says that
any event in a run is preceded by its local past.

�¦ι�G��
i�2,3

��ι�ai Ô� P�ι�ai�1�� , �ι�bi Ô� P�ι�bi�1����.

Example speci�cations

One of the most immediate properties that we desire of this protocol is that of secrecy.
¿ere are two desirable secrecy requirements in this case. Secrecy for the initiator says that
all fresh nonces that are instantiated for x and not intended for the intruder are not leaked
to the intruder. It is expressed by the following formula:

secrecyinit
def
� �¦ι�G��ι�a1 ,  �ι�B � I�� Ô� G I has ι�x�.

Secrecy for the responder says that all fresh nonces that are instantiated for y and are
not intended for the intruder are not leaked to the intruder. It is expressed by the following
formula:

secrecyresp
def
� �¦ι�G��ι�b2 ,  �ι�A� I�� Ô� G I has ι�y�.

Authentication for the initiator says that for every play of the initiator role (with an
apparently honest responder) in a run of the protocol, there is a corresponding play of the
responder role in that run.

authinit
def
� �¦ι�G��ι�a2 ,  �ι�B � I�� Ô� �§ι���ι�x � ι� �x , ι�y � ι� �y,

ι�A� ι� �A , ι�B � ι� �B , P�ι� �b2���.

Authentication for the responder says that for every play of the responder role (with an
apparently honest initiator) in a run of the protocol, there is a corresponding play of the
initiator role in that run.

authresp
def
� �¦ι�G��ι�b3 ,  �ι�A� I�� Ô� �§ι���ι�x � ι� �x , ι�y � ι� �y,

ι�A� ι� �A , ι�B � ι� �B , P�ι� �a3���.

¿e notable feature of the formulas is that they are quite simple and intuitive to write,
not requiring us to name any actual terms that are substituted.
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Lowe’s attack

Of the above properties, secrecy for the responder is not guaranteed by the protocol,
i.e., PrNS ~à secrecyresp. ¿is can be evidenced by the following run ξ. In the following, σ1
is a substitution such that σ1�A� � A, σ1�B� � I, σ1�x� � m, and σ1�y� � n; and σ2 is a
substitution such that σ2�A� � A, σ2�B� � B, σ2�x� � m, and σ2�y� � n.

�η1,σ1, 1� A ! I � �m� �A,m�pubkI
�η2,σ2, 1� B ? A � �A,m�pubkB
�η2,σ2,2� B ! A � �n� �m,n�pubkA
�η1,σ1,2� A ? I � �m,n�pubkA
�η1,σ1,3� A ! I � �n�pubkI
�η2,σ2,3� B ? A � �n�pubkB

Suppose A � �Pr,SPr� and θ is an A-assignment such that θι � σ2. Suppose M �

�A,θ�. ¿en it is clear thatM,�ξ,3� à ι�b2 ,  �ι�A � I�. But on the other hand it can
be easily seen that M,�ξ,5� à I has ι�y. ¿is is easy to see since n > sI, where s is the
information state at the end of the �rst �ve events of ξ. From these two facts it follows that
M,�ξ,0� ~à secrecyresp and hence that PrNS ~à secrecyresp as well. In fact, this also shows that
PrNS ~àwt secrecyresp. ¿is is the famous Lowe’s attack on the Needham-Schroeder protocol.

¿e above attack also shows that PrNS ~àwt authresp. It is clear thatM,�ξ,6� à ι�b3 ,
 �ι�A � I�. But it is also true thatM,�ξ,0� à �¦ι��G�ι� �a3 Ô� ι� �B x ι�B�. ¿is shows
thatM,�ξ,0� ~à authresp and hence that PrNS ~àwt authresp.

Secrecy for the initiator

Even though PrNS ~àwt secrecyresp, it can be argued that PrNS àwt secrecyinit. ¿e rea-
soning is as follows: We assume that PrNS ~àwt secrecyinit and arrive at a contradiction. ¿e
assumption means thatM,�ξ,0� ~à secrecyinit for someM � ��Pr,SPrNS ,wt�,θ� compatible
with secrecyinit, and some well-typed run ξ � e1� ek of PrNS. Let si denote infstate�e1� ei�

for i B k. Also let ei � �ζi,σi, lpi�, for i B k.

1. We are given thatM,�ξ,0� ~à secrecyinit. ¿is means that there exist i C 0 and ι > AS
such thatM,�ξ, i� à ι�a1 ,  �ι�B � I� andM,�ξ, i� à F�I has ι�x�.

2. SinceM,�ξ, i� à ι�a1, it follows that ζi�lpi� � a1 and σi�a1� � θι�a1�.

3. Since x > NT�η1�1��, it is clear that θι�x� > NT�ei�, and hence it follows from the
unique origination property of runs thatM,�ξ, i�� à  �I has ι�x� for all i� @ i. Since
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only �θι�A�,θι�x��pubkθι�B� is added to the intruder’s state by ei, and since θι�B� x I,
it follows thatM,�ξ, i� à  �I has ι�x� as well.

4. SinceM,�ξ, i� à F�I has ι�x�, there is a least j C i such thatM,�ξ, j� à I has ι�x.
Clearly jA i andM,�ξ, j�� à  �I has ι�x� for all j� @ j.

5. Since there is a change in the intruder’s state at the jth instant, it must be the case
that ej is a send event. A further perusal of the protocol speci�cation tells us that ej
can only take one of the following forms:

(a) �η1,σ, 1� with σ�x� � θι�x� and σ�B� � I.

¿ismeans that θι�x� > NT�ej� but that cannot happen because of the property
of unique origination. Hence this case cannot arise at all.

(b) �η1,σ,3� with σ�y� � θι�x� and σ�B� � I.

In this case it is clear that there exists ℓ @ j such that eℓ � �η1,σ,2�. Sup-
pose σ�x� � n and σ�y� � m. ¿en term�eℓ� � �n,m�pubkσ�A� . Since eℓ is
a receive event, �n,m�pubkσ�A� > �sℓ�1�I. It should be noted that m > NT�ei�

and term�ei� � �θι�A�,m�pubkθι�B� , and therefore by the unique origination
property of ξ, it is not possible that there is a send event e with term�e� �

�n,m�pubkσ�A� (sincem > NT�e� would hold in that case). ¿us �n,m�pubkσ�A� ~>

analz��sℓ�1�I�, in particular. But this term belongs to �sℓ�1�I, and hence it fol-
lows that m > �sℓ�1�I. But thenM,�ξ, ℓ � 1� à I has ι�x. Since ℓ � 1 @ j, this is
a contradiction to the fact that j is the least instant in ξ such thatM,�ξ, j� à
I has ι�x. ¿erefore this case is also not possible.

(c) �η2,σ,2� with (σ�y� � θι�x� or σ�x� � θι�x�) and σ�A� � I.

If σ�y� � θι�x� then it means that θι�x� > NT�ej� but that cannot happen
because of the property of unique origination. Hence it has to be the case that
σ�x� � θι�x�.

In this case it is clear that there exists ℓ @ j such that eℓ � �η2,σ, 1�. Sup-
pose σ�x� � m. ¿en term�eℓ� � �I,m�pubkσ�B� . Since eℓ is a receive event,
�I,m�pubkσ�B� > �sℓ�1�I. It should be noted that m > NT�ei� and term�ei� �

�θι�A�,m�pubkθι�B� with θι�A� > Ho, and therefore by the unique origination
property of ξ, it is not possible that there is a send event e with term�e� �

�I,m�pubkσ�B� . ¿us �I,m�pubkσ�B� ~> analz��sℓ�1�I�, in particular. But this term
belongs to �sℓ�1�I, and hence it follows thatm > �sℓ�1�I. But thenM,�ξ, ℓ� 1� à
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I has ι�x. Since ℓ�1 @ j, this is a contradiction to the fact that jis the least instant
in ξ such thatM,�ξ, j� à I has ι�x. ¿erefore this case is also not possible.

¿is concludes the proof that PrNS àwt secrecyinit.

Secrecy for the responder

Even though PrNS ~àwt secrecyresp, it can be shown that the following slightly weaker
guarantee holds for the responder:

secrecy�resp
def
� �¦ι���¦ι�� �ι�y � ι� �y , ι� �B � I , F�ι� �a1�� Ô�

G��ι�b2 ,  �ι�A� I�� Ô� G I has ι�y��.

¿e proof is as before. We assume that PrNS ~àwt secrecy�resp and arrive at a contradic-
tion. ¿e assumption means thatM,�ξ,0� ~à secrecy�resp for someM � ��Pr,SPrNS ,wt�,θ�
compatible with secrecy�resp, and some well-typed run ξ � e1� ek of PrNS. Let si denote
infstate�e1� ei� for i B k. Also let ei � �ζi,σi, lpi�, for i B k.

Reasoning along the lines of items 1 to 4 in the previous proof, we can show that there
exists ι > AS such that M,�ξ,0� à �¦ι�� �ι�y � ι� �y , ι� �B � I , F�ι� �a1��, i C 0
such thatM,�ξ, i� à ι�b2 ,  �ι�A � I� andM,�ξ, i� à F�I has ι�y�, and j A i such that
M,�ξ, j� à I has ι�y andM,�ξ, j�� à  �I has ι�y� for all j� @ j.

Reasoning along the lines of item 5, we see that ej can only be one of the following
forms:

(a) �η1,σ, 1� with σ�x� � θι�y� and σ�B� � I.

It can be shown that this case cannot arise, reasoning along the lines of item 5(a) of
the previous proof.

(b) �η1,σ,3� with σ�y� � θι�y� and σ�B� � I.

In this case it is clear that there exists ℓ @ jsuch that eℓ � �η1,σ, 1�. ¿usM,�ξ,0� à
�§ι���ι�y � ι� �y , ι�B � I , F�ι� �a1��, which is a contradiction to our assumption.
¿erefore this case cannot arise. Note that this case is actually the problem with
Lowe’s attack. If it is possible for honest agents to initiate sessions with the intruder
(this is not an improbable situation), then Lowe’s attack exists. If we rule out this
possibility (which is what the extra assumptions in secrecy�resp do), then Lowe’s attack
does not exist any more.
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(c) �η2,σ,2� with (σ�y� � θι�y� or σ�x� � θι�y�) and σ�A� � I.

It can be shown that this case cannot arise as well, reasoning along the lines of
item 5(c) of the previous proof.

Authentication for the initiator

We now show that PrNS àwt authinit. Consider some well-typed run ξ � e1� ek of PrNS.
Let si denote infstate�e1� ei�, for i B k. Also let ei � �ζi,σi, lpi� for i B k. Consider a
modelM � ��PrNS,SPrNS ,wt�,θ� compatible with authinit. We prove below thatM,�ξ,0� à
authinit.

1. Suppose now that there exists ι > AS and i C 0 such thatM,�ξ, i� à ι�a2, �ι�B � I�.

2. It easily follows that there exists an i� @ i such thatM,�ξ, i�� à ι�a1. Using the fact
that PrNS àwt secrecyinit, we can conclude thatM,�ξ, i�� à G �I has ι�x�.

3. Since x > NT�η1�1��, it follows from the unique origination property of runs that
M,�ξ, i��� à  �I has ι�x� for all i�� @ i�. ¿us we can conclude that M,�ξ,0� à
G �I has ι�x�.

4. Let θι�A� � C, θι�x� � m and θι�y� � n. ¿en term�ei� � �m,n�pubkC . Clearly
�m,n�pubkC > �si�1�I. But sincem ~> �si�1�I, it has to be the case that there is some send
event ej �j @ i� with term�ej� � term�ei�. But then ej is of the form �η2,σ,2� with
σ�A� � θι�A�, σ�x� � θι�x� and σ�y� � θι�y�. Our proof would be complete if we
showed that σ�B� � θι�B�. Suppose σ�B� � D. It is clear that there exists ℓ @ jsuch
that eℓ � �η2,σ, 1�. Here again term�eℓ� � �C,m�pubkD. ¿is term belongs to �sℓ�1�I,
but sincem ~> �sℓ�1�I it follows that there is a send event eℓ� with term�eℓ�� � term�eℓ�.
¿en it would be the case thatm > NT�eℓ��, and by the unique origination property
of ξ, it follows that i� � ℓ�. From this it follows that σ�B� � θι�B�, andwe are through.

6.3.2 ¿e Needham-Schroeder-Lowe protocol

¿is is a slight modi�cation of the Needham-Schroeder protocol, with a correction
proposed by Gavin Lowe. ¿e change in this protocol is that the responder’s identity is
included in the message sent by the responder.

¿e protocol is given by PrNSL � �C,δ� where C � g and δ is the following sequence
of communications.
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1. A � B � �x� �A,x�pubkB
2. B � A � �y� �B,x, y�pubkA
3. A � B � �y�pubkB

¿ere are two roles in this protocol. ¿e initiator role η1 is given below:

1. A ! B � �x� �A,x�pubkB
2. A ? B � �B,x, y�pubkA
3. A ! B � �y�pubkB

¿e responder role η2 is given below:

1. B ? A � �A,x�pubkB
2. B ! A � �y� �B,x, y�pubkA
3. B ? A � �y�pubkB

As before, we will use the notation ai to denote η1�i� and bi to denote η2�i�, for 1 B i B 3.
Secrecy for the initiator and responder, and authentication for the initiator and respon-

der, are given by the four formulas secrecyinit, secrecyresp, authinit and authresp respectively.
¿ese formulas have the same de�nitions as earlier, except for the change in the actions a2
and b2. It can be seen that the attack which leads to the violation of secrecyresp and authresp
does not work anymore, with the addition of the responder’s name in the action b2, but we
have to still prove that no other attacks are possible.

One can prove that PrNSL àwt secrecyinit and PrNSL àwt authinit in exactly the same
manner as before. ¿e nice thing is that PrNSL àwt secrecyresp also holds now. ¿e proof is
exactly along the lines of the proof of secrecy for the initiator in the Needham-Schroeder
protocol.

Authentication for responder

We now show that PrNSL àwt authresp as well. Consider some well-typed run ξ � e1� ek

of PrNSL. Let si denote infstate�e1� ei�, for i B k. Also let ei � �ζi,σi, lpi� for i B k.
Consider a model M � ��PrNSL,SPrNSL ,wt�,θ� compatible with authresp. We prove below
thatM,�ξ,0� à authresp.

1. Suppose now that there exists ι > AS and i C 0 such thatM,�ξ, i� à ι�b3, �ι�A� I�.

2. It easily follows that there exists an i� @ i such thatM,�ξ, i�� à ι�b2. Using the fact
that PrNS àwt secrecyresp, we can conclude thatM,�ξ, i�� à G �I has ι�y�.
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3. Since y > NT�η2�2��, it follows from the unique origination property of runs that
M,�ξ, i��� à  �I has ι�y� for all i�� @ i�. ¿us we can conclude that M,�ξ,0� à
G �I has ι�y�.

4. Arguing in the lines of item 4 of the proof of authentication for the initiator in the
Needham-Schroeder protocol, we can show that there exists some j� @ i and ι� > AS
such that M,�ξ, j�� à ι� �a3 , ι� �B � ι�B , ι� �y � ι�y. It follows immediately from
this that there exists j @ j� such thatM,�ξ, j� à ι� �a2. Now we note that θι�B� x I,
since act�ei� > Acθι�B�, and by de�nition θι�B� > Ho. ¿usM,�ξ, j� à  �ι�B � I�.
Now we use the fact that PrNSL àwt authinit. ¿us there exists ι�� > AS such that
M,�ξ, j� à ι� �A � ι�� �A , ι� �B � ι�� �B , ι� �x � ι�� �x , ι� �y � ι�� �y , P�ι�� �b2�.
Let ℓ @ jbe such thatM,�ξ, ℓ� à ι�� �b2. It is clear that θι�y� > NT�eℓ�. But recall
that ei� � �η2,θι,2� and thus θι�y� > NT�ei�� as well. By the unique origination of
ξ, it follows that ℓ � i�, and thus it also follows that θι � θ��ι . ¿is proves the desired
result.

6.4 Decidability

In this section we study the veri�cation problem of the logic in di�erent settings and
see that all the undecidability results and some of the decidability results which we saw in
the earlier chapters go through for the logic as well.

¿e undecidability results are easy to show, since the reachability property (de�ned
at the end of Chapter 3) can be trivially expressed in our logic. Suppose we are given a
protocol Pr � �C,R�, and an action a. Consider the following formula:

αreach
def
�  �§ι�F�ι�a�.

¿en it is clear that Pr ~àwt αreach i� Pr and a form a positive instance of the reachability
problem for well-typed runs. From this it follows that the problem of checking whether
Pr àwt α is undecidable. Reasoning on exactly the same lines, we can conclude that the
problem of checking whetherPr àT α is undecidable, even for �nite T (of some reasonable
size— the proof in Section 3.2 requires T to be of size at least 6). We summarize the results
in the following theorem.

¿eorem 6.4.1 ¿e problem of checking whether Pr àwt α given a protocol Pr and a formula

α is undecidable.
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For a �xed T b T0 (which might even be �nite), the problem of checking whether Pr àT α

given a protocol Pr and a formula α is undecidable.

We now prove that the reduction to well-typed runs described in Section 5.1 extends
to our logic as well. In the proof we crucially use the following fact proved in Section 5.1,
in the proof of Lemma 5.1.9: if ξ � e1� ek is a run of a weakly-tagged protocol, then for all
i B k, �si�I 9T0 � �s�i�I 9T0 (where si � infstate�e1� ei� and s�i � infstate��e1�n0 � �ei�n0�).
We claim that it can be proved along the same lines that �si�A9T0 � �s�i�A9T0 for all A > Ag,

provided that n0 is added to all the agents’ initial states. We therefore make the assumption
that for all protocols Pr and for all A > Ag, n0 > �init�Pr��A.

Lemma 6.4.2 For any �xed T b T0 such that n0 > T, for any weakly tagged protocol Pr �

�C,δ� such that C b T, and for any formula α > Φ, Pr àT α i� Pr àTwt α.

Proof: Fix a set T b T0 such that n0 > T. Fix a weakly tagged protocol Pr � �C,δ� such
that C b T, and �x a formula α0. Fix a T-run ξ � e1� ek of Pr with ei � �ηi,σi, lpi� for
all i � 1 B i B k. Let si � infstate�e1� ei�, for i B k. It is clear that ξn0 � �e1�n0 � �ek�n0 is
a well-typed T-run. Let us denote infstate��e1�n0 � �ei�n0� by �si�n0 , for all i B k. Let A �

�Pr,SPr,T� and Awt � �Pr,SPr,wt,T�. (Note that we work with only well-typed substitutions
in Awt.) For every A-assignment θ, let θn0 be a map such that θn0�ι� � �θ�ι��n0 for all
ι > AS. Since θn0�ι� is a well-typed substitution for all ι > AS, it is clear that θn0 is anAwt-
assignment. It is also clear that a model M � �A,θ� is compatible with a formula α i�
Mn0 � �Awt ,θn0� is compatible with α. ¿roughout the proof we will also use the fact that
any model compatible with α is also compatible with any subformula of α.

We now prove by induction that for all subformulas α of α0, and for allA-assignments
θ such thatM � �A,θ� is compatible with α, for all A-runs ξ, and for all instants i in ξ:
M,�ξ, i� à α i�Mn0 ,�ξn0 , i� à α.

Y Suppose α is of the form ι�A has ι� �m. Suppose θ�ι�� � σ. ¿en θn0�ι�� � σn0 . Since
M is compatible with α0, and since ι�m > ST�α0�, it follows that type�σ�m�� �

type�m�. Hence it follows that σ�m� � σn0�m� > T0. Finally note that �si�A 9 T0 �

��si�n0�A 9T0 (as explained in the discussion preceding this lemma).

NowM,�ξ, i� à α i� σ�m� > �si�A9T0 i� σn0�m� > ��si�n0�A9T0 i�Mn0 ,�ξn0 , i� à
α.

Y Suppose α is of the form ι�a. Suppose θ�ι� � σ. ¿en θn0�ι� � σn0 . Since M is
compatible with α0 and since �ι�m S m > ST�a� 9 T0� b ST�α0�, it follows that
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type�σ�m�� � type�m� for allm > ST�a� 9T0. Hence it follows that σ�a� � σn0�a�.
It also follows that for all jB k, σj�a� � �σj�n0�a�.

Now M,�ξ, i� à α i� ηi�lpi� � a and σi�a� � σ�a� i� σn0�a� � �σi�n0�a� and
ηi�lpi� � a i�Mn0 ,�ξn0 , i� à α.

Y Suppose α is of the form ι�x � ι� �x�. Suppose θ�ι� � σ and θ�ι�� � σ�. ¿en θn0�ι� �
σn0 and θn0�ι�� � σ�n0 . Also note that type�σ�x�� � type�x� and type�σ��x��� �

type�x��. ¿erefore σn0�x� � σ�x� and σ�n0�x�� � σ��x��.

NowM,�ξ, i� àθ α i� σ�x� � σ��x�� i� σn0�x� � σ�n0�x�� i�Mn0 ,�ξn0 , i� à α.

Y Suppose α is of the form  β. NowM,�ξ, i� à α i� (by semantics)M,�ξ, i� ~à β i�
(by induction hypothesis)Mn0 ,�ξn0 , i� ~à β i� (by semantics)Mn0 ,�ξn0 , i� à α.

Y Suppose α is of the form β - γ. Now by semanticsM,�ξ, i� à α i�M,�ξ, i� à β or
M,�ξ, i� à γ. By induction hypothesis, this happens exactly whenMn0 ,�ξn0 , i� à β
orMn0 ,�ξn0 , i� à γ. But by semantics this happens exactly whenMn0 ,�ξn0 , i� à α.

Y Suppose α is of the form Fβ.

IfM,�ξ, i� à α then (by semantics) there exists j C i such thatM,�ξ, j� à β. ¿is
implies (by induction hypothesis) that Mn0 ,�ξn0 , j� à β. But now (by semantics)
Mn0 ,�ξn0 , i� à α. In a similar manner we can prove that ifMn0 ,�ξn0 , i� à α then
M,�ξ, i� à α.

Y Suppose α is of the form Pβ.

IfM,�ξ, i� à α then (by semantics) there exists j B i such thatM,�ξ, j� à β. ¿is
implies (by induction hypothesis) that Mn0 ,�ξn0 , j� à β. But now (by semantics)
Mn0 ,�ξn0 , i� à α. In a similar manner we can prove that ifMn0 ,�ξn0 , i� à α then
M,�ξ, i� à α.

Y Suppose α is of the form �§ι�β.

IfM,�ξ, i� à α then (by semantics) there exists σ > SPr,T such thatM� � �A,θ�ι ��
σ�� is compatible with β andM�,�ξ, i� à β. ¿is implies (by induction hypothesis)
thatM�

n0
,�ξn0 , i� à β. But now it is clear that σn0 > SPr,wt,T and thus (by semantics

and the fact thatM�

n0
� �Awt ,θn0�ι �� σn0��),it follows thatMn0 ,�ξn0 , i� à α.

If Mn0 ,�ξn0 , i� à α then (by semantics) there exists σ > SPr,wt,T such that M�� �

�Awt ,θ�ι �� σ�� is compatible with β andM��,�ξn0 , i� à β. But θι for all ι > AS and
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σ are well-typed substitutions, which implies that θ � θn0 and σ � σn0 . ¿us, letting
M� � �A,θ�ι �� σ��, we see thatM�� �M�

n0
. ¿us we have thatM�

n0
,�ξn0 , i� à β. By

induction hypothesis it follows thatM�,�ξ, i� à β. ¿us by semantics it follows that
M,�ξ, i� à α.

Suppose now that Pr àTwt α for some formula α. We claim that Pr àT α as well. Let
A � �Pr,SPr,T� and let ξ be an A-run. Consider any A-assignment θ and letM � �A,θ�
be compatible with α. By what has been proved aboveM,�ξ,0� à α i�Mn0 ,�ξn0 ,0� à α.
Since Pr àTwt α,Mn0 ,�ξn0 ,0� à α. ¿ereforeM,�ξ,0� à α as well. Since ξ is an arbitrary
A-run and θ is an arbitraryA-assignment, this proves that Pr àT α.

Suppose now that Pr àT α for some formula α. We claim that Pr àTwt α as well. Let
A� � �Pr,SPr,wt,T�and let ξ be an A�-run. Of course A� � Awt where A � �Pr,SPr,T�.
Further ξ � ξn0 . Let θ be a A�-assignment and let M� � �A�,θ� be compatible with α.
Again it is obvious that θ � θn0 and thusM� �Mn0 whereM � �A,θ�. By what has been
proved aboveM,�ξ,0� à α i�Mn0 ,�ξn0 ,0� à α. Since Pr àT α,M,�ξ,0� à α. ¿erefore
it follows thatMn0 ,�ξ,0� à α as well. Since ξ is an arbitrary A�-run and θ is an arbitrary
A�-assignment, this proves that Pr àTwt α.

¿is completes the proof of the lemma. j

¿e above lemma shows that once we �x a T b T0, it su�ces to consider well-typed
T runs of any given protocol. Of course, if we �x a �nite T b T0, then for any protocol
Pr, there are only �nite many well-typed T-events. But there might still be in�nitely many
well-typed T-runs of Pr, since the same event may repeat many times in a run. To get
decidability in such a setting, we show that for every protocol Pr and formula α, there is
a �nite-state automaton APr,α with alphabet Events�Pr� such that ξ > L �APr,α� i� there
is some �Pr,SPr,wt,T�-assignment θ such thatM � ��Pr,SPr,wt,T�,θ� is compatible with α
andM,�ξ,0� à α.

We now �x a �nite set T b T0, a weakly tagged protocol Pr (and therefore the structure
A0 � �Pr,SPr,wt,T�), and a formula α0 for the rest of the section, and take up the construc-
tion of the automaton APr,α0 . As observed earlier, given a structure A and a formula α,
to see whether A à α, it su�ces to consider A-assignments restricted to FSN�α�. In the
case ofA0, we need to consider only �nitely many suchA0-assignments (since SPr,wt,T and
FSN�α0� are �nite sets, whose sizes depend only on the sizes of Pr, α0 and T). For the
rest of the section we assume that θ1, . . . ,θr is an enumeration of all the A0-assignments
θ restricted to FSN�α0� such that �A0,θ� is compatible with α0. We letMi � �A0,θi�, for
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all i B r.
Let SF denote SF�α0�. We de�ne  SF to be the set �α S  α > SF� 8 � α S α > SF and α

is not of the form  β�. We de�ne CL to be SF 8  SF.
An atom Ψ is any subset of CL which satis�es the following conditions:

Y for all  α > CL,  α > Ψ i� α ~> Ψ;

Y for all α - β > CL, α - β > Ψ i� α > Ψ or β > Ψ;

Y for all Fα > CL, if α > Ψ then Fα > Ψ;

Y for all Pα > CL, if α > Ψ then Pα > Ψ.

Given two atoms Ψ1 and Ψ2, we say that Ψ1Ð�Ψ2 i�:

Y for all Fα > CL:

– if Fα > Ψ2 then Fα > Ψ1, and

– if Fα > Ψ1 and α ~> Ψ1 then Fα > Ψ2;

Y for all Pα > CL:

– if Pα > Ψ1 then Pα > Ψ2, and

– if Pα > Ψ2 and α ~> Ψ2 then Pα > Ψ1.

An atom Ψ1 is an initial atom i�:

Y for all Pα > CL, if Pα > Ψ then α > Ψ, and

Y for all formula α > CL of the form ι�a, α ~> Ψ.

(¿e last clause re�ects the fact that a formula of the form ι�a is true only at positive in-
stants.)

An atom Ψ1 is a �nal atom i� for all Fα > CL, if Fα > Ψ then α > Ψ.
For i, jB r and ι > FSN�α0�, we say that θi and θ j are ι-variants if for all ι� > FSN�α0�

such that ι� x ι: θi�ι�� � θ j�ι��.
Amolecule is a tuple of the form �ξ,Ψ1,� ,Ψr� such that:

Y ξ is a reduced well-typed T-run of Pr;

Y for all i B r, Ψi is an atom such that for all atomic formulas α > CL of the form
ι�Ahas ι� �m and ι�x � ι� �x�: α > Ψi i�Mi,�ξ, SξS� à α;
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Y for all i B r and for all �§ι�α > CL, �§ι�α > Ψi i� there exists jB r such that θi and
θ j are ι-variants and α > Ψj.

Note that since there are only �nitely many reduced well-typed T-runs of Pr, and since
CL is a �nite set, there are only �nitely many molecules. We denote the set of molecules by
M .

Given two molecules χ � �ξ,Ψ1,� ,Ψr� and χ� � �ξ�,Ψ�

1 ,� ,Ψ�

r�, and an event e >

Events�Pr�, we say that χ e
Ð�χ� i�:

Y ξ� � red�ξ � e�;

Y for all i B r, ΨiÐ�Ψ�

i ;

Y for all i B r and all atomic formulas α > CL of the form ι�a, α > Ψ�

i i�Mi,�ξ�e, Sξ�eS� à
α.

A molecule χ � �ξ,Ψ1,� ,Ψr� is said to be an initial molecule i�:

Y ξ � ε,

Y for all i B r, Ψi is an initial atom, and

Y there exists i B r such that α0 > Ψi.

¿e set of initial molecules is denoted byI .
A molecule χ � �ξ,Ψ1,� ,Ψr� is said to be a �nal molecule i� for all i B r, Ψi is a �nal

atom. ¿e set of �nal molecules is denoted byF .
We are now all set to de�ne the automaton.

De�nition 6.4.3 (¿e automatonAPr,α0) ¿eautomatonAPr,α0 is given by the tuple �M ,Ð�,I ,F �

where:

Y M , the set of molecules, forms the �nite set of states of the automaton,

Y ¿e relationÐ� de�ned on molecules forms the transition relation of the automaton,
and

Y I forms the set of initial states andF forms the set of �nal states of the automaton.

An accepting run of the automaton on a sequence ξ � e1� ek from �Events�Pr��� is a
sequence of molecules χ0� χk such that:
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Y χ0 is an initial molecule and χk is a �nal molecule, and

Y for all i � 1 B i B k, χi�1
ei
Ð�χi.

¿e language accepted by APr,α0 , denotedL �APr,α0� is the set of ξ > �Events�Pr��� such
that there is an accepting run of the automaton on ξ.

¿e following technical lemma shows the correctness of the automaton construction
and immediately implies ¿eorem 6.4.5.

Lemma 6.4.4 For any sequence ξ > �Events�Pr���, ξ > L �APr,α0� i� ξ is an A0-run and

there exists i B r such thatMi,�ξ,0� à α0.

Proof: Fix a ξ � e0� ek > �Events�Pr���. For all jB k, let ξj denote e1� ej.
��� �

We �rst prove that if ξ is in the language of the automaton then ξ is a run of Pr and for
some i B r,Mi,�ξ,0� à α. Suppose ξ > L �APr,α0�. ¿is means that there is an accepting
run of the automaton of the form χ0� χk. Let χj � �ρj,Ψ

j
1 ,� ,Ψ

j
r�, for all jB k.

Claim: ξ is anA0-run.

Proof of Claim: We now prove that for all j B k, ρj � red�ξj�. From this it would
follow that red�ξ� � ρk, and since ρk is a run, it is easy to see that ξ is a run as well.

Since ξ0 � ρ0 � ε, red�ξ0� � ρ0. Suppose ρj�1 � redj�1 for some j � 1 B j B k. Now
ξj � ξj�1 �ej. But since χj�1

ej
Ð�χj, it follows from the de�nitions that ρj � red�ρj�1 �ej�.

But it is an easy consequence of the de�nition of red that red�ξ � e� � red�red�ξ� � e�,
and from this it follows that red�ξj� � ρj. ¿is completes the induction step and the
proof of the claim as well.

Claim: Mi,�ξ,0� à α0 for some i B r.

Proof of Claim: We now prove that for all jB k, all α > CL and all i B r, α > Ψj
i i�

Mi,�ξ, j� à α. Since χ0 is an initial molecule, by de�nition α0 > Ψ0
i for some i B r,

and it immediately follows thatMi,�ξ,0� à α0.

Fix jB k and i B r. We prove by induction on the structure of formulas that α > Ψj
i

i�Mi,�ξ, j� à α.

Y If α is of the form ι�Ahas ι� �m or ι�x � ι� �x� then it follows from the de�nition
of molecules that α > Ψj

i i�Mi,�ρj, SρjS� à α. But since ρj � red�ξj�, it fol-
lows that infstate�ξj� � infstate�ρj�. It now immediately follows that α > Ψj

i i�
Mi,�ξ, j� à α.
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Y Suppose α is of the form ι�a. If j � 0 then it follows from the semantics that
Mi,�ξ, j� ~à α, and it follows from the de�nition of initial atoms that α ~> Ψj

i . If
jC 1, then it follows from χj�1

ej
Ð�χj that α > Ψj

i i�Mi,�ρj�1 � ej, Sρj�1 � ejS� à α.
But the semantics of a formula of this kind depends only on the last event ej
and not on the other events in ρj. It thus immediately follows that α > Ψj

i i�
Mi,�ξ, j� à α.

Y ¿e boolean cases are handled by a routine application of the induction hy-
pothesis, using the fact that atoms are propositionally consistent.

Y Suppose α is of the form Fβ. We prove by induction on k � j that if α > Ψj
i

thenMi,�ξ, j� à α. Suppose α � Fβ > Ψk
i . ¿en by de�nition of �nal atom,

β > Ψk
i . By induction hypothesis (on the formulas)Mi,�ξ, k� à β, and hence

Mi,�ξ, k� à α. Suppose j @ k and α > Ψj
i . If β > Ψj

i , then by induction
hypothesis (on the formulas)Mi,�ξ, j� à β and henceMi,�ξ, j� à α. If β ~> Ψj

i ,
then since Ψj

iÐ�Ψ
j�1
i , it follows that α > Ψj�1

i . By induction hypothesis (on
k � j), it follows thatMi,�ξ, j� 1� à α, and henceMi,�ξ, j� à α as well.

We now prove by induction on k � j that if Mi,�ξ, j� à α then α > Ψj
i . If

Mi,�ξ, k� à α, then by semanticsMi,�ξ, k� à β as well. ¿erefore by induc-
tion hypothesis (on formulas), it follows that β > Ψk

i , and by de�nition of atoms
it follows that α > Ψk

i as well. Suppose j@ k andMi,�ξ, j� à α. IfMi,�ξ, j� à β
then β > Ψj

i (by induction hypothesis on formulas). It follows from the de�ni-
tion of atoms that α > Ψj

i as well. IfMi,�ξ, j� ~à β thenMi,�ξ, j� 1� à α and
hence by induction hypothesis on k � j, α > Ψj�1

i . Since Ψj
iÐ�Ψ

j�1
i , it follows

from the de�nitions that α > Ψj
i as well.

Y ¿e case when α is of the form Pβ is handled similarly as above.

Y Suppose α is of the form �§ι�β. ¿en α > Ψj
i i� (by de�nition of molecules)

there is i� B r such that θi and θi� are ι-variants and β > Ψj

i� i� (by induction
hypothesis) there is i� B r such that θi and θi� are ι-variants andMi� ,�ξ, j� à β
i� (by semantics)Mi,�ξ, j� à α.

�
� �

Wenowprove that if ξ is anA0-run andMi,�ξ,0� à α0 for some i B r, then ξ >L �APr,α0�.
For all i B r and jB k, let Ψj

i � �α > CL SMi,�ξ, j� à α�. For all jB k, let ρj � red�ξj�. Let
χj � �ρj,Ψ

j
1 ,� ,Ψ

j
r�. We claim that χ0� χk is an accepting run of APr,α0 on the sequence

ξ.
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It is straightforward to check that for all i B r and j B k, Ψj
i is an atom. Further from

the fact that ξ is a run, ρj is a reduced run for all j B k. It now follows by the semantics
that χj is a molecule for all jB k. From the semantics it also follows that χj�1

ej
Ð�χj for all

j � 1 B j B k, and it also follows that χ0 is an initial molecule and χk is a �nal molecule.
¿us χ0� χk is an accepting run of the automaton on ξ. ¿erefore ξ >L �APr,α0�.

¿is completes the proof of the lemma. j

¿us we see that checking whether Pr àTwt α0 reduces to checking whetherL �APr, α0�

is empty. Since the emptiness problem for �nite state automata is decidable, it follows
that checking whether Pr àTwt α is decidable. ¿is coupled with Lemma 6.4.2 yields the
following theorem, the main technical result of this chapter.

¿eorem 6.4.5 For a �xed �nite T b T0, the problem of checking whether Pr àT α given a

weakly tagged protocol and a formula α is decidable.



Chapter 7

Conclusions

We summarise the work done in the thesis below:

Y We introduced amodel for security protocols in Chapter 2, where we highlighted the
role of properties like send admissibility in analysis of protocols. We also introduced
the important notions of well-formed protocols and tagged protocols, and proved
some important consequences of our tagging scheme. We also looked at important
properties of the synth and analz operators.

Y We gave proofs of the undecidability of the secrecy problem, both under the setting
of unboundedly many nonces but bounded message length, and boundedly many
nonces but unbounded message length, in Chapter 3. We provided simple and uni-
form proofs for both the resuts.

Y In Chapter 4, we proved that the secrecy problem for tagged protocols is decidable,
whenwe consider onlywell-typed runs. We also saw a decision procedure for solving
the problem with a double exponential upper bound (in terms of the number of
communications in the protocol speci�cation).

Y In Chapter 5, we proved that for weakly tagged protocols, presence of a leaky run
implies the presence of a well-typed leaky run. We derived the fact that the general
secrecy problem for tagged protocols is decidable as a consequence of the above re-
sult. We also looked at a semantic approach to decidability based on an equivalence
relation on terms.

123
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Y In Chapter 6, we introduced a logic using which we could express many interesting
security properties. We saw many examples of reasoning using the logic. We then
extended some of the results of Chapter 5 to the logic.

Future directions

¿e most immediate improvement over the work in this thesis involves extending the
decidability result in Chapter 4 to cover other notions of secrecy and authentication. We
feel that obtaining a decidable logic in the presence of unbounded nonces will be a signif-
icant result and that it will provide signi�cant insight into the nature of the problem itself.
We believe that such a result is eminently possible, if the logic itself does not force unde-
cidability. ¿is is because the undecidability results have to do with the inherent power
of protocols to code up computations and do not have much to do with the properties we
are checking for. Since the well-formedness conditions and other restrictions on tagged
protocols restrict the intruder’s power to code up such computations, we believe that the
decidability result will extend to the logic. But more insight needs to be developed before
we can tackle the problem formally.

Another important direction of work is to convert the decision procedure of Chapter 4
into a practical veri�cation algorithm which is e�cient in practice. It is possible that some
notions introduced in Chapter 6 like abstract substitution names might be of help in this
endeavour.

Much more work needs to be done on formal reasoning about protocols. ¿e examples
which we presented in Chapter 6 involved semantic reasoning. In future work, we aim to
formalise this process by introducing axioms and (probably protocol-speci�c) rules using
which we can carry out the reasoning in the logic. ¿ere are further interseting technical
questions like formally characterising classes of protocols in the logic, various axiomatis-
ability questions, decidability of satis�ability etc.

An important extension would involve extending some of the features of our basic
model. ¿e most important of these is to consider constructed keys. In the presence of
constructed keys, synth�analz�T�� no longer represents the closure of the set of terms T.
For instance, letting T � ��m��n�k ,n, k�,m does not belong to synth�analz�T�� but (once
we set up the synth and analz-rules for constructed keys properly) it can be seen that �n�k
belongs to synth�T� and thatm belongs to analz�synth�T��. ¿e usual style in such a set-
ting is to use a combined proof systemwhich incorporate both synthesis and analysis rules.
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Several of our proofs have to be modi�ed considerably in this new setting. We believe that
the results of Chapter 5 can be easily extended in this new setting as well. But the reduction
to good runs has to be reworked to an extent. ¿e key to proving these results would be to
derive some normal forms for these new proofs.

We hope that the ideas and results presented in this thesis will form a basis for further
improvements and eventually �nd their use in practical veri�cation of security protocols.
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